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Statement of Aims'rtrfElLlgrtllgllL t

A growing number of socialists and communists are taking a stan_d against

thi suppiession of democraric rights in the Soviet Union and Eastern
guropi. The labour movement has international responsibilities in this

field is well as in the field of solidarity action with those struggling against

oppression in Chile or Southern Africa or Northern Ireland.

But up to now socialists have tacked a source of frequent and reliable in-

formation about events in Eastern Europe. Coverage in the papers of the

Left remains scanty, while reports in the bourgeois press are selective and

slanted. The first aim of Labour Focus on Eastern Europe is to help fill
this gap by providing a more comprehensive and regular source of infor-
mation about events in that part of the world.

The mass media gave ample space to Tory politicians and to some from the

Labour Party who seek to use protests against repression in Eastern

Europe as a cover for their own support for social inequality in Britain and

for witch-hunts against those who oppose it. At the same time campaigns
run by socialists in the labour and trade union rnovement for many years

concerning victims of repression in Eastern Europe are largely ignored by

the nnedia. The second aim of this bulletin therefore is to provide com-
prehensive information about the activities of socialists and labour move-

ment organisations that are taking up this issue.

Labour Focus is a completely independent bulletin whose editorial collec-

tive includes'various trends:of socialist and Marxist opinion. It is not a
bulletin for debate on the nature of the East European states, nor is its pur-
pose to recommend a strategy for socialists in Eastern Europe: there are

bther-journals on the left that take up these questions. Our purpose is to
provide a comprehensive coverage of these societies with a special em-

phasis on significant currents campaigning for working class, democratic

and national rights.

Whenever possible we will quote the sources of our information. Unless

otherwise stated, all material in Labour Focus may. be reproduced, with
acknowledgement. Signed articles do not necessarily represent the views of
the editorial collective.

In these ways we hope to strengthen campaigns to mobilise the con-

siderable influence that the British labour movementcan have in the strug"

gles to end repression in the USSR and Eastern Europe.

SPONSORS: Tariq Ali, Edmund Baluka, Vladimir Derer. lvan
Hartel, Eric Heffer MP, Jan Kavan, Nicholas Krasso, Leonid
Plyushch, Hillel Ticktin.
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A growing number of socialists and communists are taking a stand against

thi suppiession of democratic rights in the Soviet Union and Eastern
guropi. The labour movement has international responsibilities in this

field is well as in the field of solidarity action with those struggling against

oppression in Chile or Southern Africa or Northern lreland-

But up to now socialists have lacked a source of frequent and reliable in-

formation about events in Eastern Europe. Coverage in the papers of the

Left remains scanty, while reports in the bourBeois press are selective and

slanted. The first aim of Labour Focus on Eastern Europo is to help fill
this gap by providing a more comprehensive and regular source of infor-
mation about events in that part of the world.

The mass media gave ample space to Tory politicians and to some from the

Labour Party who seek to use protests against repression in Eastern
Europe as a cover for their own support for social inequality in Britain and

for witch-hunts against those who oppose it. At the same time campaigns
run by socialists in the labour and trade union movement for many years

concerning victirns of repression in Eastern Europe are largely ignored by

the media. The second aim of this bulletin therefore is to provide com-
prehensive information about the activities of socialists and labour move-
ment organisations that are taking up this issue.

Labour Focus is a completely independent bulletin whose editorial collec-
tive includes'various trends of socialist and Marxist opinion. It is not a
bulletin for debate on the nature of the East European states, nor is its pur-
pose to recommend a strategy for socialists in Eastern Europe: there are

other journals on the left that take up these questions. Our purpose is to
provide a comprehensive coverage of these societies with a special em-

phasis on significant currents campaigning for working class, democratic
and national rights.

Whenever possible we will quote the sources of our information. Unless

otherwise stated, all material in Labour Focus may. be reproduced, with
acknowledgement. Signed articles do not necessarilyrepresent the views of
the editorial collective. :

In these ways we hope to strengthen campaigns to mobilise the con-
siderable influence that the British labour movementcan have in the strug"

gles to end repression in the USSR and Eastern Europe.

SPONSORS: Tariq Ali, Edmund Baluka, Vladimir Derer, lvan
Hartel, Eric Heff er MP, Jan Kavan, Nicholas Krasso, Leonid
Plyushch, Hillel Ticktin. 
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EDITORIAL

Two Polish Voices Raised Against the Cold War

The two great movements that have shaken the status quo in
Europe in the early l9E0s have both now suffered serious setbacks.
The independent working class movement in Poland, Solidarity, is
now fighting for its continued organisational existence as an
underground movement. And the huge peace movement in
Western Europe has failed to stop Cruise and Pershing, and
despite some victories on the rnargins - in Holland, Denmark and
Greece, is facing a rising tide of militarism.

And perhaps the greatest setback of all has been the failure to
develop common positions between the peace movement and lhe
Western Left on the one hand, and the great movement of the
Polish workers on the other.

If we are frank we must acknowledge that in the Polish
underground * at least if the main journals that reach the West
are any guide - there is suspicion of the peace movement and sym-
pathy for the policies of the current US administration. lVhile
within the peace movement, and the Left, at least in Britain, there
is a good deal of suspicion of Solidarity. (Anyone who doubts this
should have tried handing out leaflets about Solidarity political
prisoners on the impressive anti-Reagan demonstration in London
at the start of June.)

Yet now, at last, two authoritative voices have been raised with
statements which, if they were taken up seriously, could help over-
come these deep divisions. Both come from Poland.

The first is a blunt and straightforward declaration of solidari-
ty with the British miners' struggle'for jobs against the Thatcher
goyernment. And it comes from none other than the Underground
Provisional Co-ordinating Committee of Solidarity miners in Up-
per Silesia, the heartland of the Polish coal industry. We
reproduce the statement, issued on the day of Poland's local €lec-
tions, 17 June, in this issue af Labour Focus. :

This statement is a crushing blow to the arguments of those, in-
cluding Arthur Scargill, who have said that'Solidarity does not
operate in the interests of the working class (if only many of the
trade union leaders in this country would display a similar sense of
solidarity with the miners to that in the Solidarity statement). It is
also an embarrassing setback to the efforts of the AFL-CIO and
the ICFTU leaders to use their funding of Solidarity represen-
tatives abroad to present the rank-and-file Solidarity workers as
having something in common with the cynical and often politically
corrupt operations of Western international trade-union ap-
paratuses abroad. The Solidarity miners' leaders.of Upper Silesia
have recognised the all too obvious kinship between their struggle
for their rights and their dignity and that of the miners in
Yorkshire and the other British mining areas.

The second statement from Poland comes from Jacek Kuron
on hunger strike as we go to press, waiting for his trial to open in
Warsaw on 13 July. At the beginning of June; Kuron smuggled a
letter out of Mokotow Prison in Warsaw, an open letter to the
peace movements of the world.

As yet the full text of this letter - Kuron's first public appeal
of this sort since he was arrested in December 1981 - has not
reached the lVest (despite the fact that it was in the hands of
Western press agencies in Waqsaw on 6 June!).

But the very brief sumrnary sent over the wires (and reproduced
by lJncensored Poland - the indispensable source of reliable news
from poland) says an enormous amount in a few words. Each
phrase is worth taking in turn and pondering:
* 'It is not enough to demonstrate only around NATO bases': in
other words it is necessory to do so, but not sufficient.* This is not sufficient, he says, 'when Warsaw Pact armies are in a
permanent state of readiness for action against their own
societies'. This is an incontrovertible fact - they are in such a state
of readiness against popular upheavals in Eastern Europe
Poland has shown that. But we should notice that he does not
make the standard cold war utterance repeated ad nauseam in the

West and repeated by many opponents of the regime within
Poland: he does not say they are ready to launch aggression against
the West. t

* 'World peace movements have a moral duty to support the
peaceful struggle of the Polish people against a military dictator-
ship ...'lryho can dispute this? Who can argue that the democratic
liberties that the Left here fights so hard to defend should not be
fought for by the Polish people?
* The summary then ends with this remarkable and profoundly
important statement: Kuron calls 'for the demilitarisation of
Poland, East Germany and West Germany...'. This last statement
contains the key to grasping the entire situation in divided Europe.

Let us spell out what this means. Kuron is not just calling for
the demilitarisation of Poland and the GDR (including the
withdrawal of Soviet troops there)" His demand also means the
following: running down the Bundeswehr, Europe's most power-
ful army outside the Soviet Union, and the effective withdrawal of
the huge American military machine on continental Europe, !s
well as the removal of the 551000 British troops there. This would
give the USSR strategic superiority in Europe. ft would also open
up the prospect for popular movements to change the face of'
Eastern Europe and the USSR itself. T[is is what Kuron is sug-
gesting. And he is right. Only those who grasp this truth along with
Kuron are on the side of genuine progress towards lasting peace in
Europe and freedom for Poles.

Of course, allowing the Soviet Union a military advantage in
Europe will seem absurd to people who overlook the permanent
Soviet fear of attack from the lVest and the ways that has influenc-
ed Soviet military policy: insisting on a tight grip on Poland, the
GDR and Czechoslovakia, while failing to take over Finland, han-
ding back Austria and not overruning Yugoslavia in 19#-49.
\ilhile West Gerrnany remains a massive launching pad for poten-
tial attack, there is no likelihood that the Russian people will ever
feel secure with a Polish nation looking Westwards.

There is a second argument against Kuron's call for a modern
version of the Rapacki plan: it is unrealistic. The Soviet leadership
will never accept a political 'deviation' by the Poles or the
possibility of a united Germany; and the Americans also will not
accept Westerh Europe going its own way and Germany re-united"

Thiq isirue enough: ruling circles in Washington and Moscow
would have great political fears about such developments and
would resist them. So would their clients in both halves of Europe.

But both the Solidarity miners and Jacek Kuron can given an
answer to this: the enormous potential political power of rnass
working class movements, as we have seeh in Poland. And in the
lVest the peace moyement has also shown the capacity for action
from below. When Kuron first outlined how that power could
develop in Poland, back in 1976, he was considered by many to be
irresponsible or utopian. But the 'realists' were proved wrong. The
British miners are giving us another demonstration of such
working-class determination when their vital interests are al stake.

The tragedy behind these two statements from Poland is that
Kuron is in jail and the Silesian miners' leaders are clandestine. It is
almost impossible to carry on any dialogue with people in such
cohditions. We do not e','en know whether the Western press agen-
cies have reported Kuron's words accurately. And worst of all,
these statements get publicity in the West only in magazines with
tiny circulations like our own. Irnmensely powerful forces are at
work to silence such voices from Poland long before they reach the
ears of the Western peace rnoyement and the Left. lVe rnust work
to ensure this cannot happen. For a start, w€ must call for the
release of Jacek Kuron and the other political prisoners in Poland.
And we must continue to demand the right of the Polish miners
and the rest of the Polish working class to organise freely to defend
their rights.
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HUNGARY

F'OREWORT)
By Bill Lomax

The H ungarian revolution of I 956 was an event of great
significance to the Western Left, &D event which had a major im-
pact on the attitude.s of Western socialists towards the regimes that
had been established in{astern Europe in the aftermath of the Se-
cond World War. Closely follbwing the reyelations of Nikita
Khrushchev's "secret sperich" to the Twentieth Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union denouncing the crimes and
errors that had been committed under Stalin's rule in the name of
socialisnr, Hungary in 1956 provided the first in.stance of an entire
population rising up again.st a Communist regime and being .sup-
pressed by a Soviet military inva.sion. :

The Hungarian revolution was also of significance, however,
hecause of the leading role played in it by the industrial working
class, rvhich not only took part from the very beginning in the
revolutionary struggle and played a major role in the fighting, but
u'hich also put up the greatest resi.stance after the second Soviet in-
tervention of 4 November 1956. In the years of terror and repres-
sion that follon'ed the crushing of the revolution, it rvas also from

,l

Hungary '56 - the Workers' Case:
An InterYiew with Sandor Racz

the ranks of the workers that carne the vast majority of those im-
prisoned and executed"

Yet most published studie.s of the revolution have concentrated
their attention on the role of the intellectuals and political refor-
mists. They were the ones who fled to the West, and they were the
ones who wrote about their experiences" Workers generally don't
wrife history books or even their life stories. And because of the
closure of the archives, documentation on the workers' role is
equally difficult to come by. For this reason the interview that we
present here is of particular value" It is with S6ndor RAcs, a
Hungarian worker who was a young toolmaker only 23 years old in
1956, Who had spent all his working life under the postwar regime,
and who in 1956 wa.s propelled to the forefront of the revolu-
tionary .struggle when he was elected President of the Central
Workers' Council of Creater Budapest.

After the revolution S6ndor RAcz was arrested, brought to trial
and then, on his 25th birthday, sentenced to life imprisonment.
Relea.sed undir the amnesty of 1963, lte returned to the workbench
and continues to earn his living today as a manual worker. Last
year, oil the 25th anniversary of his trial and on the occasion of his
50th birthday, S6ndor RAcz spoke publicly for the first time about
hi.s life and about his activities in 1956 - in an interview with the
Hungarian samizdat journal Beszeb "

.*



HUNGARY
J',; reari ::li.i inter\t:'r,. i> a unique experience. As tl'e do so, \t'e

ftiiiqr'.:, !iii.j,ut' Racz .-i. 'irr= first conles to work in Budapest, as he

Iir es iliri.rirgi, 'il., ,.rir.ir.! .,:l'i.Ar1*ues of the post\\'ar years on the factory
f'ioor, anci tI",, ti'r ll:e hopes raised b"v lrnre Nagy's first refornt
govet'nnreut,^,1 l+5i. On 23 October 1956 he is there on the streets

of B,-idapesi 'r i:en the statrre of Stalin is brought tumbling dorvn,

rvhen rhe figl,iiiig hreaks out at the radio building and the first
Soviet tank> riri'irrr iir tire citr'. After the cease-fire of 28 October he

rerilrris to the l'acirri r rtflii rakes an active part in the formation of
its n,orkers'counrri Iiiat': n,here we find hiin when the Soviet

tapks return at rJal,hieaL ort.4 November to crttsh the revolution.
ln the ensuing rvcel:i rs the workers' councils already formed

dpring ihe revolution corne to play an ever rnore active role, Sin-
dor Racz emerges as t)nr of their foremost spokesmen. We see him
as he rr:sists the new regime's attempts to trick, divert and
manlpulate the worker:; He soon wins the workers' confidence,
and within,Jays of the I'tirrnation of a Central Workers'Council
for tl'rc cltire region of Creater Budapest, he is elected its Presi-

dent" l..rorv he tinds himself in the corridors of power - debating
with {-iovernillenr N{inist;rs in the Parliament, negotiating with the
Russian Lorirrnander"iu-Chief at the Soviet military headquarters.

But a,9 ilic illivf-tl'reili cf \\iorkers'councils grows stronger and
iregili:* ro devciulr nrtu a irational politicatr force, the new Conr-
nrunist regin;e ,-rf Jinr;s K6ddr decides this is a form of workers'
power il carr ':li,. 

r,,ithout, 'Ihe Central Workers'Council is banned,
RAcz arid his *..*i:rrailes arrested and imprisoned. Then we follorv
him rhrough the prison cells, through interrogation, trial, hunger
strike, ancl iinally, in 1963, to'his release

Siindor R6cz's interview is irnportant not just for the story it
tells of the events ilr ivhiclthe took part, but also because of the
rdeas'iirr rv}'icl: he stantis" In fact while reading it, one cannot help
feeling that cn,-:: rl-ruld he reading the account of a working class

militant in f.ire eariy years of the rvorkers' movement'in almost any
country in the wurld. Certainly the ideas R6cz stands for are the

traditional ideas rvhich the rvorking class and labour movement
has striven to represent from the very earliest times of its e.xistence"

The greatesl scandal of the postrvar stalinist regime, for Rdcz,
was the fact that it undermined the rvorkers'unitv, the rvorkers'
sense of solidarity and fellowship, that should have been the basis
of a true rvorkers'porver. The years of stalinism are seen by him as

a missed opportunit.r- for the rvorkers to take the factories into
their own hands and create a society rvithout exploitation. In 1956,
however, that opportunitl'occurred again, and the rvorkers
recognised the historical moment. That was why they came to the
fore in the revolutionary struggle, and why they were the most
steadfast in defence of the revolution's conquests.

The desires and ambitions of the Hungarian workers, however,
aroused little enthusiasm arnongst the leaders of the Cornmunist
regime brought to power by Soviet tanks on 4 November 1956" A
system of workers'power based on a national structure of
workers' councils, declared the nerv Party and Covernment leader
J6nos Kadir to a delegation from the Central Workers' Council on
l6 November 1956, was "something which didn't exist anywhere
in the world" and for which "there certainly wasn't any need in a
people's democracy. " *

For Sindor R6cz and his fellow workers, however, their
demands were not vain and idle fantasies, but the desire for a
society that would respect the dignity of labour, for a society free
from exploitation that would honour and protect those who con-
struct, produce and create. As he himself concludes, it is indeed an
immeasurable crime that even today the vision of such a society
can find no place in a self-styled people's democracy, and that a
working man like Sindor RAcz cannot speak freely and openly in

' his own country about the struggles in which he and his fellow
workers strove to make this vision a realitv"

a.'

Note
* Nepstabadsdg, Budapest, 17 November 1956.

Workers' Councils Gave Their Stamp to the Entire Revolution

(lntervievi vr,ittq, ,ftrit'tit;t' Rar:2, the President of the''Central
Wcrkers' {.}$*n,:":i! tf iJreater Budapest at the time of the
l{ u n grt rian ile",, o! u,r;'l:},"t #.f J-955/

Before corn*nu tr * {}ur actual theme, the role of the Central
Workers' Cu*lrtuil, I should like you to tell me something about the
road "-l"illrr liie took hefrine November 1956, about how you lived
and thtught until tlren. [,el's begin at the beginning: Where were
ysu b*rn?

I *as |*iirri ill i:i-liiii,r:" '"; ,,.i::t1l'hel1,', on l7 March I933. My father
was a pr()ptrl.I',rif:ss; i:arii'i iabourer, lvho nrarried the eighth child of
a p(-)fir h*rd,srri;rn. Wiren I was six mclnths old I was given to the
care of' ln1,r graildiu*iitui ai Izsfk, because my father didn't want
nle' ivliile ilr.r rrlother cailic to Budapest to rvork in a factory. My
father died tighting fi:i lris .'ountry on l6 September 1942 in the
Valle-v af the Don I li,: mu rviriowed grandmother looked after me
right u1r trr 1946. iirilil i '.iltne tr) tsudapest. I was the sixteenth child
she had liad t* hriirg *;r, attd so in lzsak too I had to work hard to
prove my tvor'Iir. i

Ilid !'ou r{tnle i.o Buda}${:'st alter your mother?

|'lir it war iiirri titiii ii ':t,;':, iililounced in the village that a college
u/as be illg organrse i-1 dI -t{r.rdaflok for orphan and half-orphan
chrl'Jtelr rvl:u rr+ii'rteui ,ir:trirlr'. Without telling my grandmother, I

Irut my nanlr dorvrt fur it ai ttte village hall. On l5 August 1946,'on
the Day of L.iur [.ati-r, i arlived at the Eastern Rail,'vay Station.] I

hart iust +rlorigh ri;otiey ie r: to buy a tram ticket to the college, but I
got i.r11 iiic rr,: ilriB irairi, and I got Iost. I found my.self at
Itd:i.nabesnyi. rrgiit i:'r llit rnirid!e of the festivities. That was my
first experien(:f; ol Butlaprst - the masse.s of people, the singing,
and thi', iarr tiiat I n'as St.:i-]ding there alone anrid all the commo*
il*r: i ,,"as ii,ri , ulitl i tiicl; 'i even hat,e enough money to get back
io ir;aH. bsr-,rri:r: i ir..,r;i'.;,'iuch rather have gone back. So it was
th;.:k 

" tn mii -p{li,tf | )l rirrrt ! stayed in Budapest.

t

Did you go to work right away at the Beloiannisz factory?

No. I started out as a carpenter, apprenticed to Cyula Polacsek. I
was a puny child, some 35 kilos at that time, and I had to take the
furniture barrow twice a day between Budafok and the Big Bill fur-
niture store by the Western Railway Station" I only spent one year
as an apprentice carpenter, because I became very weak and the
doctor forbade me to do any sort of physical work. I looked for
Iighter work, and so I became a barrel maker's apprentice.
Twenty-five of us lived together in the college - Catholics, Pro-
testants and Jews all mixed together. In 1948 they wanted to close
the colle$e down, but I suggested that rve should stay together"
After that I have to work, to work very hard, to support myself,
because I am a nobody's nobody. No-one is going to give me a slice
of bread, if I don't earn it for myself" But I wanted more than that
too. I wanted to study, I wanted to acquire a trade, So I could be
my own boss. In 1948 I went to the Standard Works, to rvhat is
now the Beloiannisz.a I worked for three months as a fettler, and
then for two years I was an apprentice toolmaker. As early as 1949
I left the training shop, to work under the master craftsman
Konstantin Major, and in September 1950 I was released from my
apprenticeship. Then in 1953 I was called up into the army.

Excuse me for butting in, hut there is something I would like to ask
you. Fbr you and your workmates there in the faclory, what was it
like to*live through the changes as the new system was being built?

You know, somehow or other we really felt every change on our
skin. When I first went to the Standard, the 200-man workshop
was run by a Social Democrat works' manager with just one lady
office assistant. Later on, after the Vogeler and Sanders trial and
the uniting of the two parties,s they brought in a Communist
works' manag€r, who had very little knowledge of the profession,
and the administration immediately started to grow. Of course the

old Social Democrat skilled workers didn't let the workplace go

completely to the dogs, and there was quite a lot of anger against
the bloated-up bureaucracy as well. We were the ones who had to

I
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support them, and at the same time we could see that the work
went better with less time-servers" There was a lot of grumbling,
but in the end they remoulded the workplace -- though, to tell the
truth, it took them two years to do it. The social democratic spirit
made for a very strong resistance.

lVere you a member of the Social Democratic Party?

No. I wasn't a member of either the one or the other.6 You know,
I'm always against anything that would restrict my ability to think
freely, that would tie my hands down. Even in the workplace it
wasn't the Social Democratic party that was important, but the
solidarity, the collective spirit, the fact that each person was con-
cerned for the other, for the work and the life of the one working
alongside him. In a word, it was the workers'consciousness that
was important. As I see it, in 1948 - andthen again, later, in 1956

- we lost the opportunity, that history threw to us for a moment,
for the workers to take the factories into their own hands. But
that's another question.

I won't forget about it. But you're right, let's not rush ahead. You
mentioned that the 'remoulding' of the workplace took two years.
Yet was there any single moment, or any event,'that you and your
workmates judged as being the point after which something had
really changed?

There was, but you'll see, it's interesting somehow this
hadn't anything to do with changes in the big world of politics
either, this too was something we felt on our skin. [t happened
towards the end of 1949, when a toolmaker was sacked. And what
do you think it was for? You know, it's a custom in the workplace
to send an apprentice out to fetch something for lunch" Now on
this occasion the lad came back with only a piece of plain bread,
and the worker who'd sent him slammed it down on his bench, cur-
sing the lad in some very strong language. He was right - you
can't work on dry bread. But he was taken away and given the sack
on some pretext or other - being an agitator or something like
that. That was how they let us know that a different world had
begun"

Let's stay a moment longer at the workplace. It was here, wasn't it,
that you got to know S6ndor Bali?

Yes, after I was moved down to the toolmakers' section. There was
just one workbench between us, and we often talked together in
the morning break. Bali was ten years older than ffie, a member of
the Communist Party since 1945, a person highly respected in the
workplace, and the union steward" As you know, I'm someone
who's always grumbling, I've always been a bit of a rebel - but
Bali would patiently hear me out, and put my hot-headedness
down'to my youth" That's another interesting thing - I always
had to do my work well for the others to put up with my
rebelliousness. The Communist works' manager tried to give me
rotten work anyway, that wouldn't pay well and that would make
me unpopular into the bargain. He wanted to make me a work
calculator, a norrn setter, but Bali and his mates didn't allow it"
They told him that I was able to do better work than that" But I
wouldn't have taken on the norm setting anyway. I made hot
moulding dies and deep drawing tools in the workshop, and I was
always the one the men working on the machines came to if they
needed anything putting right 'You can trust Sdndor, he'll
make a good job of it'" So you sqe, by my work I won for myself
some small right to grumblg. The way you'd see it, I couldn't of-
ficially have been a stakhanovite because, as the works' manager
put it, 'I was politically uneducated ' - but I received a
stakhanovite's poy, because I fulfilled the norms by I8090.7

Were you in the workshop right up to 1956?

No, because in October 1953 I was called up as a.soldier into the
Budapest Signals Regiment, and here somehow things began to
nrake sense to me. You know, before then I really had been
'politicallv uneducated'. I hadn't let them force me into going to
all those political cour.ses, I wa.sn't letting them influence'my opi-
nions - but in the army there's no question of avoiding it, here
vou have to go to the meetings. And so I find myself in conflict

A

with the lecturers, because I stand.up and say to ttrern:'How is it
that the peasant has to have even his last cow taken away from
him?'The peasant lads were behind ffi€, because I was speaking
the truth for them. And I understood Imre Nagy's aims from his
June speech - to free the agricultural workers who'd been ground
down into the deepest misery, to mechanise agriculture, to give
greater freedom and opportunity to the working man, to put an
end to the severity, the suffering of the peasants, and the rule of
the AVO.8 I said all these things in the army too, and somehow
things began to become clearer to me.

When were you discharged?

In October 1955 I went back to the Beloiannisz. Proletarian life
began anew. In the factory the world had changed a great deal.
One after another the inforrners had been found out, and they had
become the objects of general hatred. For instance , & microphone
was spotted in one of the workers' lockers - ttre bosses used it to
listen to what we were talking about while getting changed. After
that the lad had to be removed from the workshop, because
nobody was willing to work with him, Then in thesummerof 1956
I left the Number II workshop for the K I workshop, to work as a
toolmaker.' .*.

Was it by then already possible to feel something of what was to
come?

Not half ! By then we were already past the Twentieth Congress, we
were breathing more freely, even at official meetings we were more
outspoken, and amongst ourselves too we talked more openly.e

Did the outbreak of the revolution on 23 October find you lin the
factory?

No, because on 5 October I had gone into hospital to have my ton-
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sils out. But it was only on the lTth that I had the operation,
because I am a haemophiliac and they were afraid to operate. On
the 23rd I slip out from the Peterfy Hospital, because I was drawn
to the streets by the speeches of GerO and Piros.l0 I'm unable to
speak because of the operation, but the toppling of Stalin gives me
back my voice. Today it's difficult for you to imagine, just what an
experience it was when the statue came tumbling down. It wasthe
people of Budapest, in whose name the statue had been built, who
went there and brought it down. Everybody was your friend there
and then on the square. After Old Joe had been brought down,
and when just his boots were left standing on the plinth, lorries ar-
rived for us to go to the Radio, because the people were being fired
on there.ll Everyone who could manage to do so, clambered up
onto the vehicles. The streets were packed with people, and the city
resounded to the echoes of two slogans: 'Russians, Co Home!'
and 'lmre Nagy into the Government!1. We weren't able toget to
the Radio, so big was the crowd, We stopped at the corner of the
Sindor Brody street and the Museum boulevard. Getting down
from the lorry, I somehow found myself next to a girl called
Marika she was with me all evening, we went together
everywhere. On the Calvin Square there were cars and trams in
flames. Soldiers stood about on the corner - they were from my
old regiment, but I didn't go across to them. Then about ten
o'clock four Hungarian tanks arrived. They weren't able to go into
the street because they were at once surrounded by the people, who
jumped up onto thern and demanded of their commander: 'What
sort of a Hungarian are you then? Who was it that paid for your
training? Would you really come against us with tanks?'

How long were you at the Radio?

I got back to the hospital about midnight. Marika n'ent back u'ith
me. In fact it rvas she u'ho persuaded me to go back, because the
doctors had said my \vound could easily'open up. Later on. by the
\r'ay, at the time of my arrest, Marika rvent to see my mother, and
in 1963, after my release, u'e met again a couple of times - but
somehow or other nothing came of it. She \\'as a decent girl, a

" raihvay rvorker's daughter, a schoolteacher. You knou', it n'as just
that that bothered me if she'd joined her life to mine, she
wouldn't have been allorved to teach. That's u'hv I rr'as rather
reluctant about it. t

But to get back to the question: about midnight I got back to
the hospital" There can't have been many injured there as yet,
because they had plenty of time to listen to me. Ne.xt day at dau'n,
about 5 o'clock, I slip out again. I go to the EMKE, and stand on
the corner. t2 The crowd is coming and going, and there and then I

start to speak to them. I don't remernber no\l', just rvhat. I just inr-
provised. Such things for instance as, a tank passes bv and I sa1':

'These tanks fire against us, but they were built rvith our corltribu-
tions for peace'. There were always some one or two hundrgd peo-
ple around me. There were some rvho said: 'Such people should be
arrested!' but others encouraged me to carry on, because I u'as
speaking the truth. I told them that it rva.s the toppling of the statue
that had given me back my voice. But after trvo or three hours I

had to go back to the P6terfy, because my throaf \l'as still very
weak

I

Did you go out again the next day?

Of course, every day. Then on the 28th I finally went home, to I

Murdnyi Street. That's something I forgot to tell yod: in I955,
when I was r"eleased from the army, I bought a windowless
warehouse store-room, and from then on I lived there with my
mother. That's where I go home on the Sunday, ofl the 28th. I
sleep there, and the next day I go into the factory. After that I
don't get to sleep in a bed again until after my arrest, until I I
December. But, that's by the way" Well, oo the 29ttr, there inside
the factory, some 500 of us were gathered together in the main
hall" We stood around, w€ talked - there was plenty to talk about.
We were in our street clothes; we didn't get changed for work
because there were too few of us to start up production. I don't
remember now just who it was, but someone suggested we should
elect a workers'council. I can't remember either, just who it was
who put my name forward. It's enough to say, I too had to go up
onto the platform. The provisional workqrs' couRcil finally came
to have fifteen merqbers. We went up frorn the main hall to the
minager's office, hnd here someone suggested that'l should be the
president,:but-I didn'l accept. I pointed out my age and my lack of
experience - I was 23 years old - and I suggested Sanyi Bali. You
know, somehow I felt that to accept such a position would greatly
Iimit what I could do. It would tie rne down to the factory, and
well, there were all sorts of Communists there, and I didn't want to
get into quarrels with anyone. After that I became the person who
liaised with the district, and with the other factory workers'coun-
cils.

Who do you remember from the workers' council?

Ferenc Simon, a very decent engineer, and ArpadOpatowsz,ky, an
engine fitter. There were two eighteen year olds, spirited
youngsters, who weren't actually members but wdre a great deal of
help in the work of the council: Joska Balogh and Imre Szelvenyi"
Szelvenyi later became a sort of personal assistant to me. He look-
ed after our contacts with the district, with the district workers'
council and the other factory ones. If I wanted to speak with
anyone I sent messages through him, and hebrought in food to me
at the factory.

What were the first measures you took?

While we were still up in the office, we decided we should start
work, and organise factoryguards, We took it as natural, a.s a con-
quest of the revolution, that the managershouldn't run things, but
that we should take over the factory ourselves. The guard.s *.:
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HUNGARY
needed to defend the machinery and the materials, and to prevent
any suspicious elements getting into the factory. In the afternoon I
had two radios and a tape recorder brought in, so we couid record
the different radio broadcasts, and keep up with what \vas happen-
ing. Then I walked around the factory and, one after another, I
took down the decorations - pictures, stars, statues, whatever. I
said that anyone who couldn't manage without these things could
take them home, but that one doesn't have to have decorations in
order to work well. These were my first 'instructions'. I say
'instructions' in quotation marks, because it wasn't necessary to
give orders to anyone - everyone knew their job.

But there was one very interesting thing that happened here:
how I came to have my own AVO. About 5 tl'clock I went down to
the street when a young man in a leather coat came up to me and
asked after me by name. He asked me to hide him because he was
afraid to go home. He was an AVO captain and his wife was Rus-
sian" In return he offered to write out the secret Soviet radio
broadcasts that in his job as a signalman he had listened to on 28
October. I thought it over. There were a number of secure rooms
in the basement. I could take him there, and we would see. I took
him with me into the factory, gave him pen anci paper, and he got
down to work" I locked him in the room. I went back a couple of
hours later, and when I read what he had written out, I could hard-
ly believe my eyes" The numbers of soldiers the Russians were
mobilising, the troop movements being'carried out - these were
the sort of things he had written down. I locked him in again, and
went to speak with several members of the workers' council. This
document was so important that we had' to get it to Imre Nagy,
because he had to be informed about these things. We went into
the Parliament on the morning of 30 October between l0 and I I -this was the first tirne I'd been there. About thirty people are
waiting around outside Imre Nagy's door. He steps out and is quite
taken aback. 'What are you waiting for?' he asks. 'For permission
to form parties,'they tell him" Imre Nagy's reply stiil rings in my
ears today: 'Look here. I'm a Communist. I don't organise other
parties. As to what parties may be formed, that's a matter for the
cabinet to decide.' In the meantime I'd'already seen to my mission.
I had explained in a couple of words what I had brought, and I'd
handed over the AVO captain's notes

Excuse rne for butting in again, but do you have a copy anywhere?

No, because only one was made" You know, there was a revolution
going on. We didn't have time to think about the historians. But
it's possible it exists somewhere - that's your job now, to look for
it. Anywoy, Imre Nagy then went back into his room, and I started
to speak to the other people there. 'Are you out of your minds?' I
asked;them, 'You've got time to think about organising parties,
when there are a thousand other, more important jobs to be
done?' There were two journalists from The Truth there, and
afterwards they took me across to the New York Cafe and inter-
viewed me.l3 It appeared in one of their numbers. That's where
you can read my opinion of the multi-party system

But let me finish the story of my AVO. When I got back to the
factory, I found several people hanging around in the basement
with the idea of giving this AVO a going over. I put it to them:
'OK, here's the key" As far as I'm concerned you can string hirn up
if you like, but first you'll have to shoot me, because I've given this
man my word of honour that he won't be harmed. Just shoot ffie,
then you can have him !' This calrned them down a bit. We sent
fopd for the captain's wife, and he stayed down in the basement
for another few days" Finally, on 3 November, we handed him
over to the district police station. I understand that, later, he was
brought to trial. They threw him out of the AVO, or at least they
didn't take him back. I asked for him to be called as a witness at
my trial; after all, I had saved his life. But the judge didn't consider
that had any significance. Well, maybe it really didn't. I don't
know.

Up till 3 November, nothing, Et least nothing important" We got to
know one another, the representatives of the workers' councils in
the district. We talked, w€ phoned one another. I lived inside the
factory: I slept there, wherever I could - in an armchair, on a

6

table. The wornen cooked in the kitchen. They weren't short of
anything.to cook, because we'd received potatoes, meat and geese

from the countryside. That story also belongs to the revolution:
the peasants, with bundles on their shoulders, coming to feed the
revolution. The workers' councils also paid out advances on
wages, to those who came in for them. On 3 November, by the
wzry, when we took my AVO in to the police station, we spent a lit-
tle tirne looking around the city. We inspected its peacefulness, as
if we were the masters. We went into the Bajza Street, into the area
around the Writers' Association and the Soviet Embassy.
Everywhere we went we felt the silence, the silence before a storm.
We were planning for a return to work on the Monday, and we
were curious as to the mood in the city, whether we would be able
to come to work. And you know, it wasn't just a coincidence that I
wanted to take a look at the Soviet Embassy. Somehow, frorn the
beginning I didn't believe that the Russians would really leave us to
enjoy what we had won. Then came 4 November

lVhen you woke up to hear the city being shot to piecss n""

We weren't woken up by anything, because we hadn't closed our
eyes. That silence on the 3rd hadn't been at all to rny liking! And I
didn't agree with Mal6ler going into the closed-off Soviet military
headquarters either - already in the night the radio had been call-
ing on them to report in.l5 Then at dawn, a little after 4 a.m., Irnre
Nagy's speech was broadcast on the radio. That's something you
can't ever imagine, that tragedy! It was heartbreaking to hear this
Communist pleading almost in tears with the Russians not to harm
this city, this little country. Even today I can still hear it, because

'they read it out in Russian as well:'Nyimanye, nyimanyel' - I
don't know what it means, but something like'Please, please!'. It
was only a good hour and a half later that we heard the first gun-
fire. By 6 a"m" there was nothing but battle"16

Did you and your workmates fight too?

Not those of us who were in the factory, we didn't. We were twen-
ty in all, without weapons, just the odd pistol - there wouldn't
have been much sense in it. I went out onto the factory roof, from
where I could see the shells and bombs flying in all directions. We
were feeling really desperate and furious" For they had attacked a
peaceful and calm country, and just when we were ready to restart
production. '

What were you able to do?

Until the 8th, nothing. For that day we called together a meeting of
the district workers' council in the main hall of the small engine
and machine factory" About a hundred came along. As a matter of
fact, our only aim was to give the people a little hope. We were all
of one opinion: that the workers' councils now had an active role
to play" Up till then we hadn't intervened in politics, because we
trusted lmre Nagy" We saw him as the. political guarantee of the
revolution, but K6dir and'his lot betrayed both Imre Nagy and the
revolution as well.lT At that time everybody was against Kadar.
Nobody wanted to have anything to do with him - apart from the
couple of people with whom he'd thrown together his Govern-
ment. FoI our part, we thought that we had to save as much as we
could of the freedoms that we had struggled for. That was our job
now.

Did you and your workmates fight too?

Not those of us who were in the factory, w€ didn't. We were twen-
ty in al|, without weapons, just the odd pistol - there wouldn't
have been much sense in it. I went out onto the factory roof, from
where I could see the shells and bombs flying in all directions. We
were feeling really desperate and furious. For they had attacked a
peaceful and calrn country, and just when we were ready to restart
production.

lVhat were you able to do?

Until the 8th, nothing. For that day we called together a meeting of
the district workers' council in the main hall of the small engine
and machine factory. About a hundred came along. As a matter of

Let's go back to what happened after 29 October. What happened
in the workers' council?
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fact, our only aim was to give the people a little hope. We were all
of one opinion: that the workers' councils now had an active role
to play" Up till then we hadn't intervened in'politics, because we

trusted Imre Nagy. We saw him as the political guarantee Imre
Nagy and the revolution as well.rT At that time everybody was

against K6dir. Nobody wanted to have anthing to do with him -
apart from the couple of people with whom he'd thrown together
his Covernment" For our part, we thought that we had to save as

much as we could of the freedorns that we had struggled for. That
was our job now

At this district meeting, did you agree on any sort of political pro-
gramme for the future?

I don't recall there being any demands. On the l2th, by then there
definitely were, when we called together the district into the
Beloiannisz" But first I'd like to tell about how Sanyi Bali was
taken away on 8 November for three or four hours to the Russian
military headquarters in a Pobeda, together 'with the factory
manager Bertalan Berecz. This Berecz by the way spent the whole
of the revolution inside the factory. He lived on the Gell6rt,hill and
he didn't dare to go home - he felt safer with us. (Later, at our
trial, they made out that we were a great danger for the cadres -well, anyway.) Berecz got on quite .well with Sanyi, and after 4

November he tried to talk both of us into joining the new party"ls
"That's just the place for people lik'e you," he said - and that was
just when I was calling for all parties to be banned from factory
territory! Towards the end of November they even offered me a

villa on the Gell6rt hill, if I would give up my political activity"

What went on at the meeting on 12 November? Who came to it,
and what decisions were taken?

People came from the workers'councils in the district. I recognis-
ed many of them by sight, because - as I told you - I'd earlier
been the liaison man. I was really very active in those days. I may
even have opened the meeting, but I don't remember now. I was
also concerned by ttre fact that Sanyi was, after all, a family man,
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and he'd already been taken away once by the Russians" So far as I
could, I saw to as much as possible myself. That was when it was,
by the w&y, that the political demands were drau,n up: for the
withdrawal of the Soviet troops, the return of the Imre Nagy
Governrnent, legal recognition of the workers'councils and
revolutionary committees, those sorts of things. Some four or five
of the delegates made these demands up into a list, upstairs in the
office, and then we voted for them from the platform. This is im-
portant, because on the l4th Sanyi Bali had this already prepared
programme to take with him to the Egyesillt lzz6, ro rhe founding
meeting of the Central Workers' Council"le

Were you not there in the lzz6?

No, because only the presidents were called there. Sanyi told me
about it, about the formation of the Central Workers' Council,
later, at daybreak on the lsth, when he returned from the delega-
tion to the Parliament" That's how I came to learn about it, from
him.20

\ilhen did you get involved in the work of the Central Workers'
Council?

Hang on a bit ! Don't rush things, because there's something that
happened here that's rather important. Already on the evening of
the l4th, S6ndor Sz" Nagy, the rnill operator at the Ganz factory,
had got in touch with our workers' council to tell us that he had
called a rneeting of workers' councils for the next day in the Koltoi

' street at the headquarters of the Steelworkers' LJnion, and we
should also send representatives.

On the l5th I asked Sanyi for thent to send ffie , because I had a
feeling that there was something odd about it, So I went along. The
meeting started about I0 a"rn., and I was unhappy from the start
that the mood was so very formal. There were about 400 people in
the hall. Those seated on the platform were all togged up - white
shirts and all that - while I and the rest there in the hall, we were
wearing our workers' clothes, what we go to work in. But no mat-
ter, I thought, let's wait and see what goes on. I'm standing at the
back, at the end of the hall. Up front the first contributor is speak-
ing, a tall, lanky young man. But he's talking a lot of nonsense. He
thinks the workers' demands of the 14th are unsatisfactory and ill-
willed" At this point I go forward, between the two rows of chairs,
up to the table. I stand behind the young man, and wait forhim to
finish what he has to say. Then, very loudly, I ask if he'll be kind
enough to introduce himself, to tell us just who or what he is, and
whom he represents" It turned out that he was a universitystudent,'
that two people he didn't know had been to see him, and asked him
to corne here and say what he's said. So now it's my turn to explain
what's going on. I turn towards the hall, I give my name and ex-
pl.ain thit"l'm from the Beloiannisz" I tell them that there's no need

for th'is meeting, because the Central Workers' Council of Greater
Budapest has already been formed at lzz6. "There's no need for a
counter workers'council," I tell them, "and I'm leaving the hall.
If anyone's interested in the real programme of the Central
Workers'Council, they can find out about it at Akdcfa street no.
15." So I go out of the hall, down to the street, and wait. Ten
minutes later the crowd starts to straggle out after me. AII right
then, I think, and I ask a lad on a motorbike to take me across to
the Akdcfa street, to the Budapest Tram Company's building.2r

Here again something interesting happened. I arrived at the
door to the first floor meeting room at just the same moment as

Tibor D€ry, who was bringing the greetings of the Writers'
Association.2z He was the elder, he went in first. As I waited out-
side, th€ 400 people from the Kolt6i street arrived. Then I went in.
I explained what had happened, and I suggested they should give a
report about the Central Workers' Council to these 400 people.
Pista Babay opened up the big room on the fourth floor for this, so
we could all get in.23 He had hardly started to speak when two Rus-
sian soldiers appeared at the door. Once again I was sitting at the
back, and I clearly heard them lifting the safety catches on their
machine guns. Everyone turned round to look, and Fazekas got up
from the platform to go towards them - but they pointed their
machine guns at him, for him to go back to his place.2a The air
froze, and an atmosphere of panic almost broke out. Then I think
to myself: "Well, w€ can't leave, So we might as well get on with
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what we've come here for." I stand up. I can feel the trvo guns
pointed at my back, but I go up towards the table, and I start to
speak: "Just because there are two Russian soldiers with loaded
weapons standing here in the doorway, tve still have to talk about
the problems of the Hungarian workers!" Things calmed dorvn,
and the two soldiers too disappeared from the doorway.

So that's how you came to get involved in the Central Workers'
Council?

Not quite. Szelv€nyi had gone there earlier on, and was waiting for
rne in the stairway. He'd brought the I lth district's resolution with
him,.so I'd be able to represent the district. (You know, each
district had a delegate.) But it's true, that with my latest speech I'd
already taken the second step forward" The first step had been in'
the Kolt6i street, when I prevented the counter workers' council
being formed. This was the second step, when I saved the situation
from the Russians. And so after these events, I step out from the
unknown. In my view this was what counted, and not what Bill
Lomax writes, that Ricz was the most outspoken representative of
the workers' demands.25 It wasn't the loudness that counted, but
something else. There was another aspect to this incident. A little
later J6zsef S6ndor turned up at the meeting - he was the Kad6r
lot's liaison man with the Central Council - and he said there had
been a misunderstanding with the Russians, and he expressed
apologies on the Covernment's behalf.26 I don't believe that it was
a misunderstanding, because as we later discovered, everyone who
was in the corridor had been forced into the large hall, while the
building has been surrounded by tanks" Of course, there might
have been some misunderstanding .. "

After this, you became a member of the Central Council?

Yes. I presented my credentials, they were accepted, and I sat
down. There were more people there, by the w&y, than just one
representative for each district, but only one delegate per district
could vote" '

Was Sdndor Bali there too?

No, he wasn't. Look, I know that Bali is more acceptable to you
historians than I am. You say - at least that's all I've read so far

- that he tried to influence ffie , because I was such a hot-head" But
that isn't how it was. Bali, R6cz: we were as one; at least in 1956
that's how it was. Earlier, in the fifties, when he restrained me, he
only did so out of concern for me

What-ltappened at this meeting of the Central Council?

We talked with J6zsef S6ndor, and agreed to send a delegation to
the Parliament. About ten people were chosen for the delegation,
me amongst them. This was already a bit more than I was prepared
for. After all I was the very youngest of them! But I'm sure that
what played a large part in it - as I've said - was my two earlier
appearances.

When did you meet with the Government?

It had been agreed with J6zsef S6ndor that the meeting would be at
8 o'clock in the evening, but K{dir only turned up around mid- -

night. Till then he kept us waiting. He wanted to tire us out. But
that wasn't the only reason. You know, it was the first time I'd
been in the Parliarnent - and under what circumstances! I was

young too, and I had no pirticular wish to be the centre of atten-
tion, but I paid attention to what was going on. And so I saw just
why it was they kept us waiting. They drove us into the meeting
room, and in come several members of the Covernment it's
about 8 o'clock this happens - in cornes Biszku, Rib6nskY, S6ndor

J6zsef, Maros{n, those sort of people.27 You've hardly noticed

them arrive, when there's one sitting to your right, one to your left,
and they're pumping questions at you - just what actually is it
that we want? Then they vanish as unexpectedly as they'd come,
and Kadir knows in advance what questions he's going to be ask-

ed. All the same, I didn't give away very much to them, that's for
sure. Well, come midnight and in comes Kidir. You know, the
agreernenr was for our talks to be directly transmitted by the radio,

I

but in comes KAdir, steps up to the table and pushes the mike
aside, saying, "I can speak without this!" So he tore up our prior
agreement. In my opinion, after that we should have got up and
left - but our president, D€venyi, didn't behave in a way befitting
a working man. He swallowed, he whined, he stuttered, he wrung
his hands - in a word, he was quite pitiable.2s

Wasn't any agreement reached?

Agreement? Quite the opposite! I'll tell you what it was in a mo-
ment, but first there's something else. You know, we were
negotiating in the prime minister's quarters, in the wing overlook-
ing the Margaret bridge; 'the meeting room is ,parallel to the
Danube. Wel[, after K6dAr has pushed aside the microphone,
D6v6nyi is still stuttering, and the blathering's already been going
on for about an hour, then we hear gunfire from the side of the
Danube. Then I feel that I have to say something. I stand up and I
tell them: "W'e're blathering away here like old women at the
market, while out there on the street Hungarian workers are being
shot down, and no-one here in this room feels any responsibility!"
At this K6dAr leaps up, declaring that he won't put up with such a
tone. Biszku tries to quieten him: "Leave it, Comrade K6d6r, he's
just a naive child. " Well, it could be I was naive, but t was speak-
ing the truth. After that the atrnosphere got even worse, and the
negotiations were broken off" In the break we were surrounded by
journalists and radio reporters., and a rniners' delegation from
Salg6tarjin who were also taking part in ttre negotiations, and we
talked a lot. So this was the third of those moments - at least
that's how I feel - that pulled Sindor Ricz out of the unknown,
and which later led him to become the Central Workers' Council's
president.

lVhat happened after the break?

I don't remember whether the negotiations were continued, or
what was discussed. At dawn we got a car, and I went back to the
factory, to Feh6rviri street no. 70. A Central Council meeting had
bden announced for 8 o'clock in the rnorning. Here, after
D6v6nyi's account, I asked to speak, and I told them what had
happened in the Parliament. Then I put forward a motion of no
confidence in D€venyi * because in my opinion he hadn't behaved
in a way befitting a worker - and at the same time I criticised the
behaviour of the entire delegation. A hard debate began. Those
around fifty tended to speak up in favour of D6venyi, feeling that
he would achieve something with his bargaining, but those under
forty took up a more radical position. (Just so that you should
know: at that time and for a good time afterwards the man in the
street, everybody, was against KAd6r and his lot). Then we had a
secret ballot to choose a new president, and it turned out that,
apart from myself, everyone voted for Sindor R6cz. I was taken
aback" This wasn't what I had wanted to achieve with my motion
of no confidence, but I accepted, because I felt that I had to. The
vice-president was Gy0rgy Kalocsai; the secretary Pista Babay.2e It
later turned out that Babay had at one time been some sort of
minor nyilas3O - although in my "inaugural address" on becom-
ing president I had called on everybody's good faith: "This isn't a
game, our lives are at stake, so if there's anyone who did anything
before 1956 that could compromise the integrity of the Central
Workers'Council, then it would be better if they didn't take part"
Because we will be examined under a magnifying glass!" D6v6nyi
withdrew anyway, because he was' offended. From then on we
weren't able to get on at all with Csepel, which in my view was
because of that"3l J6nos Fazekas was voted out as well. After this
my own influence in the Central Council became stronger, and the
grovelling behaviour was left behind"

What ideas did the Central Council's new leadership have?

First of all, that we should return to work, bring the men back into
the factoriqs. (lt was the I Ith district workers'council that first put
this forward, but I was thinking along the same lines as well.) We
couldn't allow Khdhr's lot to be the ones to give work and bread to
the workers, because then they would manipulate them. If the
Cential Workers' Council could bring the men back to work, back.
into the factories, then it would be strengthening its own position
as well - that was the idea. The workers' councils also had to be
re-elected. (K6d6r's lot were always going on about the workers'
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Armed workers patrol city streets early in the

councils not being valid, because the workers weren't there in the
factories - as if they, on the other hand, had been elected by
public acclamation...) Then afterwards on the l6th we went with
this plan, with leaflets calling for a return to work, to the Parlia-
ment for more negotiations. I read out the appeal on the radio; at
that time the studio" was there, inside the parliament building. It
was on this occasion that Antal Apr6 came up with the suggestion
for three members of the Central Council to be appointed to the
Covernment.32 To that I replied: "What are you thinking? You
think that's why they sent me here, to haggle over ministerial posi-
tions? ! It would be better if you would reply to my questions:
When are the Soviet troops going to leave? When will Imre Nagy
return to lead the Covernment, and when will the workers'coun-
cils be given lcgal recognition?"

Wasn't there any friction between you and the Soviet troops?
Look, at that time lots of people were being deported. We had a
three-mernber rescue committee, and they went regularly to the
Russian headquarters to save people from deportation. Later they
arranged a meeting with General Grebennik, the Commander-in-
Chief. That was later, after 23 November, after the demonstration
of silence, because I rernember well that it was just then that three
Soviet military historians came along to a meeting of the Central
Workers' Council, accompanied by J6zsef S6ndor, to get to know
our standpoint.

I remember one of them going down into the street at noon,
and coming back almost in tears on seeing how this city, where
even at night life was colourful, had become dead for an hour"
There wasn't a soul in the streets, because the Central Workers'
Council had calleci on the people to demorrstrate in this way on the
first month's anniversary of the revolution. It was a couple of days
after that that I went along to tirc Drirer Ajt6si Row, to what used
to be the building of the Party School, and where the Soviets now
had their central headquarters. This was also an interesting pic-
ture: Creliennik and the other Russian officers with the Kossuth
emblem stitched on their jackets - you know, just like everybody
was wearing during the revolution - and when the duck was serv-
ed with seed-cake, he sent back the cake, saying he'd have it with
bread like the Hungarians. Crebennik was good-natured towards
us, and I accepted toeat dinnerwith him, because I didn't want to
offend the foreigner's sense of hospitality. Incidentally, there was
also another reason why I went to see them, because I didn't want
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them - arrd through them, Moscow - to get their information
only from K6dAr's lot. I thought, l'll tell them sincerely rvhat it is
we want - after that, let airyone else tell them whatever they like"
We met with some success as well, in reducing the deportations
and getting the curfew restrictions made a bit less severe. After that
I went another two times to their headquarters. On one occasion I
spoke with a huge Tatar or Mongol; the second time with a stocky
Russian, I think he was Serov.33 They were no longer quite so
friendly "

How did you envisage building up a nationwide structure of
workers' councils?

The National Workers' Council was never formed" We called
together the delegates of workers' councils from the whole country
to aconference in the Sports Stadium for 8 o'clock on the morning
of 2l November. They came as well, several hundred of them -but the Stadium was so heavily surrounded by Soviet tanks that
not even h mouse could have got in. Then we went across to the
MEMOSZ headquarterss4, but they didn't let us in there either,
and so sorne 60 or 70 of us went over to the Ak6cfa street. Only one
or two of the provincial delegates got into the small hall, and for
that reason alone we couldn't really go ahead w-ith forming the Na-
tional Work'ers' Council. But I had been hoping a bit that when it
was formed I would no longer have to be president. True though,
by that time no one was really fighting for positions; the ropes were
already tightening in around us. Well anyway, we decided to pro-
test with a two-day strike, on 22-23 November, against the preven-
tion of the rneeting, and against the kidnapping of Imre Nagy.3s
The significance of the strike appeal was that only two days earlier
we had brought the men back into the factories; now we were
already calling them out on strike. This once again proved the
strengt[r of the Central Workers' Council.

Did you have any contacts with Imre N"gy and his colleagues?

No, because we didn't go in to the Yugoslav Embassy. We didn't
want to make their already complicated diplomatic situation any
more difficult. But we learned of their kidnapping. And, on the
2lst we went again to the Parliament... But there's something I'd
forgotten to mention: I'd already told them in the Central
Workers' Council executive that a lot of people were saying I was

too young, perhaps too hot-headed, maybe they should elect
someone else in my place; But again it was rne they elected, and so I
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HUNGARY
was again the one to go to negotiate. We came to an agreement on
two things in the Parliament: that they should issue a decree
recognising the Workers' Councils and the GreaterBudapest Cen-
tral Council, and that they should provide us with premisses. On
one of the preceding days Jeno Fock had already been to see us to
discuss the draft decree which he had brought with him, pecause

there was to be a cabinet meeting and he had to prepare for it. We
spent the whole day working on the draft. We agreed on a final
version, and we even kept a copy ourselves - but then on the 22nd
it was none other than the original, uncorrected version that was
published as the Government's decree.36

What changes did you make to the Government's draft?
For the posts of factory management to be filled by competition,
and for the workers' council to have the power to dismiss the
manager - those sorts of things. But it was already clear that
you're wasting your time siiting down to negotiate with the
Government - they don't take any notice, they just spit in your
face. Incidentally, as I understand it, these "changes" are by now
the Government's programme.

Let's wait to see what really comes of it, Sindor...
Well, I don't know. There won't really be workers' councils, that
much is already clear.

And what became of your other request, for premisses?

At first they wanted to grve us a place in the Ministry of
Agriculture, but I wasn't having that: we weren't a ministry! Of
course, the real reason I had in mind was that if we got a place in
such a large building, it would be easy for them to keep their eyes
on us. I picked out a building that stood on its own in the Andr6ssy
street, but they also realised that in there we'd be able to shut them
out whenever we wanted, and so they wouldn't give it us. Finally,
on 3 December, we were given some rooms on the fifth floor of the
MEMOSZ headquarters building, on the Cy0rgy D6zsa street.

What happened after the decree on workers' councils?

The Government invited the workers' councils' presidents and the
factory managers to a conference on 25 November.3z Sanyi Bali
went to this, because I was in Veszpr6m , at a meeting to form a

county workers' council. They had sent a messzge, asking me to
take part in their founding meeting. I went down in the factory's
Packird. I was in a pretty embittered mood, and I was quite honest
with them, as to the sort of game the Government was playing with
.us. I went along to another workers' council's meeting as well. The
factory's Obuda Red Star works sent a message that they were hav-
ing problems with the workers' council there, because they were all
Communists in it, and they weren't doirig what the workers
wanted. I went there,and I called the men together" I expressed my
thanks for the work done so far by the workers' council, and I told
them: now elect the ones that you want. In less than ten minutes I
had the whole election sorted out. Well, I come back from
Veszpr€m, and on the 27th there's yet another meeting with the
Government. This time I lead the delegation. They take us into the
meeting roorn, where an oval table has been laid for dinner.
KAdAr's wife and another woman are bustling about, serving fried
liver" I sit down on the sofa beside the wall, take out of my knap-
sack the cheap sausage and bread that Szelv€nyi had pressed into
my hands earlier in the rnorning, and I take a snack on my own"
I'm not acc€pting this dinner, the one offered by K6dAr's lot. [n
the meantime Maros6n comes in and begins to splutter away:
"lvell, the famous steelworkers! We baker.s are baking the bread,
rvhile the famous steelworkers are out on strike. Not everyone who
wears overalls is necessarily a worker..."38 But nobody took any
notice of him, and he disappeared back into his room" At I I

o'clock Kadir came in, and I weighed in with my questions:

"Vvhat is Mr. Kid6r's opinion about what has been happening?
The kidnapping of Imre Nagy, the strike, the arrests of
rvorkers...?" At this he jumps up, saying it's more than his nerves
can take. This time I hadn't let him have us questioned in advance;
he hadn't been able to prepare, and so the smile wilted from hi.s

tace. After that, that was indeed the end of the meeting.
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Didn't you have any further negotiations?
We did, once more, on 6 December. But by then our relations rvith
the Covernment had become very embittered. The Communist
Party was also getting organised by then, while the Central
Workers'Council too was getting ever stronger" We had set up
sub-committees: the press and information section under Miklos
Sebesty6n, the organisational group led by Ference TOke, a group
concerned with economic questions, and some others.3e On the
28th we wanted to publish the Workers' News, edited by Cyula
Obersovszky. a0 The proofs were already being run off, when
J6zsef S6ndor telephoned to say that the Government would
regard it as a hostile step.,"All right," l reply, "We'll stop the
printing then - We'll show you our good faith."

Talks: student leaders put their demands

So only a stencilled Information Bulletin was published. There
were three issues, if t remember well; the last of them, maybe, on 5
December.al There's something else that happened at this time that
I consider very important. A grey-haired rnan came to see me -even today I don't know his name - and gave me a 4O-page typed
text of a plan for recovery. It was concerned mainly with economic
questions, but touched on political issues too. At the time of my
arrest they took it away from my office, and it is mentioned in
J6nos Molnir's book as the economic programme of the Central
workers' Council. well, it wasn't originally our programme, and
nothing ever came of it, but we were in agreement with most of it,
and we wanted to put it forward for debate, but we never got as far
as that . 

a2

What were the main ideas of this programme?

Such things, for instance, as for unprofitable enterprises to be leas-

ed out to the workers.." In other words, what is nowadays virtually
the Covernment's programme.

What further moves were there in your struggles with the Gov€rn-
ment?

First of all, they tried very hard to get us to work together with the
trade unions . SZOT"delegations had visited Yugoslavia well before
23 October, and they had worked out a draft plan for workers'
councils on the basis of their experiences there. But I didn't want
to see the workers' councils subordinated to the SZOT, and there
was no way I wanted to have anything to do with Sindor G6spar"
He hafr already had his chance as a trade union leader in the.RAkosi
era. But they put a lot of pressure on us to co-operate with the
unions. a3

The other issue was the two demonstrations: the women's
dernonstration, and the demonstration in support of ttre Covern-
ment on 6 December. Incidentally, the wornen's demonstration on
4 December didn't have the prior authorisation of the Central
Workers' Council, because many people said it would serve as a
provocation they would be fired upon, and afterwards we
would be held responsible. I didn't agree with that, but I had to ac-
cept the wishes of the majority. In the end the demonstration was
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very moving and'beautiful. The women and the girls marched to
the grave of the unknown warrior in Heroes' Square. When they
got tEere they took out national flags from under their coati?nd
unfurled them, and then each one placed a flower on the grave. By
the end it was covered in a whole mountain of flowers. There were

so many flowers, that the flags with the Soviet emblem cut out
could be stood up in the middle. 'We praised the women in the llr-
formation Bulletin, to make up for not having supported them in
advance. The other demonstration, the Communist one, was on
the 6th. They marched out on to the streets, singing and carrying
red flags, and arrived in front of the Western Railway Station
about 4 o'clock, just when the workers from Angyalf0ld and
Ujpest were getting there - they gave the dernonstrators a good
thrashing.oA At the time , on the afternoon of the 6th, w€ were in
the Parliament where we'd gone with our Memorandum. K6d6r's
lot wanted to blame us for the disturbances. "Hold it a minute!" I
said, "It's whoever permitted the demonstration who's responsi-
ble for the provocation ! " It was too soon for demonstrations in
support of the Government, for marching out under red flags! The
Government's reply to our Memorandum was supposed to be
broadcast on the radio the following day, the 7th, but not a word
about it came from K6dir's lot.a5

We called a delegate conference of the National Workers'
Council for 8 December. Ferenc TOke organised it, and I was the
only one to'know about the arrangements, because we had learned
from our earlier experiences. The conference began at 9 o'clock in
the morning, in the MEMOSZ headquarters. I didn't go in,
because the Central Council had taken the view that I shouldn't
preside, because I might influence the delegates, (I've forgotten to
tell you: on 6 December I asked the Central Council to vote again
on who should be the president, because many people were saying
I was inflexible and insulting with the Government, that it wasn't
possible to negotiate with me - but once again I was the one they
elected.) Anyway, the meeting begins, and then about l0 o'clock
J6zsef Sindor rings up, saying don't you dare to hold the con-
ference, because the Government is very much against it. I tell him
that I'm here in the office, and I don't kno.w whether there's any
such meeting or not. Then about noon there's another, a far more
important phone call: in Salg6tarjan they're firing on the workers,
rnore than 50 are dead.46 I immediately called the delegate'from
Salg6tarjin out from the conference, and asked him if he knows
such and such a person, and if he's reliable. (I didn't tell him
straight away why I was asking him this, because I first wanted to
check the facts.) The delegate said the person phoning was com-
pletely reliable, so I rang up the Soviet headquarters, and then the
Government as well, and asked them who was responsible for the
shooting. I didn't get any replies to my question. I went into the
hall, where there'd already been several people asking: "Where is
Sindor Ricz? Why isn't he here?:' I go up in front of the platform,
and explain why I'm not the one presiding, and I give them the
news that's come from Salg6tarj6n as well. The mood in the hall
was tense already - I could feel it. People got up to speak one
af'ter another, and then unanimously accepted a proposal for a
48-hour strike. But we ordered a ban on any news about the deci-
sion until 8 a.m. on the morning of the 9th, lest the delegates be
picked up while travelling home. The Central Council also drew up
an appeal to the workers of the world, asking them to support the
Hungarian workers in their struggle for a life without fear. It was
later reported in the world's press. As a matter of fact, the strike of
I l-12 December and the appeal were the last things we did. We
didn't have anything left to say to Kidir's lot who, in place of
negotiating with us, had fired on us. You know, it's my feeling that.
the Central Workers' Council of Greater Budapest put its stamp
on the whole revolution, showing that this wasn't an uprising of
hooligans, but of the workers.

After that you were arrested...

Yes, in the Parliament. Bali and Rf,cz were summoned to the
Parliament on the l lth in the name of the Government, or rather
the Central Committee. (The other members of the Central
Workers' Council were by then already under arrest, while the
Central Council had been banned. We stayed inside the factory for
two days - lhey didn't dare come for us there). Then on the l lth
Bertalan Berecz comes in to see us, along with the Party secretary

for Baranya county - I don't remember his name - and asks us
to go to the Parliament. We argued with them for several hours,
because we were unrvilling to go - I knew what we could expect" It
wasn't that I u,anted to hide, because then tco, just as today, I ac-
cepted the responsibilitl,' for what I had done, but I felt better in
the facrory -- if I was so important for them, then let them come
for me there. In the end, we went with them anyway" The corridors
of the Parliament rvere packed with people, which wasn't usual,
but by then I was no longer surprised by anything. Berecz spoke
with the man on the door for a couple of minute.s - that hadn't
happened before - then he comes over to us and explains he has to
go for a pass (passds hadn]t been needed before). "O.K." I say,
"'We'll wait here". As the door opens, I see two black cars pulling
up in front of the building. Several chinless youths get out of them,
and start asking to see people's papers. I turn round to one of
them: "I'm S6ndor R6cz, I'm the one you've come for. There's no
need to carry on with this identity checking." At this he says that
they had indeed come for me - and they're already taking me out
to the car. One of them pushes his machine gun into my side.
"There's no need for that," I tell him, "I'll go without that."
"Hold your cheek, laddie, just get moving!" he replies - in other
words, the usual AVO manners. Sanyi is bundled into the other
car, and we're taken across the Margaret bridge to the F0 street
prison. It was a gorgeous morning, the sun was shining.."
They took Bali to the same place?

Yes, but he was let out a few days later, and they only pulled him in
again in March. Just so you'll see what kind of man he was, you
should know that they told him that if he would give evidence
against ffi€, they'ei let him free - but he wasn't prepared to do
that, even though he had a wife and two little children waiting for
him at home. They gave him twelve y€ars"

Flying the flag: workers rally to revolution

How long were you in the Fti street prison?

For nine months; then I was taken to the Mark6 street jail. That's
where I got rny number: 50-834 (Try it on the lotto - it might bring
you luck!)a7 The first thing I did in the F0 street was to sleep the
clock round for two days - I hadn't seen a bed since 28 October.
My first interrogator was Lieutenant Sindor Kilsa - I told him
everythirg, just as I'rn telling you no\ry, there was nothing to deny"
Then sonleone called Izler - at least that's how he was known -
continued my interrogation. He even pressed a picture of the lst
May procession under my nose, saying "Well, R6iz, fuck it, what
is it the workers want? You're rotting away here, while your
workers, they're applauding. " I spent a month in solitary as well" I
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had time to think about the revolution, because during the events I
didn't really have time for such things.

What conclusions did you come to?

Well, lots of things, but above all to the conviction that the revolu-
tion would have succeeded even if they were to execute the whole
lot of us because it showed just how much force, and what
means, had to be used to crush it ! Anyway I really expected to be

executed - though I hadn't delivered a blow to anyone, I hadn't
taken tuppence from anybody - because the parliamentary Com-
munists hated me so much because of the way I behaved. I

couldn't believe they would leave me alive. Neither during my trial
nor since have I ever denied the revolution. It went under that
name in my trial record too. And after all Death is no enemy to ffi€,
as I'm a religious rnan.

There's something I'd like to ask you about, Sindor. f've often
heard it said - though, to tell the truth, f've heard the opposite
too - that in 1956 there were anti-semitic slogalls ...

Look, that's quite simply not true; at least I never came across
anything like that amongst the workers. It's true that there was in-
deed a v€ry strong feeling against the AVO and against the ap-
paratus, and it's certainly true that these were packed out with
Jews - but the non-Jewish AVO was hated just as much as the
Jewish one. And after all, how many Jewish fellow prisoners could
I list to you, who were far better-than many others? Look, if so-
iheone knows his job, and if he's acceptable a.s a person, then he's
OK by me" For ffie, that's the measure. For instance, there was an
elderly Jewish rate-fixer at our place he wa.s very decent,
because he left us to get on with our jobs. And it was a Jewish lad
who first told me about the Pet0fi Circle.as In fact this same
youngster asked me to go with him to the West on 6 November. He
was sure his uncle would be able to fix me up with something; but I
didn't go because I had things to do here. Anyway, it was the
younger one.s who stood on our side, otr the side of the revolution"
The older ones were no longer very keen to get involved - they'd
had their share of bad historical experiences. The more reasonable
Jews, however, should have fett .some responsibility for the situa-
tion after 1945 - amongst the Jews who'd been deported and then
later carne back, there were some who were prepared to use just as

extreme methods as had been used against them. But in my opi-
nion, one crime doesn't justify another"

When was sentence passed on you?

On 17. March 1958, on my twenty-fifth birthday. Life. At first they
had wanted to stage a really big trial - with 86 defendants, all the
worker.s' council activist.s whom they'd rounded up. But later they
.leparated them up which was fortunate, because in such a
mon.ster-trial at least ten death sentences would have been handed
out. So it came to be Ricz, Bali, J6zsef Nemeskeri, L6szlo Ab6d
and Endre Mester - this was the workers' council trial.ae There's
one further interesting thing about it - how we finally escaped the
rope. After our sentences, we had appealed, but then one day
Marika Bali gets a phone call: "They're getting the rope ready for
the workers' council activists; they shouid withdraw their ap-
peal.s ! "

To understand thi.s, you have to know that under the new laws
for the people's courts brought in after the revolution, even if the
prosecution hadn't appealed for a stiffer sentence, the judge could
increase the sentence on appeal.'We'd originally been given twelve
years, and life, but we'd'appealed. After the phone call Marika
wrung her hands, because she couldn't think of any way of getting
the news to S6ndor. At that time they weren't letting anybody, not
even relatives or lawyers, in to see us. Someone advised her to say
she w'anted to have the children adopted - they couldn't refuse
her a visit for that. So Marika gets to come in for a visit, and she
tell.s Sanyi that she's going to have the children adopted, if he
agrees. S6ndor went pale. He lost his temper."You bitch!" he
said to her, "How can you think of .such a thing!" Never in his en-
tire lile had he used such language to his wife. Marika then begins,
ver)'slou'ly and quietly, to explain to him: "You must understand,
Stndor, iI's possible that tomorrow you'll no longer be here ".."
Hearing this. the,scre\\'immediately jumps up, and puts an end to
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Workers Power: PoPular version ...

their talk. They lead S6ndoraway, but he calls back: "Thank you,
Marika, thank you!" Marika calls after him: "All five of you,
mind!" So it comes about that at the next session, when the pro-
secutor asks whether we are proceeding with our appeals, or
whether we accept the original judgement, we get up one after
another to withdraw our appeals. The judge would have strung
the lot of us up. That was a time when they were very free in han-
ding out the rope - you know, it always depended on just who
had most recently been to visit the Covernment and why,

Where were you taken after the Fii street?

To the national prison at V6c. That's interesting too - how they
took me to Vic. They stuck me on my own into the prison van, and
sat an armed guard next to me. At other times they had always kept
the prisoners separated from the armed guards. During the
journey we stop once at a petrol station, and they ask me to pass
down the empty petrol cans from the van - the door of the prison
van is wide open in fr6nt of file. You know, I had the feeling that
they were counting on me trying to escape; and they they could
have finished me off. We finally arrived at V6c, and I was put on
the ground floor. A couple of days later they put lmre M6cs in with
me - we'd both been at the technical university at the same time.
He was also doing life, although at first he'd been sentenced to
death. So we sat there in the cell, two twenty-five-year-old lifers,
and yet we couldn't take it all seriously - after all, you couldn't
really;-'not in your right mind. I remember Imre teaching me
maths. One of the problems he set me still rings in my ears: "How
would a spider make its way across the wall, if it wanted to get by
the shortest possible route from one corner of the cell to the corner
diagonally opposite?" It's unforgettable that one because, you
know, there are no spiders in the cells. Everywhere people live,
spiders live too, but not in the cells"

How long were you at Vic?

Until the hunger strike in April 1960. I should mention that I got
special treatment there too. They didn't let me go to work,
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and official version

although they could have made good use of me in the button fac-
tory, and I was kept under the strictest supervision. The hunger
strike took place after the restricted "cadres" amnesty of 1960. It
mayseem insulting to those released then, but it's no less true, that
the only people released were those who were well-known.s0 3u1
try to understand: what we protested against wasn't that they were
released, but that we, the rest of us, were kept inside. For that, the
entire prison went spontaneously on hunger strike. They wanted to
hold Old Pista Bib6 and Arpi G0ncz responsible for organising the
strike - they said they were trying from there, from inside the
prison, to overthrow the state, the people's republic.5l It's enough
to say that on the third night of the strike they rounded us up from
the cells, and packed us to overflowing - we couliln't either budge
or breathe - into six prison vans. There was a needle-sized hole in
the roof of our van, and at dawn one of us managed to get a glimp-
se through it of the town we were being driven through. It was
Miskolc. That really got us worried that they might be taking us
out of the country, because then we would really be in for it. Final-
ly, however, we were let out into the yard of the prison at S6toral-
jafijhely, and each van-load was put in a separate cell" I found
myself together with Old Pista Bib6, Ferenc Mdrei, Jeno Szell,
Pista Mariin and some others.sz The months that followed were
hard ones, in almost total isolation, and it was only slowly that
things began to improve. Some time later sixteen of us were one
day lined up to be taken.away. When they brought the chain, to
chain us up, I asked them to leave that out. "'We're workers," I

said, "We've accepted the responsibility for what we've done,
what we've been sentenced for. We're not going to try and escape"

- but they still chained us up together all the same. When they
chained us up, we started to sing with our full lungs the Interna-
tional, and we raised our voices most of all when we got to the line
that goes: "And the last fight let us fight!" The screws scurried
around all over the place, and finally it was iike this, chained up
together and singing, that they packed us into the prison van. We
kept on singing all the way through the town, and we only stopped
when we reached the main road

HUNGARY
Where were vou taken?

They brought us to Budapest, to the Gyiijfi, the central prison"
They needed toolmakers in the toy factory, and they put us to
work there. Incidentally, &s I rtas being punished with loss of
privileges, I wasn't allowed to buy extra food from outside and
have it sent in, and so my mates gave me bits and pieces - that
they took from their own mouths. It bothered me a lot, to be kept
in such a situation. I wrote a letter to the prison governor, saying
that if they have me doing physical work, then they should let me
have food sent in too. They shouldn't expect me to work my bones
to the marrow, nor to have to eat other people's share. The answer

- thirty days on strict rations. You know what that is? One day
half rations, the next day just water. After the thirty days were up I
was again banned from work, and into the bargain ttrey stuck me
in amongst spies" It was only sometime in 1961 that they allowed
me to work again. We had to remove stamps from envelopes for
selling to stamp collectors, and to sort them out into little packets.
Here I got the chance to talk a lot with Old Pista Bib6, while we
were removing the stamps. Later on they moved me to the carpen-
try workshop. I had a bit of bother there too, because they wanted
to use my work as a standard for setting norffis, but I didn't let
them. After all, I had once been an apprentice carpenter, and I
could handle the tools better than the others - so I didn't allow it.
Another thing about my time at the Gy iljt|: it was there that I
completed my eighth year of schooling" In 1956 with seven years

schooling behind , me I defended the cause of the Hungarian
workers, and then in the prison I have teachers like Professor
M6rei and Cy0rgy Litv6n"53 In 1967 after my release I completed
my schooling at night school. I didn't apply there first, but to the
Donith Binki technical school but they rejected ffi€, on orders
from above. I wanted to go to University too, but that wasn't the
way my life was to be" lt was only prisons they built for me, not
universities.

When were you released?

In the big amnesty of 1963, on 28 March"sa I wanted togo back to
the factory, to the Beloiannisz, but they wouldn't let me. After
that some 25 large factories returned my cards, until I finally got
work with a private toolfitter. True, it wasn't in my real trade, but
as a fitter, but then I had to find some means of earning a living.
Finally on 3 August I got taken on as a toolmaker at the Telecom-
munications Cooperative where I still work today, though since
\979 only as an outworker.

Why have your connections with the Cooperative got so loose? Do
you come out better financially, or what,..

Look, therels more than one reason for that. The first is that my
farnily lives at lzsik. It was in lzsdk that I met my wife Anik6, once
when I went there to visit my sister. We got married on 23 October
1973 in the Mityis Church, and we have two small children: Anik6
who's eight, and the six year old Sanyi. My wife inherited a house
at lzs6k and that's how the family ended up there. The other
reason was that t fell out with my section head. It was quite a com-
plicated business - which arose frorn the fact that I then had two
half-jobs. One involved going out as a machine tool specialist to
the company's branches in the countryside to carry out repairs on
their equipment, and the other was working inside on a bench
repairing the factory's own instruments. Once I came back from
two days away on a job to find myself faced with my things having
been swept away from my workbench, and someone else working
at my bench. I went to the section head and asked hirn: "Where
were you taught to treat a worker like this? If in future you give rne

the r,ight working conditions, then I'll be the one to carry out the
work that's entrusted to me!" A month later he wrote a letter to
the boss, saying he didn't need me to work for him any longer.
After that I felt that I should put a greater distance between us.

And also I got the feeling, in 1979, as if somethingwas changing in
the world - and I thought it might be better for me to draw back
and make way for others, because they had painted such a black
picture of me, set me up in such a negative light, I feared I would
only compromise things, if something should start to happen. So I
withdrew back to lzsdk. My assured monthly wage is 650 forints's;
I do some hoeing in the garden, I also have a little polythene
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HUNGARY
greenhouse, and I grow mushrooms in the cellar. There's another
interesting thing - how I came to be a peasant once again. There
was a woman secretary in the Cooperative whom I didn't par-
ticularly like, and one day I accidentally travelled in to work
together with her on the tram. We were already sitting facing each
other, and so it was too late to avoid each other. She takes out a
newspaper, takes it apart and gives half of it to rne, for me to read.
That's where I find the advert, for a course in rnushroom growing
at the Agricultural University. I enroll, I complete the course, and
this is how I become a peasant once again, working on the land. I
can support rnyself. I don't have to go begging to anybody for a
bonus.

How do you see the situation and prospects of workers today?

A difficult question. We should have to talk about it for at least as

long we we've been talking so far, for me to express my views ac-

curately. Still, to put it briefly: in my view the situation of the
working man today is more disheartening than it was in 1945-6,
because the unity that was produced by the war and many other
common problems didn't go on to develop in a way that would
have served the interests of the Hungarian workers. I see it as the
greatest scandal that after 1948 the regime didn't help to assist in
the forming and deepening of the workers' consciousness. Instead

- in establishing its system of informers - it undermined the very
workers' unity that should in fact have been the starting point for
the development of a true workers'power. In 1956 these workers
who'd been cheated before, now judged their situation correctly

- they stood firmly and resolutely on the side of the revolution,
and they defended it for as Iong as they had energy left to do so.
They did so because they recognised the historical moment. They
saw it was possible to establish a free society without exploitation
in Hungary. For my part I hold the actions of the Hungarian
workers in 1956 to be the most important political and historical
events in the history of the Hungarian workers' movement;
because they acted for themselves, without being manipulated by
anybody.

It his always been difficult to be a working man, but to do
one's work honourably is even more difficult" If anything disturbs
the composure of the working man - whether it be for political,
economic, social or family reasons - it becomes evident in his
work at once. That's why we need at last a form of social organisa-
tion that will care for and protect all its members, all those who
construct, produce and create. Because let's accept it, the manual
worker today doesn't have any honour - and yet without that no
society is capable of existing. Above and beyond that, we should
especially honour those who care to think as well, and if it
sometimes happens that the occasional person gets ideas into their
head that are not to the liking of the powers that be, that's no
reason to chop off their head"

What do you think of the Polish workers' mdvement?

Look, I can't give you an answer to that. More to the point, I don't
want to, because it's again a very complicated question, and I
don't have enough room to fully express my opinion. And it's far
from sure that I judge everything correctly. Things look different,
if you think them over while you're hoeing in the garden, and dif-
ferent again if you're in possession of all the information, and you
look at them from the viewpoint of the political leadership. But I
think you can guess where my heart draws me.

Have you ever been abroad?

No. I've asked for a passpori ,frr.. times since 1963, but it's been
refusedi "Still under the force of punishment " that's what
they've written on the paper.56

Haven't you asked for a pardon?

No. Look, I didn't ask thern to give mea lifesentence, and I'm not
going to ask them to give me a pardon

Where would you most like to go, if you could?

To lndia, to Japan, to the islands. Because there somehow
hunranity has kept in better accord with nature than in the case of

l4

the European peoples. Ordinary people arc itii)i ': liurnon there as

well. The West has no attraction for me. hcr ;::iirii-' ['nr not recorrcil-
ed with the West. [n 1956, and at Tri;ri'lr:ii i,-:' ;-,ry lefi us to i-tur
fate, from short-sightedness. We \ver(' lluti;.,-.'';i ',i'itl: Trian<ln Ior
the Council Republic after that \r'e tci.rk sides rvherer,er we
hoped to find better treatment for orlr in.iurir::;.''r lt was ahnost N'as

though we were forced into it. Ancl in i!-5(','*iten ttte.r,'honrheC the
Suez Canal, it rvas as if they rvere giviny, * i'l'ee hand to the Sr,r'iel.
Union to overrun us - which was agaii:.itrsi slruti-:lightecinlri on
the West's part.58

I think I've got you to confes,s quite a lot" Is there anything finally
that you would like to say yourself?

I am very pleased that at last after trventr, tr'ear:r loilleone comes
and asks me about those events that plaved slrr-:h a large part in
determining the nation's future life. Ber:rr;r-.i: whether we talk
about the 1956 revolution or not, it's t.trei".,'rr) {}llr ei'en'day life.
Those political, gconomic and social pl .tl,ii:iriir are just as much
alive today as they were in 1956, and sE ir-,nE; al i.::c-v- are nct lesolv-
ed, they can only grow and spread fur:tlrer. f ltto"e dranratic dates
which the world already knows - 1956, Ighfi, lg80 -- thev are all
evidence that the Hungarian people had right on their side in 1956.
They are also evidence of how wrongly the politicians in power in
those times judged even the decisive events of their age. And it's an
immeasurably great crime that even today, in 1983, I still can't talk
in public, freely, sincerely and without tear aborri iq56 ancl ;rbout
those things in which I played a part and in rvlticli t r+ns a leader. I
know one can't spend one's whole life being a revoiutiirnarr,, but I
also know that life is only worth living if r,r,e t er"traiit tr iir,: tr-r tlte
sacred ideas of the Hungarian revolution of l9.s{i

I would like to thank you for the conversafion, and in the name of
Besz6lti too, to wish you many more happy hirthdays.

(The interview wos conducted by Sdnd*t Srri:e-i,i and ,-i;';':sl iip.
peared in the Hungarian samizdat jrsut'r,*;i Bcszelo, fto' 7,

Budapest, 1983, on the occssion of Sdnd*; ti#r'r.'* "f'ij'lietii r:,i;'.
thday.)

Translation @ Bill Lomax 19<94
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HUNGARY
Notes

l. The Hungarian second arml suffered catastrophic losses on the Rus-
sian tiont in the rvinter of 1942-43 in the Valley- of the River Don.

2. lzsik. rvhere Ricz and his iamilt' still live todal', is a village rvith a
population of almost 8,000 in the neighbourhood of Kecskemet, about
I l0 kilometres south of Budapest. H6dmez6v6sirhely, rvhere he rvas

born, is a larger torvn in the south-east of Hungary close to Szeged and
the Yugoslav border.

3.The Feast of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary, also knorvn as lhe
Day of Our Lady in Harvest.

4. The Beloiannisz factory, formerly lhe American-owned Budapest
Standard Electric Company, producing electrical equipment is in the
Kelenf0ld or eleventh district of Budapest.

5. The two workers' parlies, the Hungarian Communist Party and the
Social Democralic Party, were uniled into a sirigle party under the
name Hungarian Workers' Party at a joint congress in June 1948, after
the Social Democratic right headed by Anna K6thly and opposed to fu-
sion had already been expelled from the party. ln effect the union
meant the swallowing-up of the Social Democratic Party by the Com-
munists, and in 1950 the former left-wing social democrats who had
supported union were also expelled from the new party, and thqir
leaders Arpid Szakasits and Gyorgy Maros6n arrested.

In February 1950 several managers of the American owned Stan-
dard Electric Company, later called the Beloiannisz, were brought to
trial charged with economic sabotage and espionage against the
Hungarian People's Republic. Amongst those put on trial were a U.S.
citizen Robert Vogeler and a British citizen Edgar Sanders who were
charged with having directed the sabotag€ and espionage activities on
behalfof the American and British secret services. Vogeler and Sanders
were sentenced to l5 and l3 years imprisonment respectively.

1950 was a year of mounting industrial conflict with workers'
resistance to attempts to forcibly raise production forcing wage rises
and falls in productivity. The regime responded by arresting hundreds
of former social democrat trade unionists and imprisoning thousands
of workers on charges of swindling, sabotage and anti-Soviet activities.

6. Ricz refers here again to the two workers' parties, the Social
Democrats and the Communists.

7, Under the piece-rate system inlroduced by the Communists,
slakhanoviles were outstanding workers who overfilled production
norms and were rewarded by ir4pressive bonuses. Their achievements
were then used to raise the output norms.for other workers. The prac-
tice was first developed in the Soviet Union in the 1930s.

8. Imre Nagy, who as Minister of Agriculture in 1945 had brought in the
postwar land reform, was appointed Hungarian prime minister in June
1953 in place of the former stalinist dictator Mity{s Ri.k-osi, and
authorised to introduce a programme of reforms known as the "Nerv
Course".

Nagy's reform programme included restricting the role of the slate
security organs, the Hungarian secret police who were commonly
known by their initials 

^s 
the AVO.

Rikosi, however, remained as party secretary and after the fall of
the Soviet leader Malenkov, Imre Nagy was dismissed as Hungarian
prime minister in March 1955; Rikosi returned to supreme power, and
the policies of the New Course were brought to a halt.

9. At the Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union in February I 956, Khrushchev made his famous "secret speech "
denouncing the errors and crimes of the Stalin era, and launched a pro-
gramme of destaliniiation calling for economic and political reforms
throughout the Soviet bloc.

l0.The Hungarian revolution-started on 23 October l956when i{ungarian
students marched.through the streets of Budapest declaring their sup-
port for the recent changes in Poland where the national communisl
Comulka had come to power, and calling for similar changes in
Hungary, for a new Covernment and Party leadership and the return to
power of lmre Nagy. The Hungarian Communist Party leaders reacted
in a way that only poured oil on the flames. The lvlinister of lnterior,
LAszl6 Piros, went on the radio lo issue a ban on the demonslration,
but later the ban was called off. In the evening, however, Communist
Party leader Erno Gero made a broadcast in which he denounced the
demonstrators as reactionary elements seeking to overthrow the
socialiit order. The speeches served to turther inflame the mood of
revolt.

I l. One of the studenls' demands had been for the removal of the Stalin
statue on the edge of the city park which they saw as "the symbol of
tyranny and oppression", and this was one of the first demands to be
realised by a crowd of Hungarian workers on the evening of23 October
who, after many initial efforts, finally managed to bring the statue
down. Another crowd was assembling at much the same time outside
the Budapest radio building, demanding that the students' l6 points be
broadcast over the radio. Here it was that the first shots of the revolu-
tion were fired, as secret police troops guarding the radio lried to.clear
the crowd from the street.

l?.,The EMKE is a well-known cafe on the corner of one of the main in-
tersections in the-city centie of Budapest where the Rik6czi street
crosses the Lenin boulevard.

13.The Truth (lgazsig) was one of the more radical and popular papers
published during the revolution, edited by two young journalists Cyula

Obersovszky and J6zsef G6li rvith the help of other young writers and
universit,v students. Eleven issues of lie Inrtft were published betrveen
25 October and 7 November. After the revolution Obersovszky and
G6li rrere arrested, tried and sentenced to dealh, later commuted to life
imprisonment.

The Nen York Cafe is one of the more rvell-knorvn meeting places
of Hungarian rvriters and intellectuals, close to the editorial offices of
several Hungarian nervspapers in the centre of Budapest. Renamed the
'Hung6ria'after the second world war, it continued for many liears to
be popularly knorvn as the'New York'.

14. After a few days in which the revolution appeared to be victorious and
the Soviet Union seerfied prepared to accepr a more independent
Hungarian regime, Soviet forces launched a major attack on Budapest
aa dawn on 4 November 1956 with tank and infantry forces designed to
crush the revolution and overthrow the Government of lmre Nagy.

15. On 3 November 1956 negotiations were opened between represen-
tatives of the Hungarian and Soviet Governments over lhe planned
withdrawal of Soviet troops from Hungary. The Hungarian dele-sation
was headed by Ceneral Pil Mal6ter, a hero of the revolution who had
just been appointed Minister of Defence. The talks were commenced in
the morning in the Hungarian Parliament and continued in the evening
at the Soviel military headquarters at Tokol to the south of Budapest.
Contacts between the Hungarian delegation and the Nagy Govern-
ment, however, wqre broken off, and iri fact shortly before midnight

' the Hungarian delegation including General Mal6ter were arrested b1,

Soviet security forces under the command of the head of the Soviet
KGB General Ivan Serov.

16. At 5.20 a.m. on 4 November 1956 the Hungarian prime minister, Imre
Nagy, went on the radio to declare: "Today at daybreak Soviet troops
atlacked our capital with the obvious intent of overthrowing the legal,
democratic Hungarian Covernment. Our troops are in combat. The
Government is at its post. I notify the people of our country and the en-
tire world of this fact." The announcement was preceded bv the $'ords:' "Attention! Attention!"

l7.J6nos K6dir, a leading member cif the pre-war underground Com-
munist Party, had been imprisoned under lhe Rikosi regime in l95l
and r€leased under Imre Nagy's,Governmcnt in 1954. On 25 November
1956 KAdAr was appointed first secretary of the Hungarian Workers'
Party in place of the former stalinist Erno Ger6, and at the end pf Oc-
tober he formally dissolved the HWP and announced the formation of
a new communist party called the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party.
Appointed a Minister of State in lmre Nagy's Government on 3l Oc-
tober 1956, he described the revolution in a radio broadcast on I
November as a "glorious uprising" which had "shaken off the RAkosi
regime" and "achieved freedom for the people and independence for
the country", and he had called on the Hungarian people and on all
democratic forces to help in consolidating the Government of lmre
Nagy. On 4 November 1956, however, KAd6r headed the nerr
"Hungarian Revolutionary Worker-Peasant Government" ruhich call-
ed on the help of the Soviet forces to crush the revolution and over-
throw the Government of lmre Nagy. For most Hungalians al that
time Kdd6r appeared as a lraitor who had sold out hi.s countr], and his
people to the Russians.

18. The Hungarian Socialist Workers'Party, formed on I November 1956
by Jrinog K6d5r, and in the name of which K6dir continued to'rule
aftei the Soviet inlervention of 4 November. Apart ttom KAdAr

'himGlf, however, atl other members of the preparatory commitlee
.'formed on I November to reorganise the new parry - Imre Nagy,

ZoltAn SzAnt6, Georg Lukics. S6ndor Koplrcsi, C6za Losonczy and
Ferenc Doniith - were arrested. tried, imprisoned or executed under
his new regime.

19. The Central Workers' Council of Creater Budapest was formed at the
electrical equipment factory Eg.vesli/t /cid (United Eleclric) in the nor-
thern Budapest working class subufb of Ujpest on 14 November 1956,

The resolution of the I lth district workers' council, tbrmulating the
workers'political demands, is published in French in J.J. Marie and B.
Naey (ed.), Pologne-Hongrie /9J6, Paris,'EDl, 1966, pp. 223-4. This
volume conlains the t'ullest collectiorrof documents on lhe Hungarian
workers'councils yet published in any language.

20. Immediately following the founding meeling of the Central Workers'
Council a delegation which included SAndor Bali went to present their
demands ro Kader in the Hungarian Parliament. KidSr's superficially
conciliatory speech was published in the next day's issue of the
Hungarian Communisl Party paper Ndpszobodsrig, and an English
translation is included in Melvin J. Lasky {ed.\, The Hunqorian
Revolution, London, Secker, 1957, pp.262-3.

21. After its lormation the Central Workers'Council first set up its head-
quarters in the offices of the Budapesl Tram Company in the Akicfa
slreet in lhe centre of Budapest.

22. Tibor D€ry, a longstanding Communist wriler, criticised by the Rikosi
regime in the late t940s, who become one of the leaders of the writers'
rebellion in the years leading uf, to 1956, After the revolu tion he was ar-
rested, broright to trial and sentenced to nine years imprisonment.

23. lstvin Babay, who acted from the start as the secretary of the Central
Workers' Council, was a delegate of the Budapest Tram Company.

24. lhnos Fazekas, a delegate from Ujpest' was originally a member of the
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Central Workers' Council executive, but was later voted off the com-
mittee.

25.See: Bill Lomax, Hungary 19J6, London, Allison & Busb1,, 1976,
p.154. Ricz could have read this book in a Hungarian samizdat version
issued in Budapest in 1981.

26. J6zsef SAndor, a representative of the KiidAr Covernment appointed to
liaise with the Central Workers' Council, had been elected a candidate
member of the Central Committee of the HWP in 1951" In 1957 he
became a member of the Central Committee of the new HSWP, and
head of the department of the Secretariat responsible for party and
mass organisations.

27. Members of the new Party and Government leadership under Kidir.
B6la Biszku, one of the hard men of the new regime, became a Polit-
buro member and Minister of the lnterior in 1957. Gydrgy Maiosdn, a
former Social Democrat, was also a Politburo member in the new par.
ty, and a Minister of State in K6d6r's Government formed on 4
November 1956. Mikl6s Ribiansiky was deputy minister of state farms
in the Kiddr Government.

28. J6zsef D6v6nyi, delegate of the Csepel lron and Steel Works, was in-
itially a member of the executive of the Central Workers' Council and
the leader of its first delegation to negotiate with K6d6r on the night of
l4.November. He also became president of the Central Council, but
resigned after a vote of no confidence in him was passed on 16
November.

29. Cyorgy Kalocsai, a cheqrical engineer and delggite from Csepel, was
elecled vice-president of'the Central Workers' Council. Kalocsai and
Babay appear to have been moie prepared than Ricz to accept that' K6ddr was negotiating in good faith, and more hopeful for lhe
possibilities of reaching a settlement with the regime.

30. "Nyilas" was the name given to members of the Hungarian fascist par-
ty, the Arrow Cross, that ruled Hungary for several months at the end
of 1944.

3l.Csepel is a major industrial and working class centre of Budapest,
historically known as'Red Csepel', on Csepel island to thesouth ofthe'city. After 4 November there was an ongoing conflict between the Cen-
tral Workers' Council of Cr-eater Budapest and the Central Workers'
Council ofCsepel which was from tht start more favourable to a return
to work, and later opposed the Central Council's call for a strike on
22-23 November.

32. Antal Apr6, one of the few members of the Hungarian Revolutionary
Worker-Peasant Government to have actually been present at its for-
mation on 3 November 1956. Member of the Politburo of the new
HSWP and Minister of Industry in K6dir's Government.

33. Ceneral lvan Serov, head of the Soviet secret police, the KGB, was
responsible for overall supervision of the repression in Hungary after
r 956.

34, MEMOSZ, initials of the Hungarian Building Workers' Trade Union.
35. When the Soviet forces attacked Budrpest on 4 November 1956, Imre

Nagy and several of his colleagues, tolether with their families, took
refuge in the Yugoslav Embassy in Budapest which had offered asylum
to them. On 22 November they left the.Embassy of their own free will -
after Kader had issued a written guarantee of safe conduct for them in
a letter to the Yugoslav authorities.. Upon leaving the Embassy,
however, they were seized by Soviet fories, taken to the Soviet military
headquarters at Metyasfold, and flown out of the country the follow-
ing day.against their will to Romania.

36. The Flffngarian Covernment's decree law on the workers'councils was
published in the party paper NCpszabadsdg on 22 November 1956. Jeno
Fock was one of KAd6r's early supporterp, Secretary of,the Hungarian
TUC (SZOT) in 1955-57, and member gf the HSWP Politburo and
Secretariat in 1957. He later served arl prime minister in the first
economic reform period, 1967-75. I

37. The conference was held in the Hungariari Parliament on 25 November
1956. See: Bill Lomax, Hungary 1956, pp.l6l-2.

38. Maros6n had been a baker's delivery boy ip the early I 920's, and later a
Ieader of the Fbod Workers' Trade Union. ln his demagogic manner,
he liked to recall his working class origins, but would overlook the fact
that he had also worked for several years as a ballet instructor.

39. Mikl6s Sebesty6n, a young engingei and delegate from the Hungarian' Optical Works, was a member of the executive of the Central Workers'
Council and head of its sub-committee foripreis and publicity. Ferenc
Tdke, a toolmaker and delegate from the telephone factory in lhe l4th
district, headed the Central Council's organisation sub-committee.
Both later left Hungary for the West and published accounts of their
activities and experiences,'which can be found in Marie and Nagy,
Pologne-Hongrie 1956, pp.242-273 (Tdke) and pp.297-307.
(Sebesty€n1.

40. Gyula Obersovszky, who had edil€d the joqrnal The Truth during the
revolution, continued to publish a clandestine broadsheet We areulive
(Eliink) in November and December 1956. Working closely with the
Central Workers' Council, he was to have edite.4 their planned journal,
the ll'orkers' Nerrs. On 5 December he was arrested, and in 1957
received a death sentence, Iater cqmrnuted to life imprisbnment.

4l.Three isSues of the Infornration Bulletin did in fact appear, on 27
November. 29 November and 5 December. Eitracts from the last issue
can be read in Marie and Nagy, Pologne-Hongrie 1956, pp.307-313.

-$1. The book relirred to is JAnos Molnir, A Nagybudapesti Kdzponri
.llunkdsrandc's (The Central Workers'. Council of Creater Budapest),
Budapest. Akademiai Kiado, 1969; ref. pp. I 19- l2l . A number of pro-

t6

posals for reorganisation of the counlry's economic and political struc-
ture were drarvn up at this.time, and it is probable that there was more
than one of them presented to and discussed by the Central Workers'
Council.

41. SZOT, the intitials of the Hungarian TUC. the National Council of
Hungarian Trade Unions. SAndor G6spir was General Secretary of the
SZOT from 1954, and a member of the Central Comminee of the
HSWP In 1957.

44.Early on the afternoon of 6 December 1956, one day after the special
three-day session of the Central Committee of the HSWP - the first
since the revolution - small groups of HSWP members held public
demonstrations in support ol the Kridir Government, marching into
the streets carrying red flags, and protected by Hungarian police and
Soviet soldiers. Clashes took place in several parts of the city betrveen
the demonstrators and me'mbers of the public, and the police interven-
ed, opening fire on the crowds. The official Hungarian press reported
several deaths and 50 arrests, and blamed the incidents on armed
counter-revolutionaries. The clandestine revolutionary press blamed
the police for the deaths, and condemned the provocative nature of the
demonstrations.

45.'lhe Memorandum was presented to the Covernment in a final attempt
to reach some agreement, restating the Central Woikers' Council's
fundamental demands and calling for a public reply to them - which
never came. For the text, see Marie and Nagy, Pologne-Hongrie 1956,

*u.3l,Jifr]i;" is a smalt town in northern Hungary, at the centre of the
coal mining area of County Nogrid, where the local people held out for
several weeks under the leadership of their workers' council against the
Kid6r regime's attempts to impose its authority on the county. When
several thousand workers demonstrated in the town centre on 8
December in protest against the arrest the previous day of two leading
members of the County Workers' Council, Soviet tanks and
Hungarian security forces opened fire on them - over 80 were killed
and at least 200 wounded.

. 47."Louo" - the Hungarian national lottery.
48. The Petdfi Circle was a debating circle set up under the auspices of the

Communist youth organisation early in 1956 to debate the problems of
applying the decisions of the Soviet Communist Party's Twentieth
Congress to Hungary: It soon became a forum in which most aspects ol
the Rikosi regime's policies were subjected.to open, public criticism,

49.The trial of the leaders of the Central Workers'Council was held iri
March 1958. The other three defendants, besides R6cz and Bali, were
J6zsef Nemesk6ri, who had come onto the Central Council as a
representative of the freedom fighters and who served on its rescue
committee for trying to prevent deportarions; L6szl6 Ab6d, a delegate
from the third district who worked together with Mikl6s Sebesty6n in- the Central Council's press section; and Endre. Mester, who
represented the workers' iouncils of the railway workers and served as
a member of the Central Council's political committee.

50. In the 1960 amnesty it was indeed well-known figures, and former
Communists in particular, who were released, like the writers Tibor
D6ry and Cyula Hay; Imre Nagy's political colleagues S6ndor
Haraszti, Ferenc Donith and Ferenc Jdnosi, and the army general
Cyula V6radi. Also released at this time were the former iecret police
heads, MihAly and Vladimir Farkas and Gibor P6ter. The majority of
ordirtary working class prisoners, however, remained behind bars.

5l.lstv6n Bib6, widely regarded as Hungary's most important twentieth
century political theorist and essayist, Minister of State in Imre Nagy's
final coalition Covernment of 3 November 1956, was arrested only on
23 May 1957 but sentenced to life imprisonment in 1958. Arp6d G0ncz,
writer and translator, had worked closely with Bib6 as a member of'the
National Peasant, later Pet0fi party.

52. Ferenc M6rei, a Communist and well-known psychologist, had been an
adviser to the Students' Revolutionary Committee during the revolu-
tion. JenO Szell had been responsible for the Nagy Government's rela-
tions with the radio. Both had been arrested in 1958 for having col-
laborated in the clandestine production of lhe Hungaricxs pamphlet in
December 1956-January 1957. (See: Bill Lomax, Hungary 1956,
pp.l82-192.1 Colonel Istviin Mariin had helped to, organise the
students' demonstration on 23 October and the studentst militia during
the revolution.

53. Cydrgy Litvin was a young history teacher who had been arrested in
1958 for his involvement with the' Hungaricus pamphlet. In March
1956 he had been the first person to tell Rekosi publicly and to his face
that the time had come for him to resign.

54. In the so-called "general amnesty" of 1963 thb majority of political
prifonels from 1956 were released, but significant categories of
prisoneis were excluded from its terms, amongst them all those iharged
with.murder, treason or espionage, and all those with any previous con-
victions. Several hundred political prisoners thus remained in prison
after the amnesty, and many of them were released only.in the late
1960s or early 1970s.

55. About flO at current rates of exchange.
56.Although RAcz was released on amnesty in 1963 he was not pardoned,

and thus the punishment of withdrawal of civil rights (which would in-
clude the right to a passport) which accompanied his life sentence,
would appear to still be in force.

57, After the end of the first world war the Hungarian Communist partv
seized power and established a Republic ofCouncils under the leadei-
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ship of B6la Kun. It was overthrown in turn and replaced by the right-
wing dictatorship of Admiral Mikl6s Horthy in August 1919. In 1920
the Trianon peace settlement resulted in Hungary losing two-thirds of
its former territory, including the large Hungarian populations in
Slovakia, Transylvania and northern Yugoslavia.

58. The combined Israeli and Anglo-French attack on Egypt at Suez occur-
red exactly at the point when the Hungarian revolution appeared to be
victorious, ie. 29-31 October 1956. It was on the follorving day, I
November, that the Soviet leadership finally resolved to invade
Hungary and crush the revolution.

Further Reading on the Hungarian Revolution and the Hungarian
V[orkers' Councils

Bill Lomax, Hungary 1956, London, Allison & Busby, 1976.

Bill Lomax (ed.), Eyewitnes; in Hungary: The Soviet Invasion of 1956,
Nottingham, Spokesman Books, I981, which includes two articles relating
to the workers' councils: Miklds Krass6, 'Hungary 1956: An Interview',
and Bal6zs Nagy, 'Budapest 1956: The Central Workers' Council'"

Jean-Jacques Marie and Bal6zs Nagy (ed .), Pologne-Hongrie 1956, Paris,
EDI, 1966, which includes many documents on the Hungarian workersl
councils unavailable elsewhere.

ErnO Kirf,rly, Die Arbeiterselbstverwaltung in Ungorn: Aufstieg and

Kiad6,

Balazs Nagy, La Formation du Conseil Central Ouvrier de Budapest en
1956, Brussels, Imre Nagy Institute for Political Research, 1961"

Ferenc TOke, 'Experiences with Workers' Councils during the Hungarian
Revoiution' , The Re:view, Brussels, No.3, January 1960. (Also available in
French in Marie and Nagy, op. cit.)
Miklos Sebesty6n, 'My Experiences in the Central Workers' Council of
Creater Budapest', The Review, Brussels, Vol.3. No.2, 1961. (Also
available in French in Marie and Nagy, op. cit.)
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Niedergang 1956-1958, Munich, Oldenbourg, l96l
Jinos Moln6r, A Nagybudapesti Kdzponti Munkdstandcs (The
Workers' Council of Creater Budapest), Budapest, Akad6mia
1969.



The Radovic affair and its
lmenacmg consequences

YUGOSLA'IA

On 20 April of this year the Federal police
raided a flat in Belgrade (belonging ro
Dragomir Oluji6) where a meeting address-
ed by Djilas was in progress. Those present
were arrested, questioned and soon releas-
ed. Four were physically assaulted while in
custody. One of these, Jovica Mihailovi6,
tried to commit suicide, but was prevented
from doing so.

Several of the participants were subse-
quently rearrested for questioning, and
released. One of these, Radomir Radovi6,
disappeared after his second release, on 23
April. One week later he was found dead at
a house outside Belgrade. (The house
belonged to his aunt but was unoccupied at
the time.) The official verdict was suicide
(due to intake of weedkiller), but the family
is adamantly contesting this.

In the first week of May, Miodrag Mili6
and Dragomir Olujic (of the original group)
were arrested in Belgrade and committed for
trial. They have been charged with
dissemination of hostile propaganda. In the
second week of May, Vojislav Seselj,
another participant, was arrested in Sara-
jevo and charged with attempting to bring

down the constitutional order. Seselj has
been on hunger strike ever since. His lawyer,
the well-known Belgrade man Srdja
Popovi6, has been denied access to tiim.

In the last week of May three more peo-
ple were arrested in Belgrade: Milan i
Nikoli6, Vladimir Mijanovic and Pavle Im-
sirovic. Mijanovic will be charged with for-
ming an illegal organisation a Free
University - the others with being members
of one. All three at once went on hunger"
strike and are now in prison hospital, where
they are being fed intravenously, apparently
against their will. In mid-June Nikoli6 suf-
fered a heart attack. AII three are reported in
poor health. Their families believe that the
effects of the hunger strike will be perma-
nent.

The four hunger strjkers are demanding
unconditional release, since they have
broken no law. Amnesty International has
adopted all six as prisoners qf conscience"

Although the Yugoslav media has not
even registered these arrests (with the excep-
tion of that of Seselj), a number of petitions
on their behalf are now circulating in
Belgrade, Zagreb and Ljubljana. The

Death of a worker's tribune
autopsy had already been completed and

Radomir Radovit was arrested together ushered out of the room. The day after
with others on 20 April, taken to the Central Radovi6's burial, the results of the autopsy
Police station for'investigation:, but releas- were still unavailable to his family and its
ed on the following day, 2l April, at 4 a.m. lawyer.
His interrogator was Ranko Savi6. The lawyer, Vitomir Knezevi6, was told

Ofl the following day,22 April, hewas that the technical analysis would take at
rearrested. This time he was questioned by least three weeks. Yet, as early as l0 May,
Mirosavljivi6 and Petrovi6. He was released - the Under-Secretary of the Internal Security
the next day, 23 April, at I p.m. His family Service (ISS) of Serbia, Obren Djordjevi6,
says he was quite calm. He had lunch, slept . told a press conference that'the autopsy...
for half an hour. and went to meet his found no sign of violence on the body and
girlfriend (they were soon to be married). death occurred as a result ofan overdose of
Before saying goodbye to her, he told her he sedatives'. Also, the Chief of the ISS of Ser-
was going to visit a joint friend a few hun- bia told the official news agency Tanjugthat
dred yards away. This was the last time he Radovit had been arrested only once and
was seen alive. promptly released. This was then transmit-

On Monday, 30 April, he was found ted,by Taniug to all Yugoslav media. At the
dead at a cottage outside Belgrade by his same time, Knezevi6 was told by the In-
aunt, Jelena Radovi6. He was in his sleeping stitute of Judicial Medicine that the results
bag, lying on his back, arms crossed. His of the autopsy.were as yet unknown.
face was relaxed, and he'had a bruise or A subsequent article in the Belgrade
scratch on his temple- On the floor of the weeklyN/NhadthefamilydescribeRadovit
house were a lot of spilled insecticide and on the day of his disappearance 6s being in a
other agricultural poisons, human excre- state ofgreat nervous tension, sorry for ever
ment and vomit. The family promptly called taking part in the discussion meetings, and
the police, who carried out a superficial in- saying that he was going to break off with
vestigation (for example, the cup flqrn those people and turn over'a new leaf. Also,
which he was .supposed to have drunk the the lawyer was purported to say that the
pesticide was not taken). The family lawyer campaign by friends for clarification of the
asked for another investigation. It was circumstances of Radovi6's death was most
agreed that he should be present at the unhelpful. All this was subsequently denied
autopsy. But when he came for the ap- both by the family and by its lawyer.
pointed meeting, he was informed that the Radomir was 33 years old. He was first a
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signAtories include members of the praxis
group, and other best known writers and in-
tellectuals (see documents below).
I It would appear that the yugoslav
authorities have decided to use this merhod
to frighten unofficial critics, at a time when
the country is undergoin-e its most severe
economic crisis since the war. We are wor-
ried that this may be only the first wave of a
more general repression of all critical opi-
nion. We are therefore urging friends of
Yugoslavia, and people on the left in
general, to write or otherwise contact the
Yugoslav Ambassador to express their con-
cern, in an attempt to obtain the release of
those irnprisoned, and the clarification of
the circumstances of the death of 33-year-
old Radomir Radovi6.

Letters and telegrams should be address*
ed to:
His Excellency Dragi Stamenkovi6 ,

The Yugoslav Ambassador,
The Yugoslav Embassy,
5 Lexharn Gardens,
London W8.

buriciing worker, later a technician. He
helped to organise a petition, circulated by
the workers of the Belgrade engineering
enterprise Minela demanding the replace-
ment and punishment of one of the direc-
tors, Radoje Stefanovi6, for misappropria-
tion and theft. An investigation was started
but soon dropped - the signatories being
informed that Stefanovi6 had been ap-
pointed to head the executive of the
Belgrade city council (which post he still oc-
cupies). Radovie was sacked. He then found
a job at 'Hidrotehnika', where he was also
involved in a workers' petition against
Mikaina Savie, a judge in the Court of
Associated Labour, known for her anti-
worker stand and various abuses of her posi-
tion. The petition led nowhere - the ciry's
new top executive moved in to protect her.
Her cousin, Ranko Savi6, who is 'responsi-
ble for University and the intelligentsia' in
the Belgrade section of the ISS, was
Radovic's first interrogator !

Radovi6 was known at Belgrade
meetings for his courageous defence of
workers' interests and of the principle of
social equality and democracy" His funeral
was attended by his family, several dozen
plainclothes policemen and several hundred
friends and comrades. His comrades laid a
wreath at his grave with a big red star at irs
centre, because Radomir was a communist
in the old and best tradition of the word - a
workers ' tribune.
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Document I
Open tetter to the Yugoslav Public

Surveying the measures of repression which have occurred over the

past fe* weeks, in this freedom-loving city of Belgrade, we are led

io the inevitable conclusion that this is a preventive terror directed

against the people, and those forces which seek a way out of the

cirrent crisis thiough violence rather than reform have temporari-

ly triumphed. Anxious that the present choice of repression may

remain a permanent orientation of the state, we want to argue

before you that it would be a tragic and irreversible historic

mistake were this to be allowed to happen. The past experience of
world socialism has shown beyond doubt that it can be its own

worst enemy, and that the largest number of victims has fallen as a

result of the rnultiplication of imaginary enemies. Accustomed to
public glorification rather than public responsibility,
iotalitarianism automatically seeks preventive police terror. The
worst that this terror can achieve in societies without previous
democratic traditions is continuous stagnation. Those societies,
however, which have seriously understood the great potential of
the democratic alternative are quickly destabilised by it, since it
inevitably leads into a permanent 'state of war' between the
government and the people. There are situations from recent and

contemporary history when the state, despite superior physical

force, finds it impossible to govern. What follows is an unexpected

situation which nobody wants and which creates no basis for
future progress.

A tragedy has already occurred: Radomir Radovie , one of the

arrested, disappeared only to be found dead. Over one hundred
citizens have written to the relevant organs energetically deman-

ding that his death be fully explained. Instead, several func-
tionaries and journalists have attacked the 'petitioners' in the
crudest terms; as if they had done something other than to rely on

constitutionally guaranteed citizens' rights. The arrests of
Miodrag Milie, Dragomir Oluji6 and Vojislav Seselj followed.

The 'politics' of the preparation of the court trial of Vojislav
Seselj, conducted in the 'organs of public information' by jour-
nalists and state functionaries, illustrates well the atmosphere

which is being created in the country. In the Zagreb and Sarajevo
press, Seselj has been called a 'rat of invective moving swiftly
through the city's sewage system' ,'lmember of a pack of starving
sharks' , 'intellectual filth' , 'stalinist trash' , 'mouthpiece in the

service of foreign agencies of psychological warfare'.
Instead of taking action against such linguistic excesses and the

expressed threat to human dignity, Mitja Ribicic and Stane Dolanc
have jqined the campaign against Vojislav Seselj " On 9 February
rhe State Security Service (SSS) of the Republic of Bosnia and

Herzegovina arrested Dr Seselj for the first time and confiscated a
manuscript in which he expressed his views on our socio-political
situation. These views, taken from a manuscript that has never
been pubtished nor shown to anybody, were attacked by Mitja
Ribici6 at a meeting of the Federal Conference of the Socialist
Alliance of Working People of Yugoslavia on 12 April and subse-

quently by Stane Dolanc during a TV interview on the occasion of
the Day of the Security Forces.

Is it really the job of the SSS to confiscate private manuscripts
and then hand them over to politicians and the media for their
manipulations and campaigns? What right have the functionaries
of the state to interpret and attack privately expressed opinions,
and on that basis to dem'and the persecution of authors? Who is

responsible for the 'verbal crime', the one who writes in private or
the one who confiscates the manuscript and brings it to the public
gaze?

After public opinion had been suitably prepared, the SSS ar-
rested Seselj for the third tirne on 21 May, when he was brought
handcuffed before the Investigatin$ Judge of the District Court of
Sarajevo. On that occasion he declared:' 'I protest against this

unlawful arrest and against the charge which is totally without
foundation. I refuse to say anything and demand to be freed.
From today I shall go on hunger strike, which may well lead to my
death"'This happened in the presence of his lawyer, his nine-
rnonth pregnant wife and his sister.

In the meantiffi€, on'23 May, the SSS arrested in Belgrade
Pavluska Imsirovi6 (one of those questioned on 20 April), Vlada
Mijanovie and Milan Nikoli6. Their wives sent a private letter one
week later (see Docurnent 2 - Ed.) describing how they were un-
lawfully arrested. Declaring themselves immediately on hunger strike,

they said before those present during the house search that they 'are
not inclined to suicide and will not resort to it under any cir-
cumstances'.

We are forced to conclude that these arrests are designed to
cow free and critical public opinion, and also to prepare for trials
of 'enemy groups'. This political oppression has been accom-
panied by a corresponding 'ideological' campaign, especially in
Zagreb and Sarajevo" At a discussion meeting organised by the
Ideological Section of the Croatian Central Committee about
ideological struggle in the cultural arena, numerous writers, jour-
nalists and artists, publishing houses, editorial boards, etc. mainly
from Belgrade, were attacked" An ideological consultation of
similar vehemence and aim was also held by the appropriate sec-
tion of the Vojvodina Central Committee" The press in Sarajevo,
Zagreb and Novi Sad, with the traditional support and op'
propriate specific contribution of the Belgrade press led by N/N -with its notorious access .to police archives and the secrets of
foreign intelligence services - shows that the 'healthy forces' of
the bureaucracy have started a generalised offensive against the
freedom of creative and critical thought and democratic dialogue
about the grave and fateful problems of Yugoslav society. Various
'ideologists' and 'journalists' threaten and swear, invent 'enemy
groups', the 'Belgrade Circle', 'unity of Left and Right', uncover
'open counter-revolution' and are in this way preparing political
arrests, trials and imprisonment.

Concerned with the progress and future,of this country, with
its human and civilised identity here and abroad, w€ raise once
more our voice in protest against the limitation of freedom of
thought, against the persecution of citizens who publicly express
their opinions and tell the truth about our reality. We ask: is the in-
telligentsia safe only if it replaces with a blanket silence a free and
well-intentioned discussion about the Yugoslav crisis and its possi-
ble solution? What sort of politics is it which asks us to look
towards lhe future, without first looking for those who are respon-
sible for the state of the country and who sharply prosecute all
critics of the current situation?

We demand:
That all arrested citizens named above, whose life is now in
danger, be released.
That civil and human liberties - guaranteed by the Constitution
of the SFRJ, the United Nations Declaration, the Helsinki Agree-
ment and other international agreements adopted by Yugoslavia

- be respected.
That instead of political persecutions by the police, and violence
conducted against critics of Yugoslav reality, a free, democratic
and tolerant dialogue be conducted about the Yugoslav crisis and
the way out of it in a democratic direction.

Signed:'Matija Beckovid, Dobrica eosi6, Kosta Cavoski, Milovan
Danojli$ Zagorka Golubovid, Yasilije Kresti6, Mihailo Markovid,
Tanasije Mladenovid, Dragoljub Micunovi6, Dragoslav
Mihailovid, Borislav Mihajlovid, Predrag Palavestrr, Nebojsa
Popov, Mi6a Popovi6, Svetoztr Stojanovid, Ljubomir Tadi6"
Belgrade 2t May 19t4
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Press release by Jelka Im.sirovi6, Ljiljana Mijanovid and Svetlana
Nikoli6

We consider it our citizen's duty as well as a moral obligation to in-
form the Yugoslav public of the following facts:

I ) On 23 May 1984 members of the State Security Service (SSS) of
the city of Belgrade searched without permit the flats of Vladimir
Mijanovi6, Pavle Imsirovit and Milan Nikoli6. After the searches
all three were arrested, without an official warrant.

2) Vladimir Mijanovie was not found-at home in the early hours of
the morning. Two policemen stayed at his flat, thus depriving his
wife and his brother of their liberty. At 9 o'clock Vladimir was
grabbed by three plainclothes policemen without any prior warn-
ing, on the steps of the building leading to 9 Kosovska Street
[where the Imsirovi6 family livesl. He called for police help. Two
passers-by protested at this attack by three people on a defenceless
man, but without result. At about l0 o'clock Vladimir was accom-
panied by the three plainclothes and two uniformed policemen to
his flat where the search began.

3) The children of Pavle Imsirovi6 and Milan Nikoli6 were also
temporarily deprived of freedom" They were not allowed to
telephone, the two younger children were not allowed to be taken
to the nursery school and the two elder ones had to go to scho ol on
their own.

4) Vladimir Mijanovi0, Pavle Imsirovi6 and Milan Nikoli6 have
started, in protest, a hunger strike.

Ilocument ?

Ilocument U

Vladimir Mijanovi6 demanded before witnesses his wife,
brother and two other citizens to be allowed to contact the
presidents of the Presidency of SFRJ, of the SFRJ Assembly and
of the Federal Executive Council, since the bulk of the material
confiscated from him contained letters addressed to the highest
organs and representatives of this country. He added that he refus-
ed to give any further evidence to the SSS.' Pavle Imsirovi6 declared, and this was taken down, that this
was the second illegal search and the second unlawfui arrest to
which he had been subjected in the past month, adding that he
'had reason to believe that this time it was due to his activilies in at-
tempting to produce a clarification of Radovie's death,. For this
reason 'and in protest against this treatrnent, he. was starting a

' hunger strike'. This was his'last word to the SSS'. Of the eleven
items taken from his flat, nine were letters sent either to the highest-
organs of the state or to the press in connection with the liagic
death of Radomir Radovi6.

Milan Nikoli6 stated that he was going on hunger strike as a
sign of protest against the unlawful treatment of citirens of the
SFRJ- More than one-third of the papers taken from his flat con-
tained previously published papers on the student movement in
I 96g.

5) Pavle Imsirovie, Milan Nikoli6 and Vladimir Mijanovi6
declared before those present that they are not suicidal una have
no intention of resorting to suicide under any circumstances.

Signed: Jelka Imsirovid, Liiliann Mijanovi6, Svetlana Nikoli6.
Belgrade 24 May tgE4

tised', because we could not use public places, which were closed
to us, so we had to meet privately. As such we protest against this
loathsome misuse of law which, playing with the lives and security
of Yugoslav citizens, tries to construct a political process against
imaginary enemies.

For the sake of public information, and in order to show what
'hides' behind these 'illegal meetings'; we shall quote to you the
themes discussed at them, together with the names of the main
speakers, so that you understand the nature of the 'counter-
revolutionary activities' with which these people are being charged
today.

Between 1972 and 1982 we organised and participated in the
following meetings: L. Tadic, Once More On the Concept af
Enlightenment; S. Stojanovi6 and Golubovi6, An Attempt at a
Mamist Analysis of Stalinism; Markovi6, The Distribution of
Power in a Just Society; V. Rus, A Comparative Investigation of
Industrial Demacracy and Workers' Participation; D. Micunovi6,
The ldea of Humanbm in Post-Classical Philosophy; Discussion
of.Bahro's The Alternative; D. eosit,, About the Conflict between
Realism and Modernism; Discussion on the theme of Phtlosophy
ond the Transformation of the World; D. Boskovi6, The Problem
of ldeology in the Early Works of Yugoslav Marxisfs; L. veljak,
The Actualtty of the Theory of Reflection; B. Burzi6, Youth Bet-
ween Mqvement and Organisatton; K. Cavoski, The Legal System
tn Real Socialism; D. Grli6, The Theary of Creativity; T. Indji6,
About Spain; N. Popov, fdeas, Movements, Ideologies; B.
Jelovec, Problems of ldeology and New Experience
(Psychoanalysb and Phenomenology); M. Nikoli6, High
Technology and the Possibiltty of a Telemathtc Ctvtlisation; M"
Belanci t,, Speech and Poweri Z. Golubovi6 and M. Markovit,, 04
Human Needs; L. Stojanovi6, Modern Art and the Humanist
Idea; Debate about the Solidarity movement in Poland; S,
Knjazeva-Adamovi6, Man as a Natural Being; Debate on the crisis
of Marxism with respect to the work of Kolakowski.

Open Letter to the Assembty of the Socialist Federative Republic
of Yugoslavia (SFRD and to the Assembly of the Socialist
Republic of Serbia

Ever since 20 April this year, when 28 people were €lrrested for
meeting at a private flat in order to talk about the national ques-
tion in Yugoslavia, the Enerny Number One has become the Free
University. One outcome has been the tragic death of the young
worker Radomir Radovi6. The arrests are continuing. On 23 Miay
the Belgrade Investigating Court issued a warrant foi the arrest of ,

three more people: Vladimir Mijanovi6, Pavlusko Imsirovi6 and
Milan ruitone, whose names are now added to the previous three
arrests -:- those of Miodrag Milie and Dragornir Oluji6, and the
synchronised arrest of Vojislav Seselj in Sarajevo. AII are being
charged with 'the criminal act of association for enemy activity'.
At this moment, four young lives are also in danger since, in pro-
test against these illegal acts by the authorities, Mijanovi6, Im-
sirovi6, Nikoli6 and Seselj have started an unlimited hunger strike.

The authorities are behaving sternly, pretending that they are
dealing with a dangerous group of terrorists which iJa threat to the
security of the state and its citizens - the indictment speaks of 'ac-
ting in the period from 1977 until April 1984 in creating, organis-
ing, recruiting and consolidating a group of persons for the pur-
pose of a counter-revolutionary action against the social organisa-
tion, designed to destabilise and anti-constitutionally change the
existing socio-economic systen and'overthrow the existing system
of government'. No proof is offered other than these meetings
which took place in private flats, the various topics which were
discussed, the number of participants, and the number of these
meetings. These meetings have been declared illegal. Yet
everybody knew about them since they have always been open:
those who took part in them considered them to be perfectly legal,
indeed guaranteed by the Constitution of the SFRJ. Indeed, while
declaring thern illegal, not a single theme discussed at them has
been mentioned by the authorities as proof of this, no doubt in
order to cover up the true character of these occasions.

We, ourselves, have organised such seminars, known as the
Free University, in the past - though these could not be 'adver-
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Among those present at all these 'subversive' meetings rvere the

above-mentioned comrades u'ho, hecau.se of thi-s, have been ar-
rested and charged w'ith 'organising against the social sl,Stem' and
with counter-revolutionhr-v activity. That rvhich e\ren rhe Polish
authorities did not dare to do betrveen 1975 and 1980, u,hen the so-
called Flying Universities were operating as a first alternative to rhe
existing institutions of learning, the Yugoslav authorities are now
arrogantly doing, breaking all international conventions on
human rights and civil liberties, rvhich have been signed b.v our
country. The idea of Free University was naturally born too, at a
time when everywhere in the world, under the influence of new
social movements, 'alternative forms' are increasingly being
sotrght and created in parallel to the institutionalised ones, eX-
pressing a general dissatisfaction with the latter. This is how we
conceived the Free University and how we practised it for several
years at different discussion meetings" We consider we have done
nothing illegal" We have used only rights guaranteed to its citizens
by the Yugoslav Constitution, which allows them personal in*
itiative in the organisation and improvement of their inter-
communication. The above themes - and similar ones covered at
other seminars of the Free University - best show its nature. Only
a sick mind or an obscurantist conservatism could 'discover'
counter-revolutionary activity and 'criminal acts' for the over-
throw of the existing order behind this kind of activity.

By Michele Lee

Since leading the workers and peasants of
Yugoslavia through the horrors of an anti-
fascist and civil war in l94l-5 to a successful
revolution, the Yugoslav Communist Party
(now the League of Communists) has shown
a significant degree of tolerance for political

Party - in comparison to other ruling par-
ties. Its prestige was immensely strengthen-
ed in 1948 by its defiance of Stalin, which
implied defence of national sovereignty but
also a rejection of Stalinist methods of inter-
nal rule. Its introduction of self-
management in the early 1950s, its confident
determination to solve the complicated na-
tional question, and the decentralisation of
the state and economy carried under its
auspicies in the 1960s and 1970s, have all
contributed to give Yugoslavia social peace
and political stability at variance with the
conditions experienced by many of its
neighbours"

There are no Yugoslav intellectual exiles
like Kundera or indeed Solzhenitsyn work-
ing abroad, nor have disgraced Party leaders
been tried as criminals and executed.l In the
past decade or so, works from various
socialist currents - Western Marxist, Trot-
skyist, Eurocommunist,'social-democratic,
etc. have been made available to the
country's reading public.

The Praxis intellectuals, dismissed from
their university posts in 1972 for supporting
student mobilisations, now work in a scien-
tific institution of their own, are free ro
travel, and increasingly also to publish. The
relationship between Party and intelligent-
sia, though never peaceful, has nevertheless
for the most part been free of crude 'ad-
ministrative' pressure. It is for this reason
that the recent wave of repression has come
as a rude shock . '

The raid on an informal political
meeting, the manhandling of some of the ar-
rested, the death of the young worker

We turn, therefore, to the general public and to you rvith a war-
ning that a dangerous situation is now being created, which will
have unforeseeable consequence.s not only for the future of the.se
innocent people but also for the future of a free and democratic
Yugoslavia, if urgenl measures are not taken to put an end to thi.s
arbitrary exercise of power and if the necessary dignity is not
returned to the court and judicial system in this country.

Therefore, in ttre interest of the possible and necessary
democratic developrnent of this country - which is the only real
way out of the state of deep crisis in which Yugoslav society finds
itself today - we demand an end to this hate-fuelled campaign,
this hunting of people,,and that those arrested - Miodrag Vfiiie ,
Dragomir olujie, Vlada Mijanovie, Milan Nikolic, pavle Im-
sirovi6, Vjekoslav Seselj - be released. The charges against them
have been invented, and their elementary civil rights have been
withdrawn.

Since their lives are in danger, we demand immediale action.
Otherwise their personal tragedies may become a very great shame
for the whole of Yugoslav society"

signed: zagorka, Golubovid, Nebojsa popov, Miladin zivoli6,
Svetozar Stojanovid, Mihailo Markovid, Dobrica eosi(, Dragol-
jub Micunovit, Ljubomir Tadid.
Belgrade 30 May I9E4

Yugoslavia Between the rMF and Socialism

Radomir Radovie , and the arrest of six in-
tellectuals (five in Belgrade, one in Sara-
jevc), undoubtedly represents a novel
development. Nothing like this has happen-
ed since l97I when a number of student
leaders (including Mijanovie , Imsirovi0 and
Nikoli6) were given two-year prison
sentences for political activity. What ex-
plains these May arrests and what are their
implications? What follows is a sketch of
the economic and political conjuncture
against whose background they occurred.

THE END O}- AN ERA

Any analysis must start with the specific in-
sertion of Yugoslavia's current problems in-
to the wider international context. The post-
Tito period, in which the P4rry has had to
find a new internal balance after the depar*
ture in 1980 of its charismatic and long-
serving president, has coincided with the
first post-war economic slump. Its effect in
fact began to hit Yugoslavia before Tito
died; but any willingness to conduct the
necessary economic and political reforms
was lacking also in the period dominated by
his departure" The present Party leadership,
constituted after the large-scale purges of
the early 1970s, proved to be weak and
divided, not only in response to the first
wave of economic troubles, but also in its
response to the accumulation of national,
economic and social frustration which ex-
ploded in Kosovo in the sprihg of 1981. This
tangible warning of the gravity of the pro-
blems faced by the leadership broke the
charmed existence in which the Party had
Iived throughout the 1970s.

The three pillars upon which the Party's
policy had rested up to the late seventies -borrowing abroad in order to extend the in-
dustrial base, without sagrificing the stan-
dard of living or civil freedoms of the cur-
rent generation; East-West d6tente, which

reduced thE pressure on the country,s in-
dependence; and the non-aligned move-
ment, which gave it a positive place in inter-
national politics were all structurally
weakened by the end of the decade. But it is
the economic crisis which has proved most
immediately intractable.

The Yugoslav economic crisis started in
earnest in 1979, with shortages of elemen-
tary consurner goods. The scope of the pro-
blem was initially hidden from the Yugoslav
public - and indeed frorn the highest bodies
of state and Party! Even two years later,
when the foreign debt climbed to $20
billion, neither the federal nor the
republican assemblies, nor the equivalent
Central Committees, were told the dreadful
news. The truth emerged only in l98l when,
in the wake of the Kosovo events, the
Belgrade press in a great heave broke
through the traditional embargo on infor-
mation. Other sections of the media pushed
through the now opened door, and a period
of considerable press freedom began" The
Party leadership, its confidence now badly
bruised, responded with verbal self-criticism
in order to assuage public wrath. With the
lzth Party Congress loorning (it took place
in 1982), it managed to cobble together a
kind of compromise on how to deal with the
economic crisis - the so-calle d Long-Term
Programrne of Economic Stabilisotion and
Development "2

NO TO STALIN,
BUT YES TO THE T.M.F.?

Yugoslavia's economic problems have, no
doubt, been aggravated by the high cost of
money characterisfic of the intirnational
finance markets since the oil crisis in 1976.
Yet their roots are structural: they are to be
found in the great imbalance created over.
the past two decades between an extractive
industry which has been systematically
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neglected (along with other infrastructural iorced into liquidation, and as social ser-
investment like agriculture, transport, vices are cut down.
energy and health) and a bloated processing Expensive primary industrial goods, a
industry, mostly financed by foreign loans, low level of utilisation of, industrial capacity
dependent on imported ralv materials, due to shortages, low productivity of labour
primary industrial goods and rnachine and high taxation ol industry have all been
spares - all of which have to be purchased fuelling inflation, which last year reached
in hard Western currencv. the record level of 5890. For the only way

At a recent conference Rade Pavlovit, that enterprises have been able tO survive is
head of the Federat Committee lor Energy by passing some of the increased production
and Industry, made it plain that the and operating costs on as higher prices. The
dependence of Yugoslav industry on im- rest is covered by borrowing. The pressure
ported industrial materials has become the to borrow has drastically limited the
main limiting factor On the growth of the availability of internal capital, 8090 of
economy.s For it is this dependence which which is kept in the country's 175 banks. As
has led to the huge foreign indebtedness, the IMF terms begin to bite this year, pro-
and provoked the balance of payments blems of internal liquidity will increase, thus
crises that have plagrred the country lor the further deepening the already grave in-
past four years. 77t/o of Yugoslav imports dustrial stagnation. What is worse, that part
(worth $10 billion, or practically the of the loan conting from the IMF and the
equivalent of the annual inflow of hard cur- World Bank which is not used for the pay-
rency) went lasl year on acquiring these ment of the debt will be channelled into the
necessary industrial commodities. Par- processing sector, rather than into the
ticipants at this conference, manageis and necessary industrial restructuring in favour
economists representing the industrial base of extractive plants.
of the country, supported Pavlovic with What are the lMF.terms? The IMF,
hard facts. The state of industrial anarchy working in tight coordination with 600

- -multiplicationof processingplants,while Western banks and 16 Western govern-
investment into domestic resources went ments, has agreed to postpone Yugoslavia's
lacking - revealed in the course of this con- current annual repayment of som:e $2 billion
ference allowed the press to ask whether this and to provide the dovernment with a stand-
could indeed be accidental, and to lay the by credit for this year.,s imports, on condi-
responsibility for it firmly at the feet of the tion that Belgrade implements the follow-
country's leadership. ing:

In 1983 alone $900 million were added to l) strict downward movement of the dinar
the country's $20 billion foreign debt. To (at quarterly intervals!) with respecr to a
service this debt, and in order to be able to .bas[et, of currencies of the main industrial
borrow more, the government has been cut- countries;
ting down imports and stepping up exports 2) .realistic, internal borrowing rates
'at all costs'. Import reductions have in turn which, within the current financial year,
produced a great shortage ol essential shouldreachaleveloflgoabovetherateof
materials. The situation has been aE- inflation;
gravated by the fact that a large proportion 3) free market formation of prices of most
of exports themselves (52t/o of the total in goods and services;
1983) bonsisted precisely of such vital in- 41 drastic lowering of individual and social
dustrial commodities. According to'unof- consumption. With some amendments, the
ficial calculations (no figures have been government has capitulated to these
ieleased by the government), this exporting demands.
in order to import basically the same things The crude monetarism of these terms
last yqar cost industry $2 billion, a sum spells nothing but further trouble for the
equal to its annual debt repayments. The Yugoslav economy. In 1983, when inteiest'
result all around has been great industrial rates were at lSgo and inflation at 58g0, in-
stagnation: depending on the branch, only . dustry was already finding it difficult to sus-
between 3090 and 6090 ofindustrial capaci- tain repayments on its internal borrowings.
ty is at present being utilised. Its indebtedness rose by 68go with respect to.

This means that enterprises are increas- 19BZ (which was already a bad yeari, to a
ingly operating at a loss. Industrial losses sum of266.8 billion dinars. In fact, in order
have in fact doubled each year over the past to keep production going and hence pay
three years: 30 billion dinars in 1981, 62'in wages with some regularity, enterprises werl
1982, I l8 in 1983. They climbed to 89 billion borrowing without asking for terms - over
dinarsinthefirstthieemonthsofthisyear. 5090 of loans today are short+erm. 396
The main loss makers are to be found in billion dinars went fiom the economy into
basic industry * energy, chemicals, black the banks last year to pay interest on short-
metallurgy, construction - all of which and long-term loans, a.sum only ll billion
have created large processing plants without smaller than what was put into its capital
an equivalent extractive foundation. reserve fund. 1983 was the year in which
Yugoslavia's underdeveloped republics and 4614 out of 9597 larger enterpriss had their
province (Kosovo, Macedonia and bank accounts frozen, as a restrlt of their in-
Montenegro) suffer particularly from these ability to service their debts.
problems.

one consequence is that industry now , The government's Long-Term pro-
shows manifest _over-employment, gramme, already considerably" leaning in 

-a

estimated at 900,000 workers out of a work- monetarist direction, was in fact never im-
ing population (employed in the social sector) plemented for reasons which will be taken
of 6.7 million. Outside the factory gates, of- .up below. The IMF, on the other hand, has
ficially registered unemployment totals I replaced some of the government's initiative
million. Further increases are expected as and added its own demands; namely,
some of the loss-making enterprises are positive interest rates and fast depreciation of

,)

the dinar neither parr of the initial pro-
gramrne.

In this situation, the rate of inflation
becomes all-important. According to the
government's current plan, the rise in infla-
tion will be 40s/0, and new interest rates are
being calculated accordingly. Such a rise in
inflation will add 800 billion dinars to in-
dustry's debt burden, which means that
outgoings will surpass accumulation. As in-
dustrial losses increase, so will the pressure
on prices -- indeed, the possibility of a
10090 rate of inflation this year is not ruled
out by respectable economists, both
Yugoslav and foreign. If this happens, the
government's economic strategy will break
down, as it will be forced to breach the fun-
damental principle of the deal with the IMF
-- positive interest rates. In fact, nobody in
the government - nor, indeed, the Party
leadership - knows what will happen if the
level of inflation goes above 5090. Whether
this will happen - and there are some in-
dications that it is in fact already above that
figure - will be known in the autumn. If it
does happen, Yugoslavia like Poland before
her will be entering terra incognita. The
press is already speaking of the possibility of
recourse to Paragraph 267 of the Constitu-
tion: the suspension of self-management
and direct rule by the nine-person state
Presidency. i ,

In actual reality, of course, self-
management - after a long period of in-
cleasing suffocation by the bureaucratic
cancer - has already effectively been ter-
minated. Reflecting on the circumstances of
its dernise, it is instructive to note that it was
the West rather than the East which dealt it
the final blow: But self-management has not
been the only victim. The grip which rhe
IMF now exercises over the country's
economy needed a fulcrum and found it in
the increased power of the federal state, not
only over the republican and provincial cen-
tres, but also over the. rnain levers of the
economy. As the government in Belgrade
becomes the main arbiter of who is going to
prosper and who go under, national in-
tolerance has once again been placed on the
country's agenda.

In a recent survey of Yugoslavia by The
Financial Times (distinguished by the
viciousness of its attack on the workers'
socialist gains there), it was noted that
'Yugoslavia's protracted economic crisis,
now in its fourth or fifth year, is beginning
to change the political sysiemi.o MoIe tha;
that, Yugoslavia's national independence,
always an important factor of its internal
stability, has come to suffer as well. Its non-
alignment looks increasingly like a Yalra-
type division of spheres of influence: Iast
year Yugoslavia exported more to Comecon
than to the West. Yet, 8s the commentaries
in both The Times and The Financial Times
noted last June, the country's acceptance of
capitalist economic principles - exclusive
reliance on monetary mechanisms - is seen as

implying that 'the West is ahead
ideologically' of the Soviet Union.s This
year, furthermore, Yugoslavia has agreed to
move away from the barter trade with Com-
econ towards greater exchange with the
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West. Current agreements with the IMF and
the World Bank show Yugoslavia's commit-
ment to liberalise controls which still cover
over 80070 of all imports, to relax the terrns
under which foreign capital can invest, and
to open (for the first time) the service sector
to it as well. In return, the banks are prornis-
ing patience and tolerance.6

However, it is obvious that this addic-
tion to foreign loans, which the LCY leader-
ship has acquired over the past decade or
two, will have to be paid for by the Yugoslav
working class. If one examines the economic
effects of the current crisis on this social
layer, the most visible is the drop in its pur-
chasing power: 30s/a over the last three
years, and the trend is continuing. A part of
revenue destined for the workers' pockets
has instead gone to maintain production, A
tight squeeze on wages was enforced last
year, with the federal government's decree
which tied the growth of personal incomes
to the growth of net income in the enter-
prises. This blatantly anti-self-management
measure was found unconstitutional by the
Constitutional Court, yet the government
has simply ignored its ruling! As a result, the
drop in real income of those ernployed in the
social sector - 12.7 Yo last year - was the
only part of last year's ecorromic plan which
was fulfilled (all the other predictions deal-
ing with the size of inflation, exports and in-
dustrial growth have already gone badly
astray). 'Ihis year further wage cuts are be-
ing planned" In compliance with IMF
demands, the income of workers employed
in loss-making enterprises, or in those which
find themselves unable to maintain their tax
and bank-interest-rate burden, will be cut
further "

The following will do as an illustration.
Between 5090 and 60s/o of workers working
in the communes of Zagreb and Belgrade,
the two largest Yugoslav cities - i.e. some
200,000 workers - will suffer direct wage
cuts. In Titograd, the capital of
Montenegro, 7,500 workers are employed in
loss-making enterprises and will be similarly
affected. One of the worst hit will be the fac-
tory producing building machinery" The
reason why it is operating at a loss is the
great disparity between the cost of industrial
materials and the price of the finished ar-
ticles. In other words, the problem lies with
the government's pricing policy, in the first
instance, not with the factory. As a trade-
unionist reported to a recent meeting of the
trade-union Federal council, the first ques-
tion you are asked when you go to the fac-
tory to explain the need for sacrifices is:
'When did you last receive a wage and how
much was it?'6

According to a trade-union research
study, 70u/o of the earnings of the lowest
paid category of workers today goes on
food" For those in the middle wage bracket,
the equivalent proportion is 46t/o-" Can their
standard of living be forcd down much fur-
ther? Recent announcements in the press

speak of rents and council service charges go-
ing up between 30Vs and 9Ao/0, Yet the govern-
ment has done nothing to protect the low-
paid. Last year's agreement in the Chamber of
Republics and Provinces to protect the living

standard of the worst off was rnerelv a piece of
paper, since no sources for funding this reliei'
programme were ever specified. Not only, i:i-
dividual but also social consumprion has beer:
under attack, and further cuts are on tire rrar,.

The press reports economic and political
pundits as saying that it is precisely latrge

social expenditure that has been the rnain
barrier to increased productivity and hettce
to a healthy competitiveness of Yugoslav ex-
.ports. There are even suggestiotis t r)

privatise consumption completely - what
one paper called 'a monster idea spawned bl'
the tide of conservative economic ideologies
coming frorn the West'" Jakov Sirotkovic, a

member of the Central Committee, attacked
the government's monetarism in the press in
the following fashion:
'Concepts borrowed from bourgeots
economics which see profit as the fun-
damental moving principle, interest rates as

the main regulator of extended reprod uc-
tion, and the labour market as the
economically rational criterion of consump-
tion, are once again being popularised."

Mitja Ribicic, a member of Yugoslavia's
top leadership, has commented in res-ponse
that the critics of monetarism have not come
up with a better, 'acceptable' solution"
What is 'acceptable' is precisely the key to
the present debate in"Yugoslavia. A young
Zagreb economist has recently put the mat-
ter bluntly: 'It is true that the workers have
not eaten the accumulation; but they will
nevertheless have to pay for all the wrong in-
vestment made by borrowing abroad.
Somebody must Fey, and it must be in-
dustry. .., The belief that industry's trouble
can be solved by redistribution of capital sit-
ting in the banks is absurd. For there is no
capital there at all, only huge debts which do
not appear only thanks to various book-
keeping machinations.'8 It is now tinre to
turn to the workers' vanguard, the L,eague
of Communists (LCY) and its leadership.

THE L.C.Y" IN CRISIS -WILL THE CENTRE HOLD?

The Long-Term Programme was cobbled
together, as we noted earlier, in time for the
l2th Party Congress, when the leadership
needed a substantial answer to public con-
cern about the economy. Adopted as the
Party's programil€, it was voted in by the
Federal Assembly and taken as the main
framework of the governrnent,s econornic
policy. Under the impact of a rapidly
deepening social and economic crisis,
however, marked differences in the leader-
ship developed around its underlying con-
ceptions, its aim and its general orientation.
The conflict is about what is a socialist
economy and hence also about the nature of
socialism.

Six out of twelve meetings of the Central
Committee since the l2th party Congress
have been devoted wholly to the econorny
witltout any of them producing a workable
unity. These meetings ,have become instead
a series of monologues, prepared several
weeks ahead'. A broad division between the
proponents of the rnarket (and of the tMF

ierms) and those in lavour of a 'sor:iallr'
agreed' response and- greater self-relialrce
has been established. This division is bl no
means neat. Nlany n.ho adhere to the Iong-
'Ierrti f>rogrormre, because they fear ttrut
any iither alternative will increase
signiticantly internal repression, dislike t'oi:

sunilar reasons the strengthening of the cen-
tral siate s,hich has accompanied the adol-'-
tirn of the monetarist policies. Those on the
Partr"s left, who are preoccupied by thc et-
f'ects of the current economic approach orr
workers' living standards and on the posi-
tion of the working class in general, and who
would like a more centrally-managed
economy, do not like to align themselves
with the Stalinists ('rhe bureaucratic right')
and their demand te return to the situation
which existEd prior to the 1965 economic
refornrs. For example, Alexander Grlickov,
a prominent 'liberal'member of the Central
Clommittee, has expressed concern with the
tact that there is no worked out 'self-
managing way' out of the crisii. His Party
colleague, Sirotkovi6, quoted earlier, said
recently that 'never hefore have vulgar
apologists for the ecorromy crf state
socialism, of state capitalism, tried with
such aggressiveness and such misuse of their
status to inrpose their views on the society'
Dragoslav Markovi6, the current head of
the Yugoslav Party, complaining oi the lack
of unity in the Cenrral Committee, stated in
a recent interview:

'We seem to have adopted under
pressure an attitude of waiting in order .to
gain time. It is once again 1965 when, in-
fluenced by social demagogy and left
posturing, we had in fact capitulatod. Today
there is no alternative.'

The Yugoslav press has registercd the
fact of leadership disunity and reacted ac-

.cordingly. In fact, since its breakihrough in
1981, this press has in more than one sense
become an honourable substitute for the
banned journal fraxis. It is true that rhe in-
Juence ofnrost ofthe alternative ideas that ap-
peiu in print is linrited; nevertheless, the
readrness of the press to debate problems
and solutions to the current crisis has beeit
remarkable.

'Our creditcrs' success in bringing us
down to earth has also opened earthy ques.
tions. And questioning, once it started,
could not be stopped. That which raas
previously whispered has now acquirec a
loud and clear articulation. ... Up to now,
all initiatir.es l'or change have corne from the
Ieadership. But now the leadership is no
longer alone in this job.'e

Under pressure from below, but also
from within the Party, the press has opened
a wide discussion on the main themes of
economic and political life. It has publiciserl
the fact that the Party's disutity has ai-
fected the gor/ernment's ability to act in an-r..

but an ad-hoc manner, and has turned its at,
tention therefore also to the question of the
democratisation of the state institutions.
'discovering' in the process widespreiiri
desire t'or direct (as opposed tr: the presenr
laborious indirect systenr of) elections r.-r all
state bodies, with multiple candidacies.

fhe obt.ious impotence of the Federai
Executive Council, the impression that
rrobodr really knows what will happen when
prices are finally unfrozen at the end of
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June, have been seen as ominous
no analysis, nor any competent predictions,
of what kind of social earthquakes may oc-
cur, nor is there a programme for what can
serve as social shock absorbers when this
happens. '

Indeed, the vacillations of the Yugoslav
Party contrast badly with the determina-
tion of the IMF. 'Federal mini-"ters admit
privately that the IMF has given them sup-
port they have hitherto lacked from other
in.stitutions in the country.'lo

The state of health of the LCY has
therefore come under an unprecedented
scrutiny. This is so not only because it has
been proved that 'the LCY was no better at
foreseeing global social events than ordinary
Yugoslav citizens, so that instead of the
vanguard ambushing the crisis, the crisis has
ambushed the vanguard'. It is also because
of the Party's disunity. What level of dif-
ferences can be tolerated without any move
to do anything to overcome them? Are the
differences in the Party more fundamental,
or is it divided only on how to implement its
programme? Is it possible to overcome the
differences? What'is specific to Party action
which distinguishes it from being a mere tail
to chaotic administrative regulation of the
economy? These are some of the questions
put to the LCY. Calls are being made for an
extraordinary Party Congress. 'These days
the Party forums are busy organising their
own discussions and submitting their
reports to themselves. Nobody mentions the
position of the working class, the unemploy-
ment, etc. as the relevant criteria for judging
the Party's efficacy"' Such statements can
be found scattered in the pres.s, showing the
deep demoralisation of the Party member-
ship

According to Racan, a member of the
Central Committee, an extraordinary con-
gress of the LCY would serve no useful pur-
pose. 'If this C.C. is unable to put into prac-
tice the decisions of the l}th C.-ongress, why
expect . it to be able to prepare a congress
which would solve anything?'Speaking
before the June meeting of the C.C., which
was to consider the current role of the LCY,
Racan predicted rather accurately what was
going to happen: 'We shall again have steiile :
expositions, sterile discussion and sterile
conclusions, which will move nobody to ac-
tion.'ll Only after a thorough debate in the
membership, he believes, can one hope to
have a productive C.C. plenum.

Under the heading 'The Membership
must be given a chance', the Zagreb weekly
Danas wrote last May: 'The. pressure of the
problerns is too great. It is impossible to go
any further in stabilising the economy
without a public debate. The question is: is
it politically wise today to avoid a wide and
democratic discussion of the state of the
LCY?' Commenting on the view of Franc
Setinc (the Slovene Party leader) that the
Party should go to the people, the paper
wrote: 'If among the most responsible peo-
ple of this country there is no unity on the
programme [for a way out of the crisis],
what will the leadership take to the base?
What will win the people, motivate them to
shoulder the burden? A functionary's ap-,
pearance is no substitute for a programme
of action. ' I2
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In spite of the clamour for an open and
public debate, the head of the Party
Dragoslav N{arkovic does not see any need
for it. He favours a 'scientific-professional
discu.ssion' instead. 'What are the questions
around which we need to conduct a public
or Party debate? The problem is not that rve
have no answers to the economic crisis, but
that we do not have the strength to put thern
into practice.' Indeed, he was worried that
'insu fficiently thought-out and precipitate
social action may only worsen the great dif-
ficulties ahead: social and other misfortunes
could force us to retreat.'13

The LCY leadership, in other words,
while presiding over a first step in the
thoroughgoing transformation of Yugoslav
socialism into something more acceptable to
its capitalist creditors, is unwilling to go to
the country to justify itself. The party has
been accustomed to governing with a large
measure of popular support; it knows today
that such support escapes it. Squeezed bet-
ween the IMF and the working class, bet-
ween crude expediency and its historic
association with this class, the Party has
proved unable to move. Instead, as a result
of this basic and inescapable contradiction,
it is splitting into a number of different and
opposing currents which cut across national
boundaries.'The question is: how long can
the centre hold?

Milan Nikolid in Belgrade Prison during an

earlier period in detention in August l9t2 for par-

ticipating in a petition in support of solidarnosc

THE BELGRADE ARRESTS

The recent repression mu.st be understood in
this context. The Party's centre, in its desire
to contain internal Party differences, has
now moved sharply against an active dissi-
dent intelligentsia. The city's Free Universi-
ty forums have in the past three or four years
been speaking with varied and dissonant
voices. Interventions of a purely bourgeois
character, unrestrained in their dismissal of
all achievements of the Yugoslav Party; na-
tionalist sentiments mingling with Southern
European populism; anarchist visions of
post-industrial society; social-democratic
critique of the Leninist tradition; syn-
dicalism influenced by the Polish Solidar-
nosc; trenchant Marxist critique of the state
of socialism in Yugoslavia - all these and
rnany other preoccupations have been
registered in these forums. The socialist in-
telligentsia, under a continuous economic
and political pressure from the authorities,
has taken all this time to recover its 6lan of

the late 1960s. The rise of the working class
movement in Poland was very important in
this respect. Social tensions generated by the
increasingly formidable economic crisis,
and the immobilism of the Parry in the face
of it, have further strengthened its growing
involvement with the present status and the
future prospects of the Yugoslav working
class.

As shown elsewhere in Eastern Europe,
but also by Yugoslavia's post-war history,
economic and political problems are deeply
intertwined: there is no way of solving the
current economic crisis in Yugoslavia
wittrbut a sharp move to the left. The role of
catalyst in this process will of necessity go to
the critical intelligentsia in and out of the
Party. These two wings should not and can-
not be separated: the move against the
Belgrade intelligentsia is also a warning to
the Party's left wing. There have been
others.ra The battle in Yugoslavia today to
maintain and extend freedom of speech,
writing and assembly is not, therefore, of
concern just to restricted intellectual circles.
It is of vital interest for the socialist future of
the country itself"

Footnotes

I. Milovan Djilas, who spent several years in
prison, has nevertheless been able to publish
books and interviews abroad, often critical of the
Party's past an{. current practice.
2. For some of the debate provoked by this pro-
grarnme, see previous issue of Labour Focus. ln
this period, faced with increasingly combative
assemblies, the government has developed an art,
reminiscent of Westminster, of dodging uncom-
fortable questions. For example, when asked to
clarify the statement made by then finance
minister Petar Kostic at the end of 1982 that
Yugoslavia faced 'a collapse', it made a precedent
by answering fifteen days later - in writing! At
this time, however, if was still possible to hear
government ministers describe the IMF as 'inter-
national finance gendarmes', whose task was to
make sure that debtors paid in full and on time.
By the end of 1983, as the economic crisis went in-
to full swing, such'direct naming of the force mo-
jeure became more or less impossible
'democratic centralism' took care of that" The
more the IMF bled the Yugoslav economy, the
greater the attempts to present them as paragons
of sound economics and honest living. The 'gen-
darmes' turned into 'our foreign partners'!
3. N/N, 3 June 1984,
4" Of l8 June 1984.
5" Ibid. Also, The Times, I6 June 1984.
6. The decline in the value of the dinar has made
Yugoslav labour power very cheap. This has en-
couraged, for example, the influx of the modern
version of putting-out from Austria, Italy and
West Cermany. Foreign businessmen bring in
material, machinery and even supervisors and
return with finished goods. Done occasionally in
the past, as a measure of dire necessity, in the tex-
tile industry, the practice is now much more com-
mon and has entered other industrial branches. It
has been attacked in the Yugoslav press in a
language very reminiscent of pre-war CPY
writings. See Start,8 October I983.
7. Danas, 2 April 1984.
8. rbid
9. Start, 7 April 1984.
10. The Financial Times, ibid.
ll . Danas, 2 April 1984.
12. Ibid., 25 April 1984.
13. N/N, 27 May 1984.
14. See reports of meeting of the ldeological
Comrnission of the Croat Party in Zagreb on 23
May and the response to it from its Serbian
counterpart in N/N, l0 June 1984.
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Solidarnosc Miners' Statement in Solidarity With the NUM

On l7 June the Underground Provisional Co-ordinating
Comrnittee of Solidarity rniners issued an unequivocal
statement in solidarity with the British miners in their great

struggle for jobs.
The Co-ordinating Committee statement was read out

at l0 a.m. on Sunday 17 June by the Solidarity
underground radio station in Upper Silesia, Poland's main
coal-mining region"

The statement read as follows:
'The Underground Provisional Co-ordinating Comrnittee
of Solidarity miners vigorously protest against the present
policy of the Polish People's Republic on the management
of our major source of wealth - coal. Selling it on foreign
markets at competitive prices (ie" at less than world market
prices) is first of all a violation of the Jastrzebie Agreernents
(August 1980) in which it was clearly established that coal is
a national resousrce which must be used rationally. The
above-mentioned pricing policy transforms investment in
the mines into a straight economic loss.

Secondly, the Polish government's policy blatantly con-
tradicts official propaganda which declares respect for the

miners'dignity and endeavour. Thirdly coal distribution
and trade is organised outside of any social control. The
Polish government has no right to behave like a rnine-orvner
and to dispose of the national wealth as it pleases. Only the
damned capitalists and dictators act in thi.s way" Fourthly,
the Polish governmerft's policy in this lield affects the ba.sic

interests of brother miners from other countries who lose
their jobs as a result of it.

We hope the Party authoritie.s and parliament - who
say they represent the people -- explain what is really going
on"

To the striking miners of Creat Britain: The
Underground Provisional Co-ordinating Committee of
Solidarity miners sends you fraternal greetings and our sup-
port and solidarity 'for your struggle for the right to work.
We know from our own experience what it means to lose a
job. For this reason we will do everything possible to sup-
port your struggle, including in action. The prote.st we have
sent to the Polish government and parliament is an initial
measure taken in support of your stnrggle.

The Political Struggle over ., __.r
By oriver MacDonard Working Class Organisation
During the first six months of 1984, the
Jaruzelski government has greatly inten-
sified its drive to politically defeat and ad-
ministratively crush the underground
resistance movement "

The numbers of people held in prison for
political offences has increased steadily in
the following woy, according to the official
government spokesperson, Jerzy Urban:
3l December 1983 - 215
29 February 1984 - 3 l0
30 March 1984 - 416 "

30 April 1984 * 472
30 May 1984 - 519
15 June 1984 - 601

These figures indicate what might be
called the 'concertina tactics' of the police.
For a period of many months, the numbers
of political prisoners grows and harsh
sentences are meted out. Then the govern-
ment announces some sort of amnesty,
leading to the release of many prisoners and
the cutting of sentences. This is then follow-
ed by a steady replenishing of the prison
population, often through re-arresting
previous detainees, no doubt followed by a
new amnesty.

Each of the amnesties is then used to ex-
ert pressure on the Solidarity underground
leadership to scale down, or abandon its ac-
tivity-as a reciprocal gesture of good-will to
the government. And such pressure comes
not only from government sources but from
the Church hierarchy. Opposition sources in
Warsaw expect a new ainnesty to be an-
nounced around the time of the Republic's
National Holiday at the end of July"

1---l-
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between TKK and local workers' groups
seem to be almost non-existent, the voice of
the TKK and the public statements of Lech
Walesa, who has in effect been operating as

a public counterpart of TKK, continue to
give the factory workers a strong sense of
being part of a continuing national move-
ment

At the same tirne, the May Day
demonstration by Solidarity supporters in
Szczecin was very significant. In both 1982
and 1983 Szczecin was not a main centre of
Solidarity May Day demonstrations, and in
general the underground seemed weaker
there than in some other cities of northern
and central Poland. Yet suddenly this yeaf a
Solidarity rnarch estimated variously at bet-
ween 10,000 and 15,000 people took place
on May Day in.this city of 400,000. That is

proportionately one of the largest protests
in any city since the imposition of martial
law and it suggests that the police have a
long way to go before they can feel com-
pletely secure against the threat of mass pro-
tests organised by underground groups tak-
ing place in important cities.

UNDERGROUND ON DEFENSIVE

Nevertheless, the underground has evidently
been losing strength. The government's own
figures on Solidarity's May Day demonstra-
tions (43,000 in 1983 and 8,000 this year) un-
doubtedly underestimate the numbers of
participants, but the TKK (underground
Solidarity national leadership) has un-
doubtedly lost a great deal of its folggf
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The Solidarity underground remains a
formidable movement, operating across
most of the counrry" Its May Day protests
took place in Warsaw, Cdansk, Szczecin,
Czestochowa, Wroclaw, Nowa Huta, Poz-
nan and Elblag. Police activity throughout
this year (and especially since March) has
been directed at the underground's press
and printing facilities, but the network of
local papers and factory bulletins is still very
wide. And although the organisarional links
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capacity to initiati national political pro-
tests of an open sort.

Its failure to call workers out on a'na-
tional strike over price increases on 30

January, followed by the weaker May Day
protests, was partially reversed by the
widespread support given to the TKK's cam-
paign to boycott the local elections on 17

June. But while the boycott campaign itself
re-invigorated Solidarity's underground
base, the result of the elections - ie. the tur-
nout, which was the only serious issue in the
elections - seems to have been a success for
the government: it was the first clear proof
that the civilian apparatus of the post-
martial law state is once again able to move
the majority of the population into the re-
quired channels. The government claimed
about 7590 turn-out; Solidarity claimed a
5790 turn-out in Warsaw.

The underground has not only been
weakened in quantitative terms. It is also
facing a deepening crisis of identity and of
its own role. In its overriding aim of break-
ing the links between the underground and
the working cliss, the government's tactic
has been to trap Solidarity in a''no-man's
land' between playing the role of a political
party engaged in a root and branch struggle
against the existing political order and play-
ing the role of a trade union concerned over-
whelmingly with immediate practical issues
of the rights of the working class, seeking to
unite workers of all political .persuasions.
Thus there are even some signs that the
government wanted to invite an election
boycott campaign. The new electoral law
contained a clause that if 5090 of a local
electorate fails to vote, the election is invalid
and must be held again. (In the second
round, the 5090 clause doesn't apply.)

Voices are being raised within the
underground attacking the TKK for nof be-
ing political enough, for not proclaiming a
global political programme. For example,
the widely read journal Niepodlieglosc
(Independence) - which champions an in-
dependent, democratic, capitalist Poland -takes this view. At the start of the year a
well-known leader of the Young Poland
movement, Alexander Hall, resigned from
Solidarity in Gdansk on similar grounds,
arguing also that the TKK'.S attempts to
organise set-piece tests of strength with the
regime, culminating in a general strike, has
failed.

On the other side, a trenchant article in
Tygodnik Mazowsze No. 86 (a prominent
Warsaw underground journal) argues that
'there are no conditions today for strictly
political activity. Instead, what we need is
social activity ... By concentrating on nar-
rowly understood politieal issues, the
underground Solidarity Commissions,
alienate themselves. In Order to . regain
ground in the factories, Solidarity Commis-
sions ought to engage themselves in
reconstructing their purely trade union
functions, work on the immediate problems
in their places of work. There are a lot of
them: safety conditions, production itself,
unpopular nominations to management,
moving people from one post to another,
not to mention free Saturdays being takgn
away or the extension of working hours in
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other ways. Should Solidarity commissions
begin to organise NOTICEABLE actions
over such issues, their popularity would
grow. It would not be very difficult because
Solidarity is sornething people really care for
...' (Translation from {Jncensored Polantd,
24 May 1984).

Such an orientation would not, of
course, cut across the activities of various
political groups. But only those political
currents that give top priority to the prac-
tical struggle to improve the social condi-
tions of the working class as it lives now,
within the system, would be committed to
such practical work.

Meanwhile, now that the government
feels it has thrown Solidarity back on the
defensive and rebuilt its own administrative
apparatus, it is working very vigorously to
try to make a new appeal to the industrial
workers, trying to present both the new of-
ficial unions and the Party itself as genuinely
concerned with the workers' welfare, while
using a nationalist appeal to denounce the
Western capitalist economic blockade for
crippling econornic progress and living stan-
dards, and branding the underground as
supporters of this blockade.

JARUZELSKI BIDS FOR WORKERS

The leaders of 13 new national federations
of trade unions met together for the first
time on I January, and declared their inten-
tion of forming a new national trade union
centre. Then, in a move that must have caus-
ed bitter resentment amongst Solidarity
mernbers but indicated very clearly govern-
ment tactics, the new national trade union
council held its first meeting in the Lenin
Shipyard in Cdansk and declared its opposi-
tion to the government's planned 30
January price rises, saying they were too
high" The government subsequently lowered
ttre price rises, supposedly as a result of the
consultations held with the new unions"

In April the government announced fur-
ther price increases without consulting the
new unions and this prompted verbal pro-
tests from the new union council both
against the increases and against the fact
that the government had flouted its previous
promises to consult the unions on such mat-
ters. On 27 April the Party daily , Trybuna
Ludu, published a letter from the leader of
the council, Wtodzimierz Lubanski, to
Deputy Prime Minister Rakowski and its
tone is instructive. He says:

'The working class wants answers to
various questions such as: why is it that the
economic reform, which protects the private
sector, is helping to impoverish the working
class? Why is it that successive price in-
creases are being introduced prior to the
people's council elections, which may affect
the results of these elections? W*ry is it that
the struggle against inflation is helping to
shift the burde+ of the crisis onto the backs
of the working people?'

The letter demand the 'absolute obser-
vance' of the principle of consultations
before increases, an equal sharing of the
burdens of the crisis by all socilal groups, a
i.

iocial minimum standard of living to be
defined, measures against 'anti-social in-
dividuals who becarne rich by dishonest

methods at the cost of the working people,,
and so on.

This approach by official unions firmly
under the control of the Communist party
indicates a new turn in the government's tac"
tics on the road to re-integrating the work-
ing class into the political system. During
the first two years of General Jaruzelski's
crackdown against Solidarity the regime
turned for support to the new rich, the
better-off peasants and the managerial
layers and above all sought an accommoda-
tion *ith the Church hierarchy and conser-
vative nationalist currents under its wing. At
the same time, it depended upon the
military-security forces , to hold the line
against the working class. In that phase, the
institutions whose jobs was to integrate the
working class into the political system -above all trade unions and the Communist
Party itself - played no serious role. The
authorities now feel strong enough to start
to attempt a political appeal to. the working
class, allowing economic and social
demands earlier raised by Solidarity to be
raised by the new unions and even seeking to
direct working class anger against social
groups thatthe regime relied upon in its first
phase of 'normalisation'.

Thus'the attempt to stimulate interest in
the new unions has been accompanied by an
attempt to revive the Communist Party's
profile as a working class organisation.
After being almost invisible as a mass
organisadon in many plants, the local
organisations of PZPR (The Polish United'
Workers Party, ie. the Communist.Party)
began to appear in local factories in the first
quarter' of this year in the course of report
and election meetings within its basic units.
These {vere followed by the National Party
Conference held between 16 and 18 March

- the'first national conference of PZPR
since the 9th Emergency Congress of July
1981, 4t the height ofthe Solidarity period.

There were evidently differences of opi-
nion within the leadership on the holding of
this conference.. One of the novel,
democratic decisions of the 9th Congress

. had been that the delegates elected to it - in
one of the.most democratic elections ever
held in an East European Communist Party

- would retain theirmandates until the next
full Party Congress, and could indeed call

. the leadership to order by reassembling on
initiative from below. In December of last
year, the leadership seemed to have decided
to scrap this provision (unconstitutionally)
and to elect an entirely ne-w set of delsgates
for the March Conference. Then on 14
February Politburo member Cryrek said
that the 9th Congress delegates would
reassemble for the conference althougit 2090
would not participate because they had
resigned or been expelled.

Then on 27 February Central Committee
Secretary Mokrzyszczak announced that all
but 590 ofthe 9th Congress delegates would
attend. Confusion was made worse when a
Ietter on Central Committee note-paper,
signed by'Major Antoni Braun' was sent to
enterprises inviting them to send lO-rnember

.delegations to the conference. Two days
before the conference opened, this letter ryas

denounced by the leadership as a'provoca-
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Three of Solidarity's seven national leaders, held in jail since December lgEl and still awaiting trial.
l'rom left to righl: Marian Jurczyk, Jan Rulewski and Seweryn Jaworski.

tion'.
The Conference itself was used to admit

shortcomings within the Party, to affirm
determination to carry through the reform
programme supposedly in the spirit of
August 1980 and the 9th Party Congress,
and to re-establish links with the working
class.

The Conference was followed up by a
public meeting of the Central Committee in
Lodz on 2-3 June, designed to open up
dialogue with non-Party workers and
various other efforts to stress that the Party
was trying to listen to working class
grievances.

THE BIG INSTITUTIONAL GULF

The fact remains that this drive to sink new
roots in the working class through the of-
ficial unions and the local organisations of
PZPR has not even begun to achieve signifi-
cant progress. As far as the new unions are
concerned, they quite quickly gained some
three million members as a result of the
levies of recruits from PZPR itself, from
economic functionaries and from pen-
sioners" But over the last year they have con-
tinued to grow at a very slow rate, reaching
some 4 million by 13 March according to
Minister Ciosek. And of these he admitted
between 15 and 200/o to be pensioners
(Trybuna Ludu on 16 April claimed 4.3
million union members, 25s/o being pen-
sioners). This means members of the new
unions remain a small minority of workers

state sector and far below Solidarity's
total in l98l of over 9{ million rnembers.
Furthermore, there is overwhelming
evidence of mass hostility to these unions
amongst industrial workers, despite the
welfare benefits to be gained from joining
them"

PZPR also appears to be in a sorry state.
Official membership figures vary con-
siderably. The theoretical organ , Nowe
Drogi, claimed 2.5 million at the end of
1983. On 8 March CC Secretary Mokrzysx-
zczak claimed ?.2 million rnembers, saying
there was no intention of expanding it great-
ly. But an internal Party bulletin, quoted in
Krytyka No. 16 (an underground intellec-
tual journal) gave total membership as 1.8
million " The leadership is claiming that

workers make up 'almost' 40s/o of.members
this is the standard norm for working

class membership of East European Com-
munist Parties, though in Poland in I979 rhe
proportion was 46t/0. But the same internal
bulletin quoted above gives the real figure as
being l4t/0. The Party exists as a mass
organisation mainly outside the large enter-
prises which used to be its bastions in the
Gierek period.

Equally crippling is the lack of young
people in PZPR. The December issue of
Nowe Drogi admitted: 'At present we are
noting the lowest percentage of young peo-
ple in the history of the Party.' Tygodnik
Mazowsze No. 80/81 (an underground jour-
nal) says that since August 1980 the number
of young people under 30 in PZPR has
dropped bV two-thirds to ll.lVo of total
membership" The number of students and
academics has slumped. The first secretary
of PZPR for Cential Wars&w, Skapski ad-
mitted: 'In the statistics we are saying that in
central Warsaw we have 600 students in the
Party. Let us deduct from this number the
students at WSNS (the Party college of
political science attached to the Central
Committee) ... f do not think I need to
develop this theme further' (gqoted in NAI,
No. 35).

If we turn from formal rnembers to ac-
tive Party members the picture becomes
much worse. The authorities themselves ad-
mit that much of the Party's activities as a
mass organisation remain 'largely on
paper'. To give one precise illustration, D-
zien No. 29 from Krakow gives figures for
the Krakow Technical University: 'Out of
400 formal members only 90 are active and
about 150 sabotage Party orders.' There are
numerous reports of difficulty in filling ex-
ecu.tive posts at the local level no
mernbers willing to be drafted . Kronika
Malopolska No. 4l reports that out of 300
Party members at the WSK works in
Krakow, only 60 participated in rhe May
Day official march and when the workers at
the plant struck on l0 November last year,
Party members joined the stoppage.

The one positive fact from the leader-
ship's point of view is that the big exodus
from the PZPR seems to have halted. But
rebuilding the Party as a political force with
influence over the workers has still to begin.

Behind the statistics on the new unions
and the state of PZPR it is possible to see
how deep is the disillusionment and disaf-
fection amongst the bulk of industrial
workers. Their attitudes can also be detected
in sorne of the government's economic in-
formation. At a conference with more than
50 enterprise directors on l6 April, attended
by General Jaruzelski, Deputy Prime
Minister Z. Szalajda reported that since
September 1983 there has been 'a falling off
in the dynamics of production increase',
which has become even more serious in
1984. He reported that the effective working
week is short less than 35 hours. The
authorities also admitted that absenteeism
was averaging no less than 20Vo of the
workforce.

At the same time, Deputy Prime
Minister Zbigniew Messner told the con-
ference that the pressure for wage rises is
enormous, while some prices were held
down or raised less than necessary because
of social pressure from below. Pay rises
have been higher than the government
wanted and have not, in practice, been link-
.ed to the government's productivity criteria.

At another conference on 14 January,
this time with leading journalists, Jaruzelski
reported that the economic situation was go-
ing to deteriorate. He said the government
urgently needed 4 billion dollars and there
was nowhere to get it from. He explained the
deteriorating situation partly by the fact that
the public does not work, that people are
escaping into 'retirement', by waste, a thirst
for luxuries and, finally, by Western sanc-
tions.

This then suggests that the economic up-
turn last year was a false dawn" 1983 had
been the first year since 1978 when National
Income had grown'in comparison with the
previous year: industrial production rose
6.70/0, mining output rose 2.3s/o and pro-
cessing industries' output was up 7.lt/o
all in fixed prices. (Agricultural output was
also good last year, up 4.4t/o in comparison
with 1982.)

These economic prospects mean that any
hope that the workers will be gradually won
back to co-operation with the new unions
and the PZPR through pragmatic adapta-
tion thanks to rising living standards can be
ruled out for the next few years. Even if the
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West were to make a dramatic turn towards
new, large-scale loans to Poland - and that
prospect seems remote the capitalist
world is headed for a new depression in 1986
(if not before) that is likely to be even more
severe in Western Europe than the last one.
These are not favourable conditions for a

Polish industry, still technologically very
dependent on trade with the West, to
recover quickly

Thus the key to political and ideological
'normalisation' from the regime's point of
view still lies in using some political tactic
that will give it some semblance of new
Iegitimacy in the eyes of substantial sections
of workers. It is not difficult to see what
such a move might involve. Its outlines have
already been mapped out by Catholic in-
tellectuals around Cardinal Glemp, the
Polish Primate.

We can list the main items schematically:
*Ttre granting of full legal status for the

Catholic Church
*The establishment of diplomatic relations

with the Vatican
*The unequivocal abandonment of any

support for the revival of Solidarity on the
part of Glemp or the Vatican or, rnost im-
portantly, Lech Walesa

*The freeing of the seven jailed Solidarity
leaders awaiting trial on condition that they
refrain from efforts to revive Solidarity, at
least for a while
*The establishment of some sort of new

trade union body, parallel to the new of-
ficial unions, or at least the granting of some
semblance of trade union pluralism.

It is, of course, this last point that is the'
most contentious and at the same time most
crucial point, if there is to be a real change in
political relations between the authorities
and the workers in the short-term.

There is, of course, also a set of hidden
conditions for such a compromise, as far as
the authorities'are concerned. These are:
* The neutralisation of Jacek Kuron, Adam
Michnik and that whole political current
which is distinguished by its lay, non-
Catholic character, its radical democratic
character, and its readiness to speak to the
working class. The Catholic hierarchy has
reservations about the methods of such a
neutralisation, but has no objections on
principle to the suppression of democratic
currents like Kuron - far from it.
* The thorough crushing of the radical
working class leaders able to fight the Party
leadership on a class basis (something the

prisoners per cell, regular baths, two cells

with open doors and TV sets, and some

choice over who shared the cells. These ar-
rangements, negotiated with the prison
governor, were-suddenly cancelled at the
end of last year when the prison governor
was replaced. On 5 December, the political
prisoners were beaten up and hosed with
cold water, they were banned from bathing
for many months on ttre grounds of an alleg-
ed jaundice epidemic, they were placed four
in a cell and banned ,from exercise.

The prisoners went on hunger strike
once again (7 of whom on rotational hunger
strike; Slowik and Kropiwnicki on indefinite
hunger strike as of the end of March). The
letter from Andrzej Slowik that we print
below tells the gruesome story of what
followed. In May, after Slowik's letter was

written, Wladyslaw Frasyniuk was put on
trial for violating prison rules and received

an extra ten months' imprisonment in addi-
tion to the 3-year sentence he was already
serving - he is now not due for release until
September I986. Slowik is being threatened
with the same charge,

Allegations of the prison staff beating

KOR leaders do not attempt to do since they
have abandoned their left-wing socialist
views of the past). Such leaders are those
from Wroclaw like Frasyniuk, Slowik from
Lodz, and Edmund Baluka, the veteran
working class socialist from Szczecin. They
are being brutally maltreated in Barczewo
prison and without strong international sup-
port from the labour movement they will
not easily be prised frorn the clutches of the
political police.
* A continued administrative drive to crush
workiftg class underground networks.

Following the local council elections,
there is much speculation that the govern-
ment may be preparing such a deal with the
Church 

"

On the other hand, the authorities may
feel that Clemp has now gone so far down
the road of co-operation with the govern-
ment that he has nowhere else to go. They
may thus feel time is on their side and they
can keep their options open for a good many
more months, hoping that a concession on
the trade union issue may eventually prove
redundant.

prisoners, handcuffing them day and night,
gagging them and Butting them in strait-
jackets were made by the prisoners both at .

the trial of Frasyniuk and at that of Jozef
Pinior. Jozef Pinior, who became the third
underground Solidarity leader of Wroclaw,
was sentenced on 24 May to four years in
prison, reduced to two years under the
amnesty law of July 1983.

One of the prisoqers who was to testify
at Pinior's trial was Piotr Bednarz. On 14
May 1984 he stabbed himself in the ab-
domen with a knife and is currently in War-
saw Medical Academy because of a serious
abdominal infection" It is not known
whether he was attempting to commit
suicide or whether he wanted to only injure
himself as a dramatic protest against prison
conditions.
. The hunger strike at Barczewo had end-
ed by 18 May following an appeal by the
Episcopate, but we have no further news of
conditions there. The TUC has protested
strongly to the Polish authorities over the
treatment of Andrzej Slowik and the other
prisoners at Barczewo. Len Murray sent the
letter of protest on 4 May.

I

t:

The Barcz,ewo Scandal
Barczewo prison has been chosen as the
place to keep the working class leaders ear-
marked for rough treatment. While the
'solidarity 7' top national leaders whg
are household names - and the four former
KOR leaders are protected to some degree

by their national and international prestige,
the prisoners in Barczewo are considered no
less dangerous by the authorities but are less

well protected by outside support.
They include successive leaders of

Wroclaw underground Solidarity
Wladyslaw Frasyniuk and Piotr Bednarz
(Wroclaw was the most powerful regional
organisation of the Solidarity underground
with a nnilitant syndicalist leadership); the
leader and deputy leader of Lodz Solidarity,
Andrzej Slowik and Jerzy Kropiwnicki; and
Edmund Baluka, the Szczecin socialist
leader. Also in Barczewo are the KPN
leaders: Leszek Moczulski, Szeremetiew and
Stanski; and Patrycjusz Kosmowski,
Solidarity chairperson from Bielsko-Biala.

After a hunger strike last year, the
political prisoners won a number of conces-
sions from the Barczewo prison governor.
These included allowing no more than two

In view of the situation in Barczewo no contacts with the outside
world have been possible. For quite a long time now everyone leav-
ing the sector is thoroughly searched and has to take off all his
clothes and squat on the floor. Together with Jurek (Kropiwnicki)
we are still on hunger strike. They started to force-feed us on
Wednesday 1l April. Jurek swallows the tube himself (he is too
weak to resist) 

"

I protest against being force-fed, so for the past three days
they've had to pin me down, handcuff me and force my mouth
open with a lever and the use of torture. And I mean torture -
because when they sit me on a chair they stamp on my to.es and
twist my arms and legs. One of them sits down on my legs to break
my knee joints or presses my shins against the edge of the bed" In
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A tetter from Andrzei Slowik
the meantime another pulls by head backwards and presses hard
on the hinges of my jaw, while a doctor or a nurse uses the pliers on
my jaws. When I start screaming, they put a lever between my
teeth and they've got me: the only thing left is to put a tube inside

and pour in gruel, Usually there are 5-6 wardens and a doctor with
a nurse. Recently one of the nurses joined fhem in torturing me: on

12 April she started to press my lymph glands very hard - it is very
painful.

Since 29 March 1984I am all alone in the cell - Jurek, Wladek
(Frasyniuk), Stanski, Szeremetiew have been put in solitary con-
finement. They are on the other side of the corridor, since all the

thieves have been taken away. Only two prison orderlies are left,
and there are about 15 cells here.

I
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YesterdayWladek, StanskiandSzeremetiewwereputintheso- time yet. Jurek and I are determined to go on. We won't give in.

called thermos cell: with no toilet facilities, no water and no air. Yesterday they even took Jurek's bed away, to have more room
The cell has double walls and doors and excellent soundproofinC f-q manoeuvre for the struggle with me to feed me. please spread
and security. They will probably spend 24 or 48 hours therd. They this news as best you can. I hope I May will be celebrated thii year
were put there for demanding the rights of political prisoners, in- also; the tradition must be kept up - otherwise it might die oui for
cluding the walks of which everybody was deprived on 29 March. a Iong time.
Yesterdaytheyweretakenoutonebyonefor30minuteseach,and Best regards for all those who remember and continue rhe
afterwards locked up again in the 'thermos'. work.

I suppose we'll have to continue our hunger strike for a long Andrzej Slowik 13 Aprll l9E4

The Battles of a Reformist Party Leader
(Was there a genuinely reforming current
among teading Communist Party officials
ready to co-operate fully with Solidarity,
during 1980 and I98I ? And rf so, how was it
defeated? These questions have been dif-
ficult to drczss because the real, internal
history of the Polish Communist Party dur-
ing Solidarity's I6 months of legal existence
remains to a great extent hidden from view.

But in late 1983, an underground papdr,
The Attempt, published a remarkable per-
sonal acicount by the Communist Party Pro-
vincial First Secretary in Poznan, one of the
main cities of Poland.

In October 1980, Edward Skra,ypczok
was elected First Secretary of the Party
Committee at a large engineering plant in
Poznan, where he worked as an electrical
engineer, Only eight months later, as part of
the rank-and-ftle wave of struggle to
democratise the Party, Skrzypczak wos
elected First Secretary of the Provincial Par-
ty Committee. He continued to hold that
post through the ftrst six months of martial
law, before being summarily sacked by the
Politburo (after he had allegedly come to an
informal aruangement wtth leaders of the
banned Solidarity organisation in Poznan
on ceremonies marking the anntversary of
the Poznan insurrection of June 1956).

Following his dismissal, Skrzyqczak took a
low-grade job in a Polish trading company
in Nigeria"

The foltowing summary of Skrzypcz,ak's
memoir is taken from Uncensored Poland,
No. 5, I March /,984.)

Skrzypczak attributes his rise to the posi-
tion of regional Party boss to the emergence
of a loose coalition of local forces :- Party
members from some large industrial plants
in the Poznan region, delegates from rural
districts and activists at the Poznan Univer-
sity - which saw the existing system of Par-
ty work as. one of the mdjor causes of the
Polish crisis. Skrzypczak and his supporters
sought to replace the traditional hierarchical
structure of command within the Party by
the so-called 'horizontal structures' which
came into being also in other parts of the
country, and decided to try and change the
established practices. He accepted the need

for reforming political life by adopting the
notion of political pluralism and competing
with Solidarity as a recognised social force
which deserved respect. Competition, in his
view, did not exclude some measure of co-

operation and, indeed, he established con-
tacts with Solidarity officials in his region.

This led, however, to his being accused
of political disloyalty by many Party
members whose idea of exercising power, as
he puts it, was to give commands and to
draw a definite line between the people and
the authorities. This attitude, he recalls, led
to paradoxes: the central Party leadership
actually frowned upon him because he had
been applauded at a mass meeting. Public
approval was suspicious, it would be regard-
ed as more natural if he had met with booing
and whistling.

In order to keep in touch with public opi-
nion Skrzypczak introduced opinion polls in
his region. This move also incurred official
disapproval. Perhaps the leadership,
speculates Skrzypczak, did not want the
Iower Party echelons to have any indepen-
dent sources of information; all information
was to come from above and be trusted
without any attempts to verify it. In due
course polls were forbidden; one that was
condueted irnmediately after the imposition
of martial law was described by a regional
military commander as 'hostile' and a com-
plaint was lodged with the Party leadership
that it had been meant to undermine the
purposefulness of martial law.

In addition, Skrzypczak met with fierce
opposition from the local Party lpparat
following his widespread personnel changes
in the regional Party bodies, dEsigned to in-
troduce new methods of Party work.
Skrzypczak and his group of reformers
became the objects of constant attacks:
anonymous letters of complaint against him
were sent to the Central Committee, accus-
ing him of co-operating with Solidarity and
of destroying socialism. Complaints were
also made by the Soviet consular staff in
Poznan: the Soviet Consul, 4s Skrzypczak
recalls in his memoirs, criticised hirn for his
attempts to make the regional Party office
accessible to the public, complained to the
Party leadership about anti-Soviet publica-
tions and put forward a dernand that such
material be suppressed.

Furthermore, the Party authorities
frowned upon Skrzypczak's contacts with
the press, which were considered too infor-
mal and too frequent. Publicity, as Skrzypc-
zak observes, was apparently to be given on-
ly to those at the top positions of power, the
popularity of people occupying lower levels
of the Party structure was deemed
dangerous.

Skrzyp czak also encountered for-
midable difficulties in his relations with the
Security Services. During the months
preceding the declaration of martial law, the
control of regional Party bodies over the
local security structure had diminished, as
apparently the security forces were given in-
structions directly by the central authorities.
This lack of efficient control on the local
level led to conflicts. Skrzypczak recalls that
his repeated demand for the dismissal of a
Iocal police commander known to be guilty
of corruption fell on deaf ears with the
leadership in Warsaw, including Ceneral
Jaruzelski, Ceneral Kiszczak and Ceneral
Milewski. Altliough the substance of the ac-
cusation was never questioned, the central
fluthorities stressed the 'operational
abilities' of the police chief. Eventually he
and his associates were made to pay large
sums of money to the State, whch only serv-
ed to prove their guilt; nevertheless they
stayed at their posts after Skrzypczak was
dismissed from his position 

"

The decision to remove him was com-
municated to him during a brief mceting
with Kazimierz Barcikowski, a Secretary of
the Central Committee. It was never, as
Skrzypczak points out, properly justified,
apart from a charge that his activities were
considered incompatible with the work of
the State administration and made it more
difficult to normalise the situation in
Poland" Under pressure from the central
leadership, as Skrzypczak recalls, the Poz-
nan Party organisation relented, albeit not
without sorne attempts to reverse the deci-
sion. A delegation from Poznan went to see

General Jaruzelski, who admitted that the
decision was not correct but urged the
delegates to accept it.

According to Skrzypczak, Jaruzelski
promised the delegation that such incidents
would not be repeated in the future but ex-
plained that the decision with regard to
Skrzypczak could not be revoked as it would
undermine the authority of the Politburo"
The Party organisation in Poznan in the end
deferred to the central leadership and
Skrzypczak was 'recalled' from his post.

His reformist drive, to which he had ow-
ed his rise to power, in the end led to his fall,
as, in his words, the concept that Party ac-
tivities should be based on a real dialogue
between partners and an agreement to share
power with the forces present on the
political arena proved unacceptable to
the central Party leadership, or at least to
some people in it.
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CZECHOSLOIAKIA

An Official Report on the Ecological Crisis

(Protec'tton of the environment is one of the central problems con-

fronting contemporory society. It is also becoming one of the most
importont political issues in various capitalist countries, as the rise
of the Greens in West Germany and the opposition to Reagan's
anti-envtronmentalist policies in the USA illustrate.

Ecological concerns are also becoming a major source of
public disquiet in Eastern Europe and the US,SR. However much
on economic system based upon planning rather than private pra-
fit misht in principle be able to tackle threats to the environment,
the practical experience of bureaucratic planning in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe has csused very severe ecological
hazards

The Czechoslovak government wos eventually driven to com-
mission a study of the ecological crisis, carried out by the country's
Academy of Sciences. The resulting report shqwed that 30Vo oJ all
fish, 6070 af amphibious creatures, 30To af repttles, 3070 of birds
and 35Vo of mammals face extinction in the Czechoslovak coun-
tryside. And it states that if present trends continue, between 45Vo

and 60Vo of all trees within the Republic will have been either
damaged or destroyed by the turn of the century.

The Academy of Sciences report has not been published by the
Czechoslovak government, but the Charter 77 movement in
Prague obtained a copy of the document and has distributed it. On
I2 December 1983, the Charter 77 spokespeople wrote to the Presi-
dent of Czechoslovokia welcoming the authorities' concern to
establish the facts about the state of the environment and express-
ing the hope that 'the greatest possible number of Czechoslovak
citizens will be able to acquaint themselves with the analysis of the
ecological situation in Czechoslovokia and that the awareness of
the grovity of the crisis will lead the authorities to take swtft and ef-
fective oction in the light of a public oppreciation of the need for
such meosures.'

We publish here section 3 of the report, dealing with 'Hygienic
and Ecological Aspects of Human Lrfe' in Czechoslovakio.
Translation "for Labour Focus by Mark Jacks on from the Czech
text published in a special issue o/Listy, February 1984.)

HYGIENIC AND ECOTOGICAL ASPECTS OF

HUMAN LIFE

The dynamic of the socio-economic factors which have led in the
last decades to a significant improvement in the state of health of
our population and to a prolongation of the average life-span has
now exhausted itself. This trend to stagnation is strengthened by
the deterioration of the environment. The capacity of the human
organism to adapt to detrimental changes in the environment is
Iimited. Furthermore the effects of these changes can often be
delayed and only manifest themselves through an accumulation of
small changes or through a catalytic event. In some cases the
results of these changes are not seen until future generations.
Given the fact that the enyironmental situation has been pro-
gressively deteriorating since the 1950s and that the current
younger generation will have spent a particularly long time under
the influence of this deterioration, it is essential to dedicate par-
ticular attention to the whole problem of the relations between the
population and its environment. It is probable that many disorders
in the health of the younger generation will manifest themselves at
an earlier age, even at an age when they should be at the height of
their powers, than was the case with previous generations.

A number of factors which affect the very lowest age groups,
the newly born, and children of pre-school age only show their af-
fects in rnaturity. Thus damage to the muscles of the heart by
nitrites and nitrates later result in an increased tendency to infarc-
ts. Embryos and foetuses can be affected in rnany ways and cause

io

defects at birth. Still other factors lead to allergies by causing a
hypersensitivity of the organism.

To all this should be added that diverse harmful substances can
interact in a way which increases their activity many times, or, on
the other hand, they can counteract the effects of drugs in a way
which prevents the treatment of the patient. Many of these inter-
ractions are completely uneipected so that the side effects have to
be dealt with on an ad-hoc basis. The same unpredictability also
applies to the influence of the environment, whose effects often re-
main concealed for a period of time.

These phenomena have been studied for a longer period of
time and more fully in the capitalist states than here, where we only
have fragmented and unsystematic investigative matet'ial to draw
on. Take lead and its compounds for example. Since there was no
information on the subject ten years ago, it was decided that the
environmental problems presented by lead did not exist. As soon
as a serious investigation was undertaken, however, it became
clear that we had exactly the same problems as other states.

The figures on the health of children from the North Bohemian
brown coal districts (Chomutov, Most, Teplice and Usti nad
Laben districts) show the harrnful effects which result from en-
vironmental pollution. Infant mortality was higher in this region
than the national average by I l.4s/o in 1979 and 120/o in.1980. The

. nurnber of infants who are taken ill while in hospital or just after is
far above the national average in these districts. In the Most region
this figure is three times higher (36.65%) than the average of the
Czech Lands (9.5490).

Checks on adolescents in these districts in 1980 found that only
38.490 were free of the effects of some sort of illness as against
57 .7c/o for the Czech Lands as a whole. Particularly in evidence
were acute infections of the respiratory tract (CSR 2.7v/0, the
North.Bohemian Region 4. lu/o), infections of the digestive system
(CSR 0.40/0, the NB Region 1.390), infections of the skin and sub-
cutaneous tissues (CSR l.7s/0, NB Region 4.6s/o), ailments affec-
ting muscles and bone and connective tissues (CSR 8.6V0, NB
Region 12.7t/o). .

The occurence of respiratory illnesses was 120.6u/o higher than
the average for the CSR, virus induced inflammations of the liver
occur 2.2 times more often and the incidence of infective and
parasitical ailments is 3 .6lVa higher.

Whatever other factors are involved the worsening condition
of the environment clearly exercises a decisive .influence. This
region represents a kind of model of the way in which the environ-
ment is deteriorating throughout Czechoslovakia.

Pollution of the atmosphere is without doubt a factor which
significantly affects people's health. This is particularly true of
children and young people. In the affected regions not only do we
find an increase in the incidence of ailments of the respiratory
system, but above all the occurence of complications in common
minor afflictions such as inflammation of the lungs or of the mid-
dle ear. Some indicators of the make-up of the blood show signifi-

' cant changes, such as the number of red cells, of blood colour, and
the resistance of the red cells, as do the body's immune capacities
(immunoglobulins), certain enzymes, as well as the patterns of
physical development and growth (bone maturation). But even
among adults we find a higher incidence of chronic ailments of the
respiratory system (bronchitis, asthma) and affliction of the heart
itself (cor pulmonale). The average life.span is sorne 3 to 4 years

shorter fo the North Bohemian Region than in Czechoslovakia as a
whole. Besides the rnajor cause of pollution, the chemicals emitted
by fossil fuels used in industry and transport (including dust and
SO4, the atrnosphere is also polluted by nitrogen-based acids,
compounds of toxic elements (arsenic, cadmium, vanadium,
nickel, lead, beryllium, selenium etc.) and polycyclical carbons
with carcinogenic properties.

Another aspect of the environment which has a fundarnental
affect on health is the water supply. People use water for drinking,
for domestic and working uses and for recreation. Drinking water
is more than just an integral part of human nutrition and needs to
be considered not only in terms of whether it is or is not harmless,
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but according to whether it contains necessary minerals. For this
reason mineral waters cannot be considered as a permanent
substitute for 'ordinary water' from a medical point of view.

The problems involved in ensuring a supply of suitable drink-
ing water begin with the implementation of the steps necessary to
protect the sources of water. We have many splendid regulations
on this sub. ject, but a coherent conception on how to manage water
supplies, dealing with problems such as the conflict between the
demands of hygiene and the demands of agriculture, remain to be
sorted out. As a consequence water is being heavily polluted at its
source to the extent where it is often either temporarily or per-
manently unusable. In most cases the water is polluted by harmful
or toxic waste from the most various sources" (See 2.3.)

Crises of water supply recur frequently in our country and are
only dealt with by temporarily shutting off the supply from the af-
fected source. This has happened at Rychnov nad Kneznou and
Myto na Rokycansky - cyanide pollution; Prachatice - nitrated
lime; Chemko Strzske - polychlorated difenyl and formaldehyde;
Cheb * leaded salt; Praha-Podoli - a virus contamination; and
Zelivka - an increase in the amount of lead salts in fish etc.

Furthermore drinking water from sources contaminated by
microbes and viruses can cause serious outbreaks of infectious
diseases, such as typhus, paratyphus, dysentry, infectious jaun-
dice, cholera, and a whole number of other serious diseases. In the
past we know of epidemics of abdominal typhus and dysentry and
of leptospiroz. In recent years there have been epidemics of jaun-
dice (in Usti nad Laben, Jablonec, Kysucke nove rnesto and other
places), '- 

Most of our drinking water comes from surface water, from
sourceC such as streams, reservoirs and lakes, much of which is not
clean enough even for agricultural use.

The purification methods which have been used until now,
such as chemical filtering and disinfection, are not enough and in
many urban areas, such as Praha-Podoli, Usti nad Laben, Hradec
Kralove, Brno-Pisarky etc., there is a real threat to the health of
the population. Ttre threat exists because daily intake even of
water with a relatively low level of toxic substances has a
cumulative effect over time. It is well known that the existing
technology for purifnng water does not dispose of pesticides, the
compounds of toxic metals, and numerous other harrnfql or toxic
materials whether organic or otherwise. A serious threat to health
is also presented by contamination by pathogenic microbes, par-
ticularly viruses against which the existing preventative methods,
such as chlorination, are ineffective. This is especially the case
where sewage is not purified, such as newly constructed housing
areas, where waste products are directed some distance away to
waterworks at which the purification facilities are not adequate,
such as at Ohre or Louny. Furthermore it is known that chlorinisa-
tion of water leads to the establishment of carcinogenic
trihalometanes and that chlorine increases the toxicity of many
substancgs, . '

The growing amount of nitrates from domestic waste and in-
dustrial fertilisers in both underground and surface waters is a
serious problem. Prescriptions for bottled water can, to ? certain
extent, prevent methoglobanaemia in infants, but it should be
made clear that intakes of nitrates even in adults can risk inducing
the formation of carcinogenic nitrosamins in the digestive tract
and bladder which result in an increased incidence of tumours.
Livestock also frequently suffer illnesses or even die after eating
fodder contaminated with nitrogen-based fertilisers.

The increasingly polluted state of pollution of surface water by
waste of all kinds results in its eutrofyzation and is often uselesl
even for recreational purposes. .

Everything which has been said about drinking water also ap-
plies to the contamination of foodstuffs. Harmful and toxic
substances enter during the food cycle from the soil and water
thanks to the widespread use of chemicals in agriculture, through
irrigation because of unpurified waste water, through atrnospheric
pollution, by acids and metallic compounds, and also because of
the technology used for preserving food, such as chemical preser-
vatives, packagrtrg, additives and contamination by miirobes.
These materials present a danger both to health and a genetic risk.

It is in any case essential to stress that the quality of both plant
and animals foods is determined by agricultural production, the
nutritional value of which is not only often low, but is sometimes
directly injurious to health. These dangers can be rnet, however, by
a number of means. One of them is to rationally apply the insights

czEcHosLorAKn
of ecology to agricultural production itself. Further sources of
damage to food occur in distribution, but these questions lie in the
field of technology and organisation.

Although the connection cannot be directly established, it is
obvious that diet and health are intimately related. In a planned
economy the production of foodstuffs, both in the quantitative
and qualitative sense, should be determined on the basis of a scien-
tific understanding of what constitutes a rational diet. This must
also affect pricing policy. Table 6 shows that many trends in con-
sumption patterns are at variance with the guaranteed minimum.

Noise represents a very serious problem, whether because it has
a direct impact on the population or because it is increasing not on-
Iy in workplaces, but also in residential and recreational areas. The
noise level in some localities in Prague has grown from 65dB (A) in
1935 to nearly 90dB (A) in 1975. In much of the city the level is bet-
ween 70 and 80 dB(A) which is sufficient to have a.detrimental im-
pact on the population. The resistance of the organism decreases
and the efficiency and adaptability deteriorate. Some 40go of the
population may be affected in this way, displaying an increasing
incidence of the'diseases of civilisation', especially hypertension.
Investigations carried out in Prague also show that the growth of
noise also results in an increase in neuroses, ofdeafness and overall
unhealthiness, as witnessed by the consumption of sedatives,
tobacco addiction etc. These investigations have shown that the in-
crease of noise at night in Prague from 50 to 65 dB (A) results in a
790 increase in illnesses. Demands on the health service and loss of
productivity caused by tiredness are a genuine social problem,
Ieaving aside the ethical side of the matter.

The health and hygiene problems of urban areas and of the
construction of residential areas deserve special mention. It has
been demonstrated all over the world that the concentration of
people in towns results in a deterioration of the state of health.
This is particularly true of the big cities, but also applies to a
number of our lesser urban centres, such as Plzen, Ostrava, Kosice
etc. The'incidence of illness is significantly higher in large towns
and industrial agglomerations than in the countryside. There is
also a higher incidence of socio-pathological phenomena such as
criminality, prostitution, agression and of suicide. There are 3090
more fatal suicides than the national average and 9090 more at-
tempted suicides in urban areas. There are 3090 more heart attacks
in Prague. than in Czechoslovakia as a whole. These trends are
deepening and the gap between urban and rural areas is getting
wider. (Table 7)

Thus, for example, deaths from diseases of the circulatory
system were 6.190 higher than the average for the CSR in l976and
ll.69o higher in 1977: the number of deaths from heart attacks
rose by 7 ,lVo in Prague compared to l.9t/o in the CSR as a whole.
Still more divergent is the number of illnesses caused by harmful
neoplasms (a 10.890 rise in Prague in 1976-7 compared to a 1.590
in the CSR as a whole).

Similar differences are also to be found when we compare the
situati6n in industrial agglomerations with non-industrialised
areas. (Table 8) People of a casuistic frame of mind might say that
particular examples do not prove anything, but the problem is that
there are not properly integrated statistics which would summarise
the impact of the environment on the health of the population.
This is not just a question of 'pollution disasters' but of a whole
range of minor sources of pollution which often get completely
overlooked. An example is the use of chipboard stuck together
with wea-formaldehyde resins. This material, used in furniture
and construction, gives off formaldehyde, a very irritating gas
which causes inflammation of joints, conjunctivitis, and of the
mucous membrance of the upper reaches of the respiratory system
and which, apart from causing allergies, is also suspected ofhaving
carcinogenic properties. Another pressing problem is to monitor
theuse of some scrap metals such as garbage and fly ash in con-
struction, which hold out a real risk of exposure to ionising radia-
tion which will affect the inhabitants of these buildings in the long
term.

The risks of genetic damage caused by pollution to the future
generation should also be mentioned. Genetic mutation leads to a
higher incidence of growth deficiencies, to an increased tendency
to the development of tumours and to premature ageing. Mutation
of the somatic cells increases the likelihood of the formation of
tumours and of arterial scleroses. New information about the ef-
fects of the exposure of fathers to mutagens is also now available.
It results in a significant increase in growth deficiencies in the_
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children. The existence of genetic dangers to workers in the
chemical industry during the production and moulding of plastics
has been demonstrated as well as the risk.s presented to health
worker.s involved in the application of new cytostatics, pr.obably
through ihe cornbination of mutagens with viruses. It shoulcl be

borne in mind, however, that our w'hole way of life tend.s tou,'ards
the increa.se of rnutagenic activity, apart from the effects of pollu-
t ion

From. the points that we have raised, it follows that in regions
where the water supply and the atmosphere are increasingly
polluted, it is nece.ssary to monitor the development of mutagenic
effect.s as an integral part of a programme to control the quality of
the atmosphere and of drinking water.

The most common causes of death nowadays are diseases of
the arteries of the heart, cancer.s, accidents and diseases of the
respiratory system. From the economic point of view, it is signifi-
cant that there is a shift in the number of deaths towards those rvho
are still of a productive age.lt is al.so a significanrfact that the in-
cidence of incapacity to work caused by illness has sharply increas-
ed, as is shown in the following figures:

Year Index
r 960 100

1965 I 19.4
t97 5 126.7
r 980 148.2
Such trends are the result both of the deterioration of the environ-
ment and by a poor life-style.

A healtlty population is the fundamental precondition for the
proper development of society. The degradation of the state of the
environment and the deterioration of health which is connected
with it means both huge direct economic losses, in productivity of
work but also secondary economic losses through expenditures on
health care, etc. It is not at present possible to precisely define the
relations between the economic losses resulting from the poor state
of health of the population and the need to implement a pro-
grammE of environmentil protection, but it is possible to state
witHout reservaiipn that if rneasur€s are hot taken then there will
be ar1 exponeirtial growth of dlsorders amongst the hurnan popula-
tion'while there is a very real danger that future generations will be
affected in ways which will be hard to overcome

tadislaY Lis Jailed Again
On 24 May the unofficial peace activist and
Charter 77 leader Ladislav Lis was jailed for
three months for failing to comply with an
order restricting his rnovements. *le. had
refused to request 'special peqmission' to

. spend a long weEkEnd at his country'cottage
outside Prague

The restriction order had been imposed
on Lis following his release from prison on 5
March and the new jail sentence undoubted-
ly reflects the authorities' worries about Lis'
activities as an extremely resourceful unof-
ficial peace activist. According to the END
Journal (June-July 1984) Lis was planning
to help initiate an unofficial peace move-
ment just before his arrest and the police
also wanted him out of the way during rhe
European Nuclear Disarmarnent Conven-
tion in July. o 

.

Ladislav Lis' biography reads like a por-
ted political history of post-war
Czechoslovakia. A skilled worker in the
engineering industry, he was one of the
organisers of the Prague uprising in May
1945 and subsequently joined the Com-
munist Party. He became a member of the
workers' council in the famous CKD
engineering works in Prague and in 1949
became Ceneral Secretary of the Union of
Czechoslovak Youth as well as Vice-

Ladislav Lis

President of the World Federarion of
Democratic Youth. After conflict with par-
ty leader Novotny in the early 1950s he was
removed from these posts and became an in-

structor within the Communist Party. But in
196l he was expelled from the Party for
struggling for the rehabilitation of victims
of the Stalinist terror in the early 1950s. In
1968 he was rehabilitated, became a
secretary of the Prague City Committee of
the Communist Party and was a central
organiser of the Vysocany Congress of fhe
Party held in clandestinity j ust after rhe
Soviet invasion. Again expelled from the
Party in 1969, he became a rnanual worker
in the forest timber industry. Twice arrested
he had his invalid's pension withdrawn after
he joined Charter "77.

Despite ill-health, Lis came forward as a
Charter 77 spokesperson to revive the move-
ment after a wave of arrests in l98l . He ver/
quickly grasped the importance of the.great
peace movement in the West and has played
a very great role in developing a dialogue
between peace activists in Western Europe
and in Czechoslovakia.

On 5 January 1983 Ladislav Lis was
sentenced under Article 100 to 14 months'
imprisonment and three years' protective
surveillance for distributing 'illegall
publications.

Protests should be sent to President
Husak via the CZechoslovak Embassy, 25
Kensington Palace Gardens, London W8.

Petr Uhl Released

Petr Uhl, the radical socialist and moving spirit behind the forma-
tion and growth of Charter 77, was released from jail on 29 May
after serving exactly five years' imprisonment in a slrict regime
labour camp, Uhl is well known in Marxist circles in the West for
his writings on socialist democracy and self-managernent, and for
his inspiring woik' in the late 1960s and 1970s in the cause of
socidlist internalionalism .and democracy. He was jailed on
'subversion' charges along with Vaclav Havel and other prominent
Chartists in 1979 and received the longest sentence because of the
organisational he showed within Chartet 77.

t
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The Round-up of Peace Activists
By Giinter Minnerup
News of a number of arrests of members of
the independent peace movement in the

German Democratic Republic, and of
prison sentences against some of those ar-
rested, has reached us in the last few weeks'

In Jena, Christian Marx and Michael
Burneleit have been arrested following the
appearance of peace leaflets which confirm
that the large-scale arrests and expulsions of
1983 have not succeeded in preventing a

continuation of the work of the Jena Peace

Community. A number of flats and houses
have reportedly been searched, too.

ln Leipzig, Patrice Castillo (23), Bernd
Strake (20), Bettina Mtintzenberg (20), Olaf
Schubert (22) and Sven Thomas Wetzig (21)

were arrested after their candle-light vigil
outside the international documentary film
festival in November" Schubert was sentenc-
ed to one year and two mont.hs for
'rowdyism' and resisting a state organ; Wet-
zig received two years for 'rowdyism' and
'contact with the West' - presumably ex-
changing information with the Peace Move-
ment in the Federal Republic; Muntzenberg
received ten monthS for 'rowdyism';
Castillo received t 8 months and his wife was
given an eight-month suspended sentence.

In Potsdam, Roland Radow (28) was

Background to the Weimar Arrests - A f)ocument

sentenced to eight months, Tobias Philipp
(23) was jailed for 20 months, and Alex Ar-
nold was jailed for l4 rnonths as a result of
their activities in the peace moven:ent. \Ve
have also heard that Vera K.upris was ar-
rested but do not know whether she has been
sentenced "

Similar police actions have occurred in
Brandenburg and Karl-Marx-Stadl and we
know that in the latter city Christoph
Nobius, Antje Tensel and lrene Neichsner
have been arrested for their peace move-
ment activities, but we have no further in-
formation from these cities at the present
time.

In lYeimar, eight members of a local
peace group were arrested in December and
January on charges related to the ap-
pearance of peace and other political
slogans on the walls of the town" Most of
those arrested had been involved in a range
of activities, a good impression of which is
given by the two accounts we publish below.
On 24 February 1984 six of the eight were
sentenced to up to eight months' imprison-
ment: Thomas Onisseit (18) to eight mon-
ths, Crit Ferber (18), Holm Kirsten (18) and
Ulrich Jadtke (19) to six months. Andreas
Tillmann (lB) and JOrn Luther (19) were
released on parole" We do not yet know
what happened to the others: Wolfram

Hasch (20), Volker Otto (19), Alexander
Kobylinski (19) and Jan Ceorg Fischer"
They are still under arrest " We have also
heard that earlier, oil 2 February, Steffi
Ebisch, from the same Weintar peace
circles, was given a 2l -month jail sentence
for exchanging information with the
Western Peace Movement"

, Readers of Labour Focus on Eastern
Europe are urged to write to Herrn Erich
Honecker, Chairman of the State Council
of the CDR , c/o Embassy of the GDR, 34
Belgrave Square, London SW I X SQB to
protest aghinst the recent wave of police
repression against the independent pea:e
movement in general and to demand the
release of all those named above in par-
ticular" That such appeals can have some ef-
fect is demonstrated by other recent cases:
such as that of Lothar Rochau (see Iast issue
of LFEE, p.23), and that of two activists of
the East German women's peace rnovement,
Biirbel Bohley and Ulrike Poppe, arrested
on 12 December 1983, who were all released
recently after widespread international pro-
tests" Please send copies of your letters to
Gtinter Minnerup, 24A Bellevue Road,
Ryde, Isle of Wight, so that a full account of
solidarity in Britain can be given to members
of the East German peace movernent"

ple with the title 'Live in peace, not perish in peace' took place in
the St. Jacob's Church with about 500 participants. The medita-
tion 'Destroying the enerny image' planned for World Peace Day
on I September 1983 was called off at very short notice by the
church authorities. As a result leaflets were distributed in the city
centre which carried a Brecht quotation warning the people of the
growing danger of nuclear war. The appearance of peace slogans
on the city's walls became a welcome excuse to stop all
autonomous peace and environrnent activities in Weimar. The
massive attack on those working openly in the Monday Circle was
supposed to serve as an example to all those who, up to that point,
had not allowed themselves to be intimidated in their personal
commitment" A specific thorn in the sensitive flesh of the
authorities was the well-established commune at 19, Mozartstrasse
which functioned as an open meeting place for the whole 'Weimar
scene'. The occupants of that flat were also involved in the
preparations for the planned action in Alexander Square on the 22
October 1983 (Alexanderplale is a central square in East Berlin ci-
ty. It was intended that at five minutes to twelve on the day of in-
ternational protests against Cruise and Pershing peace activists
from East and West should meet in front of the world clock there.)

The two people released at the beginning of January have been
told, amongst other things, not to have any contact with the com-
mune whatsoever"

On 25 January 1984 Wolfram Hasch, Volker Otto, Jan-Georg
Fischer and Alexander Kobylinski were imprisoned. Following the
arrests, the flat at 19 Mozartstrasse was sealed after a searchr of the
prernises.

In the 17 July edition of Die Zeit, the banner headline asked: 'Jena

- precursor of a new Gerrnany?'. At that time forty people had
managed, within a year, with minutes of silence, resolutions and
pacifist banners at state-sponsored peace events, to create such an
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(By an East German peoce activist)

All of those arrested knew each other either through school, where
some of them were in.the same class, or through their work in the
evangelical church (Monday circle) where they discussed peace and
environmental issues every week " They prepared the topics of
debate on a rotational basis and then held communal events with
meditation, theatre and discussions" Some of the topics covered
were, for example, weapons systents and rearmament, non-
violence and pacifism, environmental destruction and nuclear
power.

They were not, however, content with their meetings alone, in
which between 30 and 70 regularly took part, but also tried to take
their message. outside the confines of the.church"

They wanted to demonstrate their ideas in practice and set to
work on various environmental problems such as cleaning up
streams, irnproving children's playgrounds, tree planting and so
on. Even these small actions were hindered or forbidden by the
authorities. The GDR bureaucracy deeply mistrusts any personal
initiatives in any form and, as a rule, defeats them by simply put-
ting insurmountable bureaucratic barriers in their way.

Some of the arrested had already been noticed at school for
their'appetite for debate'and as a result were not admitted to
higher education due to 'political immaturity'. This was especially
the case when they rejected the officer training course normally ex-
pected of them. Others of them were felt to be provocative sirnply
because of their slightly 'punk-like' appearance.
In April 1983 a peace meditation organised by these young peo-

(This was written by Wolfram Hasch, Weimar (GDR), currently
imprisoned for allegedly spraying peace slogans onto walls in ltis
home town. The translation is by Peter Thompson and Gtinter
Minnerup./

Self-Critical Observations on the East German Peace Movement

By Wolfram Hasch
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atmosphere of anti-militarism that Jena cante to.be talked of as a

new German'soviet republic'.r After N'lunich lQ.|8 toda-v Jena?

After a periocl of temporary arrest all the peace people of Iena
ended up in the West and the 'soviet republic' (or island of peace)

came 1o an end. The 100,000 people lef't in Jena, that passive mass
of u'hich it is said that it remains rvedded to the status quo. ivere
apparently forgotten.

All that is now nearly three quarters ol'a year behind us and the
pai.rfist scenario of Jena lives on nostalgically in \\'est Berlin as a
regurgitated memory. In Jena (the city of the Zci-'s works, of op-
tics and precision) quiet has returned. Of course there are still
pear:e people there, but their day to day work makes no headlines d
la Die Zeit, and does not give anybody cause to hype up .[ena into a
'soviet republic'. Ilwhat happens daily now in Jena is as ordinary
as'what goes on elsewhere, then it is necessary to look elsewhere in
the hope of finding a new 'precursor'.

Weimar (20 kilometres from Jena), for example, is one such
place where every day a few grassroots wreslle with the earth's
crust. Weimar is less a result of Carl Zeiss' technoiogically neutral
optics than the negative thought of. Coethe. Schiller and
Shakespeare. The spirit of the enlightenment triumphed here over
the craving for'revolutionary' technology,

In Weimar it smells of coal and petrol (amongst many other
things!) but the stink ol the lactory chimnev is almost unknown.
Consequently those who still tind the smell objectionable are less
likely to come from the people's factories with their real-socialist
stinking chimneys than tiom the middle class which is so numerous
in Weimar.

Of the six anti-militarists (with tl"pical careers lrom officer to
conscientious objector) who have now been in prison fbr more
than three months all come from middle-class backgrounds. The
sons of an author, a doctor, a teacher, a small property owner, and
the daughter of a potterj They are all just I I and once intended to
study, but because.of their 'political inrmaruritv' were expelled
from school or refused a place at college. Now thev are in jail for
lepeated spraying of graffiti.

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (the celebrated cultural heritage
oi the city) once wrote that 'no people is more ensiaved than that
which considers itself to be free without actually being free'. Ob-
viously the graffitists felt themselves not to be free *- he who feels
his chains turns into a hooligan. On the grounds of '14 cases of
hooliganism' they were arrested on l0 October 1983 and the walls
of the city are now clean again. For hours one coukl read messages
like: 'SS 20 - no thanks!', 'l)efend yourselves and strike back',
'Long live Solidarnosc', 'Turn the state into cucumber salad'.
Anarchistic romanticism in a world where it is no longer possible
to see socialism through the forest of bureaucratic 'communists'.

It is;now two years since they first met in Weimar, The first
'Peace Sunday' at the St Jacoh's churr:h saw the formatiun, after a
discussion evening, of the peace circle in the chrrsh's 'open' youth
worli. Since then about 30-70 young people have met there every
Monday. One talks ...- and talking knows iio boundaries. For 20
months now reality has been taken apart once a week, The topics
were: pacifism, NATO rearmament, anarchy, identity, Erich
Fromm, Sigmund Freud, child i'aising, 'back to nature', and
fascisrn. New people cotne, others go to disappear to other talking-
shops, armies, cities and countries.

Others, who belong to the hard core of members, stay. The
weekly permission to talk is not enough for them to feel at home in
the concrete utopia and, above all, to stay in the country. So they
look for opportunities tbr action and their hands are not always
tied" For exampie, they are free to hve in communes if they so wish
(one caliing itself 'Commune llurirber 0' to boast ironically that
rhey were revolutionising society even before Fritz Teufel).2

At some point though, the impetus eva.porated, the structure
ol the group stagnated. Some oft'ered their ideas, others talked
about them. Bur there was no concrete action. Sr'rme emigrated,
cthers formed action groups and in the meantime environmental,
theetre and women's groups hav'e rnaterialised outside the confines
of the church.

Since 'World Peace Day' in 1983 the controniation with the
guarclians of or<ier has become open. Since then one can be picked
:ip {,!i the streets at night or taken frorii tne's bed e:uly i* the mcr-

ning, or have one's flat 'tidied up' by the authorities. C)n I
September the peace group had organised a meditation meeting
under the appropriate motto of 'Dbstroying the enemy irnage'.
Two days beforehand the church officials saw red. Allusions
which the church could not defend - banned. Despite this, about
100 people assembled on the church green. After waiting in a state
of confusion, they decided to hold the meeting in a nearby old
people's home. On the way leaflets ('An Appeal for Concern')
which had obviously been written by somebody in a great hurry
after the official cancellation of ttre meeting were handed out to
people in the city centre. One week later the inevitable interroga-
tions followed, and by {eimar standards a real 'hot autumn'
began. On the one side there were the GDR-wide rneetings of open
youth work projects, tree planting actions, the peace meditation
eventually held successfully two months later, the demonstration
planned for 22 October in Berlin and the preparations for a
workshop which then took place in Novernber. On the other side
the numerous house searches, interrogations and six arrests,
culminating in the detention for 16 hours on the 2l-22 October of
l0'potential demonstrators'.

iher. gave a new sense of identity to many. What they had
been unable to achieve through various common activities was
now achieved temporarily for them by the repressive actions of
state security forces: a feeling of solidarity against the arbitrariness
of the state.

In the meantiffie , however, the old atomisation has returned.
There are the disillusioned punks, the self-sufficient women'.s
group, environmental reformers, christian identity givers, func-
tionaries for petitions and legal questions, detached intellectuals
and activists of the apocalypse. All, this in the melting pot of
pacifist aspirations arnounts to the colourful 'drop-out' scene of a
boring town of culture. A few dozen 'lumpen elements' commute
between resignation, activism and self-satisifed peace waffle. One
aspires more to a renaissance of old-fashion ed gemtitlichkeit, the
other considers a newly-planted tree a form of resistancer yet
another would rather talk about Yalta. In between all this flutter
petitions, leaflets, books on Dadaism, wood carvings and anar-
chist graffiti of which nobody knows who sprayed them.

The November workshop showed how such a splintered activi-
ty presents itself. It began with soft music in the early morning.
Then the environment group presented its thertpy, the women's
group animated the' at least 100 people to discussions, E. P.
Thompson's essay on exterminism was introduced later on, civil
disobedience was phantasised about, and signatures collected
against Pershing and SS-20s. And in the'evening, three local punk
bands demonstrated how seamlessly such topics can be linked with
their aggressive music.

The fearlessness with which Petra Kelly, Cert Bastian and the
East Berlin Peace. Initiatives put forward their idea of 'transcen-
ding the blocs' is admirable. The system of black-and-white deter-
rence has utterly failed, the blocs are growing through confronta.
tion (an undialectical contradiction, according to Thompson, with
both poles gaining from their mutual struggle), they need the
threat. The bloc-transcending movement is a hard necessity in our
missile-protected Yalta present. I only fear that neither Jena nor
Weimar nor any other town in the GDR is the precursor of such a
movement. Somehow there is something in Marx' dictum of the
narrow-minded peasant whose conseiousness does not go beyond
the horizon of his village church spire, despite the numerous acts .

of 'hooliganism' against Prussian normality in the provincial
backyards. It is to be wished that once again the theory of bloc-
transcehdence can go ahead and lay down a marker for a consen-
sus of action. Only in this way can we become the Eastern par-
ticipants in a movement for a new Germany, if not its precursors.

20 January 19t4

Notes

l. The ret'erence is to the short-lived'Bavarian Soviet Republic'of 1918,
which was centred in the city of Munich and crushed by central govern-
ment troops.
2. A reference.to the West Berlin student group of the 1960s, 'Kommune
l', inspired by the anarchist Fritz Teufel.
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BOOK REVI EWS

God's Playground, A History of
Poland
Norman Davies
Vol. I, The Origins to 1795, Clarendon
Press, pb f.l2.5O
Vol. II, 1795 to the Present, Clarendon
Press, pb f 12.50

A History of Poland
O. Halecki, with additional materialby
A. Polonsky, Routledge & Kegal Paul,
pb f6.95

Norman Davies' opus is a tour ile .force: in
two volumes on over 1300 pages, he surveys
the history of Poland from its origins to the
present. The second title God's Playground,
puzzling at first, comes from the l5th cen-
tury verse of Kochanowski and may be
taken as the Polish equivalent of 'All the
world's a stage ...'; but while for
Shakespeare 'all the men and women (are)
merely players', for Kochanowski they are
rather jesters. This appeals to Davies. Reac-
ting against the 'scientific scholars' ' solem-
nity, his 'treatment of weighty events has
been sweetened with a mild infusion of anec-
dotes, epitaphs, bons nrols, ditties, hymns,
songs, poems, travelogues, lyrical evoca-
tions, and antiquarian curiosities', He may '

have overdgne it, gspecially'in the first
volume, where the piling of too many amus-
ing 'historical . whimsicalities' becemes
tiresome.

A prodigious amount of work went into
the making of these volumes. To master the
enormous mass of material, Davies, quite
successfully, adopted an original structural'
device; his narrative chapters, with their
wealth of encyclopaedic information, are
preceded by 'thematic essays' discussing
general .subjects: society, religion,. economy,
constitution, etc,

Norman Davies is probabty right in say-
ing that his book, in which he so une-
quivocally shows his hostility to Polish na-
tionalism, will not endear him to the majori-
ty of Polish readers. He does indeed attack
'their most cherished beliefs', 'their sense of
indestructibility and moral superiority' and
he does not take it for granted that Poland
'has any special worth, or superior mission,
or even any absolute right to exist'. The
severity of his judgment - tinged with con-
descension - is somewhat sweetened by an
attitude of indulgence and affection for the
Poles.

Norman Davies claims that his study is
not inspired by 'any particular idgology'.
Surely, a very consistent attack on the
ideology of nationalism is in itself
ideological? Yes, it is true that the majority
of Poles are intensely nationalistic; it is also
true that part of that passionate nationalism
is a result of the repeated threats to, and
breaks in, their national existence.

Davies' hostility to Polish nationalism
does not stem in any way from his devotion
to internationalism. He does not see the
nation-state as such as an anachronism and
is not looking forward to the ,withering
away of the State'. He is neither a Marxist
nor an anarchist and he would not quite like
to see Polish nationalism replaced by
anything resembling socialist interna-

tionalism, though he urges the Poles to
become 'good Europeans' - whatever that
may mean. He pays little attenrion to the in-
ternationalist current in the Polisli tradition"
As a conscientiou.s scholar,he.'does mention
Rosa Luxemburg and her school of thought,
but bestows no praise on those who had
represented it. He al.so grearly underrate.s
the appeal that internationalism and com-
munism exercized on the Poli.sh working
class and the intelligentsia, before and after
fie attainment of independence in spite of
the concerted efforrs of Stalin and the Col-
onels to de.stroy the Communist Party in the
I 930s.

Norman Davies' ntag,num opus i,s im-
pressive as a mine of valuable information
not available elsewhere ano as a corrective
to the work of those historians who regard
Poland as 'a cau.se' or 'an ideal', and as an
antidote to the Polish 'Messianic spirit'. Its
attraction lies, paradoxically, in the fact that
it stimulates and provokes di.sagreemenr of
those, who, unlike the author, do not
believe 'in the primacy of the irrational' in
the realm of human motivation and who
view history as an 'organic process' and not
as 'the playground of mischievous fate'.

Professor Oscar Halecki's Historlt of
Poland is quite a different kind of work. On

some 34A pages it covers the Polish
'millenium' up to the end of 1945 and i.s

brought up to date by the addition of three
chapter.s written by A " Polonsky on the
po.st-war period and the early 1980s.

In the inter-war years Prof. Halecki was
a respectable Professor of Warsaw Universi-
ty, and later oD, in exile, occupied
distinguished posts in the American
Academia, and his work bears all the
di.stinctive marks of that milieu. For Prof.
Halecki 'the most vital historical traditions
of Poland are those of her great centuries'.
Here, according to him, the central place
belongs to the epoch of the Jagiellos (l5th
and l6th centuries) and he sets out to
retrieve this tradition from oblivion.-, Not
without reason, Norman Davies would view
this perspective as very harmful. It is
precisely this 'memory of an ancient
heritage', the persistent attachment to the
'image of the Old Republic'used here,
rvhich perpetuate.s among the Poles their
'sense of indestructibility and moral
superiority' and encourages their'reveries'.

The book is meant to be a 'simple
manual' and the author was, and had every
reason to be, very modest about it.
Tamara Deutscher 
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BOOK REVIEWS

Western Policies on East-West
Trade,
Stephen Woolcock, Chatharn House
Papers 15, Royal Institute of Interna-
tional Affairs, Routledge & Kegan
Paul, London 1982, pb f3.95.

It is a commonplace that the rise of socialist
revolutions has lessened the degree of inter-
imperialist contradictions. The possibility of
an all-out inter-imperialist war .seem.s

remote, and the conflicts between major
capitalist powers are confined to areas of
finance, trade, government management
policies. Despite Suez and Crenada,
outright disputes on third world issues are
much rarer than at the time of Fashoda or
Agadir.

Yet in one foreign policy area inter-
imperialist strategic conflicts seem to con-
tinue with great intensity - that of dealings
with the Soviet bloc itself. And with the
development of the Second Cold War since
1979, the US administration has clashed on
a range of issues with the other OECD coun-
tries. The attempts by Washington to enlist
the support of the Europeans and Japan for
boycotts and economic warfare against the
USSR after Afghanistan and Poland have
produced some of the deepest foreign policy
clashes in Atlantic relations since 1945.

Stephen Woolcock's study of the.se
disagreernents ends in early 1982. It
therefore omits both the loosening of
pressure over Poland, and the attempts by
the Reagan Administration to tighten up ex-
ports of 'critical technologies' through a
new Export Administration Act. But he pro-
vides a clear and competent survey of the
three main areas of conflict sanctions,
controls on security-related exports, and US
concern about European 'dependence' on
Soviet energy supplies.

He shows that there have been three dif-
ferent phases bf NafO policy on this ques-
tion since 1945, and that it is the most recent
period that has produced the sharpest
disagreements. His detailed statistics bring
out the difierences between US and Euro-
pean trade with Comecon, but he is right to
avoid an econornistic explanation -of why
such disagreements exist. Differences in
strategic perception between major western
bourgeoisies, not trade reliance as such, lead
to the clash between the USA and Europe.

Woolcock's conclusion is that cornmer-
cial advantog€, not political calculation,
should govern NATO's trade with the east.
He can see, as the more reactionary sectors
cannot, that tradq neither serves to induce
Soviet 'good behaviour' nor to alter
unwelcome policies once they have begun.
What he avoids, except in some asides, is the
degree to which the USA unde,r the Reagan
Administration believes in economic war-
fare itself as an instrument for waging the
cold war, and how the USA ever since l9l7
has tried to use economic pressure against
the USSR.

Woolcock's plea is for free trade,
without political hindrance. But the fact is
that the world's most powerful capitalist
country has never believed in this, subor-
dinating the prospect of profit to that of in-
ternational class warfare. [t is a dispute
about the strategies of counter-revolution,
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not cornpetition for market.s, that underlie.s
inter-imperialist conflicts on this is.sue.

Fred Halliday

Class Struggles in Eastern EuroPe
19/t5-1983
Chris Harman, Pluto Pres.s, f6.95.

This i.s a new edition of tlre author's Bureaucro(.y
and Revolutiotr in Euslern EuroSte which ap-
peared in 1974, and the changes made to the
original version were obviously largely dictated
by the need to include description and analy-sis ol
the upsurge ol'the Polish working class under the
Solidarity banner in 1980-81 . In addition, the

conclud'ing part has been altered and expanded,
partly lo take into account the Poli.sh experience,
partly to deepen its polemical content. For thi.s is,

e.sserttially, a polemical book: Harman is a leader
of the Socialist Workers' Party and as such not
primarily intere.sted irr an academic account of
events, but in their interpretation from tlie stand-
point o[ revolutionary marxism and the promo-
tion of the SWP's view that the Eastern European
regimes are 'state capitalist' and that thq clashs.s

between t hem and t heir work ing masses are

therefore cla.ss .struggles, mor or le.ss akin to those
of the West.

This gives the book both its strengths and its

weaknes.ses: the mosl refre.shing thing about it is
it.s unambiguous.siding with the oppre.ssed, its
unyielding insisl.ence that the problems and con-
tradictions of these societies cannot, in the final
analysi.s, be resolved through bureaucratic
reform'from above', but only through the
seizure of political power by the working masses
themselves 'from below'. This perspective is

r4ther rare in books on Eastern Europe, including
those written from a leftist, 'reform communist'
viewpoint 

"

On the other hand, however, Harman's 'state
capitali.st' class-.struggle per.spective tends to
reduce the problems of revolution in Eastern
Europe to the organisational ta.sks of building a

revolutionary party and preparing for insurrec-
tion, and to submerge crucial politic'al aspects of
the dynamic of the process - the contradictions
within the ruling parties and the Eas't-We.st con-
flict, for example to mere inter-capitalist
rivalrie,s. Both the strengths and the weaknesses

t
are particularly clearly reflected in the chapter on
the Polish crisis.

This ngw edition is to be welcomed because
only books like this one can really advance the
rather stagnant clarification process on the left's
theoretical and practical attitudes to E,astern
Europe" There are enough journalistic accounts
of events in Poland, but precious few that ,seek to
make socialist sense of Solidarity's .struggle. This
is why all those who disagree rvith Harman's
political and analytical perspectives should never-
theless read it.

Gtinter Minnerup

Late Marx and the Russian Road
Teodor Shanin, RKP , f.12.95.

The central claim of this book is to have
discovered a hitherto unreco*qnised, .new'late
Marx' who, under the influence of his studies of
Russia, dramatically rethougfrt many of the cen-
tral propositions of hi.s theory. The evidence for
this consists of the translation of the draft.s oi
Marx's letter to Vera Zasulich in 188 i concerning
the possible fate of the Ru.ssian peasant com-
mune. But these drafts have been known about
sinie 1924, and the main point that Marx
thought the commune could survive and form a

point of departure for socialism if the revolution

caurL- soon enouglr - r+'as contained in the tetter
itsell'. u'hich has long been knorvn about.

Thc' book also contains items such as a month
hv ntonth chronologr- of iMarr's life after 1867
and t iographical sketchcs ol the Narodniks.

\\Ilrat ni'lulcl have siven the book some real
suhstilnce u ould have heen an investigation of
l'irst s'hat actualll'happrened to the Russian com-
nlune and to the peasantry betrveen l88l and
lgli, irnd second the c.ontinuing debates on the.se

qucstions anrong the Russian marxists focus.sing
part ictrlarll' on [-enin's The Development o.f
Cupitulistrt and Trotsky's theor.v of permanent
revoltr t ion .

Ilut io do this rvould have undermined the cen-
tral thesi.s of this book for it rvould have shown
that u,hatever the merits of Marx's specific obser-
vations in 1881, they were.superceded by Russia'.s

actual hi.storical developrnent. A development
whiclr made Cupitaland the main body of Marx's
thought more, not less, relevant to Rttssia"

John Molyneux

No Fire No Thunder
Sean Murphy, Alastair Hay and Steven
Rose, Pluto Press, f3,95.

Captain Ecuyer, a British officer at Fort Pitt pro-
secuting the war against the Indians gave hostile
chiefs 'two blanket.s and a handkerchief out of the
Small Pox hospital. I hope it will have the de.sired
effect'.

The deployment of CBW.s (Chemical and
Biological WeapoRs) requires cunning. At a
diplomatic level, ploys to evade the spirit of the
1925 Ceneva Protocol (the major international
.sanction against the use of CBWs) show great
.semantic ingenuity" Britain, for example, claims
that the use of gas in a 'domestic' context -- CS in
Northern lreland - is legal. The US claims that
herbicides like defoliants to not come into the
category of chemical weapons. They are to 'clear
vegetation around US military base camps'. Viet-
nam had the misfortune to be around such a ba.se.

The most recent sidestep has been on the
deployment by the USSR and the US of the so-
called 'binary' chemical weapon.s. Two common
ancl relatively harmles.s industrial chernicals are
loaded into a projectile and mix after firing to
produce lethal gas which is spread after detona-
tion. Negotiated on-the-spot checks cannot locate
nerve gas factories

Thi.s book is thorough, but when groups of
academics write books like this it is often fairly
dry reading. It is not helped by a tiresome habit of
telling the reader what he or .she knows already.
For in.stance (solemnly): 'But in a war it is

rnilitary considerations which dominate'.
A s t on ish ing.

Phil Evans

Also received

Journey lnto Russia, by Laurens van d,er Post,
Penguin , f2.95

A reprint of an account of a journey across
Russia first published in I964

Eastern Europe 1740-1980
Feudalism to Communism, by Robin Okey,
Hutchinson, f.4.95.

A concise history which examines particularly the
role of nationalism.
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BOOK REVI EWS

Ferninism in Russia 19fl)-1917
Linda Harriet Edmonson, Heinemann
Educational Books.

The early women's movement in Russia never
reached the proportions it attained in Britain,
Cermany and America. The western movement
had its roots in the egalitarian aspirations released
by the French Revolution, and in the oppor-
tunities presented by industrialization, as well as
in related demographic factors and changes in
family structure.

In Russia it was different. Feminist ideas were
imported from the west in the 1850s and found
relevance among the radical intelligentsia. '...the
obvious parallel between the subjection of the
peasant to the serf-owner and that of a woman to
her husband or father was quickly drawn and the
emancipation of the serfs encouraged demands
for fernale emancipation too.'

After 1861 and the abolition of selfdom, the
changing social and economic role of the female
gentry provided an impetus for feminism " But the
women's movement remained confined to a small
layer of privileged women. Until I 881 the
feminists campaigned for higher education op-
portunities for women. Then when women were
banned frorn belonging to societies with an
educational airn, the movement took a nosedive.

The revolution of 1905 revived the movement
and sparked not one, but two women's
movements - one arnong middle class women
(the ravnopravki or equal rights feminists); and
one of socialist women.

Middle class feminists took up the suffrage
struggle, but scorned the militant tactics of
British suffragettes and condemned their attacks
on property as 'excesses'. They tried to ally with
reformist political parties, but were appalled to
discover that their members did not consider
women as equals. But they echoed their politics
all the same and in l9l4 supported the war effort
with enthusiasm 

"

The feminists welcomed the overthrow of the
tsar but the l9l7 revolution marked the end of the
middle class women's movement. Out-
manoeuvred and overtaken by the Bolshevik
women's organisation it faded rapidly into ir-
relevance" Perhaps because of this sudden demise
the movement has often been underestimated.

Despite its small size, however, the feminist
movement helped to make the demand for
women's equal rights politically acceptable. It
also significantly influenced Bolshevik policy"
The Bolshevik decision to set up 'special party

work among women' in l9l4 and again in lglT
was at least in part a direct reaction to feminist at-
tempts to organise working women.

So far books about Russian women have con-
centrated on socialist women and have been writ-
ten from the standpoint of opposition to the equal

rights feminists. This book i.s a sympathetic but
critical account of those feminists. Ai.such it pro-
vides considerable food for rhough t about
socialist orthodoxies on the 'woman que.stion,"

Anna Paczuska

SAKHNORSKAYA : WOMAN IN rXE.'IgbS NEVOLUTION

'The Polish Revolution'
Solidarity 19E0-82
Timothy Garton Ash
Jonathan Cape, f 12.50

This book bids to become the standard
source on the history of Solidarity. It is a
mixture of direct reporting, accounts from
other sources, historical narrative and
political analysis. But it is structured so
cleverly, that in effect it offers the full story.
It is also extremely well written. It is an ex-
ample of ambitious journalism that can do
more to advance knowledge in a particular
field than many a scholarly and systematic
study.

With this approach, the book is bound
tcl be somewhat uneven. Some of the best
things are passages of direct observation, as
in the chapter on the peasant commune in
Rzeszow" The writing here has a thrilling im-
mediacy and provides rare insights into the
peasant outgrowth of the movement. The
account of the March l98l crisis, triggered

by police provocation in Bydgoszcz, is
valuable on a more strictly political level. In
the writer's judgement, Solidarity achieved
the pinnacle of its effectiveness as an
organised movement in the general strike
alert of that time, while the authorities and
the police were far from the state of
preparedness they were to demonstrate in
December" The hasty compromise to stave
off confrontation, imposed
undemocratically on the movement, started
the process which was to lead to a reversal of
those relative positions. Tirn Garton Ash
refuses to take sides about Walesa's move to
withdraw from what looked like the final
confrontation, but he traces the germ of
disunity within the movement and its
relative loss of direction to the March crisis.

The writer rejects popular Western
assumptions about Poland and Solidarity.
Tim Garton Ash has learned to speak Polish
fluently and accepts a broadly Polish
perspective. He sees Solidarity as the pro--
duct of a uniquely Polish political and

cultural experience. The reverse side of his
sympathy for the national experience is his
strong dislike of the regime. The villains are
the Party bosses, both the known 'hard
liners' and the 'liberals' like Deputy Prime
Minister Rakowski.

Most judgements in this book are clear
cut and delivered with certainty. The
writer's own political values appear to be
those of a liberal conservative (I'm not say-
ing that he is a conservative voter: I don't
know how he votes). He understands the
many complex and sometimes contradictory
currents which went to make up the move-
ment, including a strong socialist content in
its programme, but he appears to draw from
it only sustenance for his own established
position" This book does not offer the ex-
citement of a creative rediscovery; it is not
about a personal challenge, with the writer
being forced in the face of this new
phenomenon to redefine and restate his own
values. But it offers much else.
Boleslaw Sulik
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